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Spaceport: Technical Lands for Departing Earth proposes a new way of understanding 

how technological uses of place-based science was designed and imagined for both 

industrial and military activities in postwar America. It is argued in this book, the 

American spaceport as a complex series of technical lands were enabled through 

its architecture and aesthetics in the background of Cold War politics, economics, 

and technologies. Beginning with the opaque blockhouse underground as a port and 

expanding facilities for assembly, the entire spaceport complex can be understood as 

an enclosed system of both architectural and geographic space. This design research 

of the spaceport is not a linear history of postwar America. As dissertation of design, 

this research is structured by moving across space and time—beginning inside the 

launch complex interior and outwards through the mobile architectural objects at the 

departure of earth. This translation of spatial movement starts with the core and ends 

with the capsules at the scale of the expanded geographic frontier. The spaceport 

signals changes in structure, scale, and space. Departing earth through a series of 

carefully enclosed and discrete objects, architecture began to move further outwards in 

space. As a nuanced condition, the spaceport as a constellation of architectural objects 

problematizes its contribution with respect to the policies and history of aerospace 

technology. As a non-linear critical narrative, this dissertation is told as a concept 

from the construction of the spaceport imaginaries to its inevitable abandonment as 

wasteland.
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The architecture of the American spaceport reveals new knowledge 
for how technical lands became imagined, instrumentalized, and projected. 
As a mode for economic efficiency, political speed, and repeatable forms of 
presumed Cold War rationality, the spaceport represents the rise of technical 
lands for imagining new extraterrestrial space. Before the spaceport and 
its associated technologies launched rockets into space, an entire projected 
cultural imaginary increased public interest in space travel. Spaceport as a 
typology derives from imagination before technical applications. In 1867 
French novelist Jules Verne rightfully predicted a spaceport launch site 
located on the Florida coast. Imaginatively, the early science fiction writer 
projected Florida as the geographical site for reaching the moon. What 
does this imaginary of staging human occupation here on earth imply 
in military infrastructural practices attempting to reduce the distance of 
humans’ extraterrestrial desire? Moreover, what does the infrastructure to 
support such extreme distances say about a culture identified with infinite 
presumptions of technical lands as a tool for utilizing the American 
wilderness? 

It is important to frame the discourse around the spaceport complex 
as both an object of study and a spatially constructed image. The spaceport 

The first Army missile Bumper 
rocket launched from Launch 
Complex 3 (the first American 
operational launch complex), 
Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Station, Merritt Island, Florida, 
July 24, 1950

FIGURE 1

the 
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complex is the entire construction of interrelated sites received by public 
imaginaries for extraterrestrial travel. In other words, the ability for the 
public to imagine space travel, an entire series of architectural objects and 
technical spaces were instrumentalized. But this instrumentation of land 
meant imagining the wilderness as space and form of territorial occupation. 
The spaceport, as a series of architectural objects and connected spaces, 
invoke a kind of necessary ethos for occupying the remote wilderness 
in the background for the use of political interests. From imagination, 
the wilderness is opened up as a tool for departing Earth and ultimately 
projecting extraterrestrial space. Therefore, it is the American wilderness 
that becomes instrumentalized as a spatial condition of others—outside of 
the regular human activity.  

Visions for surveying, and subsequently controlling the globe, 
required the design and construction of irrational and discrete architectural 
objects embedded in the technical systems for launching rockets into 
space. The wilderness itself is the space which allowed visioning the rest 
of the world. Not metaphorically, but actually. The history of the spaceport 
is the product of military technologies—both physical and nonphysical, 
real and imaginary—expanding a territorial range by its technological 
objects. Spaceports identify distinct features in the operations of the 
historical launch site context. “Spaceport” is defined in the Oxford English 
Dictionary as a base or facility from which spacecraft are launched; a 
place at which spaceships take off and land. The term first appeared in 
1930 from the American science fiction magazine Amazing Stories, which 
began publication in 1926 and ran until 1959. As portrayed in the fictional 
setting, curiously related to the evolution of cities, the term “space-port” 
in early science fiction appears as a condition linked to power and tied to 
a history of imaginary occupation. Moving from ports bound to sea, to 
air, and to space, the spaceport is critically used as a technical land for the 
projected imaginary and an ever-expanding territory.  

Le Corbusier suggested the new technological age, particularly the 
airplane became a new way of seeing the city and all its pre-machine 
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civilization as the composition of a disorganized and economically driven 
order.1 On war, Le Corbusier viewed technics and mechanical advancements 
as transitions from wartime utility to domestic implementation. And yet, 
when transitioning from military infrastructure (primarily Air Force) to 
the space complex, a new thread of cultural loops tied to political conflict 
intensifies dualisms between nature and machine. Political and cultural 
depiction of a future utopian spaceport, offered by Ursula K. Le Guin, 
is seen as a wall dividing peoples and ideological worlds—one free and 
the other suppressed.2 For the emerging spaceport in the United States of 
the 1950s, the wall was the divide between “here” (machine) and “there” 
(nature). Architecture, and human occupation more generally, express 
cultural practice. The spaceport artifacts are often ignored in conversations 

Early depictions of  the spaceport in science fiction, 
including the first appears in the American science 
fiction series, Amazing Stories, October 1930 and The 
Dispossessed, Ursula K. Le Guin

FIGURE 2 / 3
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surrounding the military apparatus in pursuits for the departure of earth. 
Spaceports became the ports of power. And yet, architecture seems to be 
veiled in the background by its rocket technology. This design research 
reverses the relationality of technology and artifact.

In this context, the spaceport is tied to a history embedded in military 
“ports,” as a form of imagining and expanding the wilderness into political 
space. A spaceport is an architectural place and object of study in the fields 
of technology, architecture, and urbanization. But also, and perhaps more 
importantly, represents the rise of technical lands as a national image 
for instrumentalizing ground and projecting those images for power. But 
to understand the link between spaceports and technical lands, we must 
first begin to understand the role “technical” plays when describing and 
designating “land,” as such.

Technical land is a term that derives from early military use of land, 
including legislative categorizations for colonial pursuits. Technical lands 
in the United States specifically, are associated with a range of military 
uses and the instrumentalization of land for scientific and technological 
experimentation. By categorically identifying an area of land as “technical” 
allowed certain legislative measures to occur.  Technical lands are enabled 
through political and economic forms of projected rationality, operational 
logistics, empirical instrumentation, and place-based sciences; including 
military bases, ports, exclusionary zones, radioactive sites, astronomic 
observatories, and so on. Thus, practices found marginalizing land, 
intentionally produce zones of exclusion, and mark specific geographies 
of occupation and enclosure. Yet, even though technical lands may have 
not been constructed as having an architectural perspective, or otherwise, 
these “technically” designated sites unequivocally project an aesthetic 
deep within American cultural imagination. And although the land was 
considered to have been constructed with implied techno-engineered 
rationality, the architectural object was designed and was intended to 
provide an appearance of efficiency.

The spaceport complex as a condition of “designated” and “designed” 
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The “complete” spaceport configuration with blockhouse, 
service tower, operations facility, and necessary technical 
systems embedded as land, Launch Complex 34, Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station, 1961

FIGURE 4
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technical lands is no different. Technical lands, as already suggested, 
required the occupation and designation of wilderness to be used for 
military, scientific, or technical means. But how is this “designation” 
constructed and what does it produce? By categorizing a place “technical” 
already marks a designation and implies a conditional aesthetic. The 
techno-rationality and its associated “designed” objects produce both an 
aesthetic and politic. Once wilderness is claimed as such, then technical 
lands designations immediately define a physical boundary informed 
by political legislation and projected as a “technical” aesthetic. It is this 
condition, both political and technical, that the technical lands produce 
a national image of techno-rationalized logic. Therefore, it is argued in 
this book, the American spaceport reveals how objects instrumentalized 
ground as technical lands and enabled public imaginaries of the wilderness 
through the use of architecture in the background to highly commemorated 
Cold War politics and rocket scientific advancements.

Now we must turn to the second term, “land.” Land in this book 
is understood as a condition and quality on its terms. According to 
the historical and political descriptions of technical lands, “land” is 
instrumentalized and acts as a performative condition situated between the 
architectural objects found in the spaceport complex. The characterization 
of land is formed through its political designation and allows for the earth 
to be used—as a scientific instrument and techno-rationalized space for 
imaginations to be designated, designed, and constructed. The land is the 
substrate for the architecture to situate itself as a larger technical apparatus 
used for supporting scientific measurement, distance, and ultimately an 
image of rationalized power. In the spaceport complex, technical land 
is, therefore, the place between the use of actual soil—and underground 
space occupied for the extraterrestrial imagination—and designated as 
inherently technical. 

Technical lands for departing Earth, the subtitle of this book, suggests 
that land must first be designated (and designed) as technical for humans 
to imagine departing the planet Earth. And thus, “land” should not be 
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mistaken with Earth. By imagining a departure of Earth, the land on the 
surface of the earth is designed. More specifically, land as the materiality 
of, and below, the earth is instrumentalized to reach extraterrestrial space. 
By understanding the construction of spaceport infrastructure, from 1950 
to 1968, the image and shape of technical lands are revealed. Rather than 
showing a history of architecture in space, this book turns our lens back 
towards spaceport infrastructure under and on the surface of the Earth. 

The spaceport complex as a theme and as an object of study 
renders a geographic territory—territory as a condition, not a space or 
substitute for landscape. Traditionally, the perspective of a territory could 
be understood by the distance from the political “administrator” to the 
geographical area it comprises. However, this distance has blurred and 
the distinctions between natural and artificial have collapsed, including 
the distinction between territory and landscape. What seems to be the 
most peculiar, stretching across the scenes of a Cold War history, is the 
military perspective. The launch complexes at Cape Canaveral during the 
early Cold War represent the transformation from its use of past military 
fortification to launch operations that expand physical territory and enable 
geopolitical control. The spaceport allows the world to be monitored, 
manipulated, and synthetically controlled. Although its appearance is 
often overlooked, military infrastructure has an appearance. Rocket 
technology required a loose, flexible infrastructural landscape to support 
changes in space exploration due to political and economic fluctuations. 
The repeatability of its performative and aesthetic qualities causes it to 
disappear. Paradoxically, its appearance is politically disguised as function. 
And thus, scales of the Earth and the earth as stratified and technical land is 
described here through a series of architectural scales traversing aesthetic, 
synthetic, and geographic configurations. Departing Earth ultimately 
required a range of scales—from the interior semi-buried objects to the 
occupation of vast remote reaches stretched across the globe.

The spaceport—including its associated military bases, underground 
blockhouses, service towers, assembly facilities, administrative buildings, 
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and long-range recovery capsules—generate and help illuminate discrete 
objects of invisible wastelands in the shadows of politics, commemoration, 
and place-based science technologies. 

The posits “technical lands” as an intellectual investigation in 
architecture. Spaceport: Technical Lands for Departing Earth proposes a 
new way of understanding how technological uses of place-based science 
was designed and imagined for both industrial and military activities 
in postwar America. The specific characteristics of technical lands, 
throughout this book, shape ground as both a place of infrastructure and 
an object of the enclosure. By focusing on the technical and the land, 
previous disciplinary preoccupations of the perspective constructions, 
such as landscape architecture, are of a different condition altogether. The 

Following the assembly facilities and office buildings, the 
entire land is transformed and operationalized as an entire 
(comprehensive) spaceport complex, Launch Operations 
Center Industrial Area, including KSC Headquarters 
Building and Operations and Checkout Building, 1966, 
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 

FIGURE 5
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spaceport complex is the American model for how politics and economics 
construct the remote wilderness into a cultural image and ubiquitously 
understood as technical, not as a landscape in the traditional sense.

The spaceport exemplifies the capacity for networked systems 
to produce ubiquity, yet technology, speed, and economics constantly 
interfere. The spaceport artifacts not only supported the logistics 
of reaching the moon but inevitably reshaped our understanding of 
infrastructural modernity as an image of machine-human spatialization; 
in doing so, it rejected preservation and automated a synthetic system of 
coordination and management. All themes lead to the spaceport as the 
site of architectural objects for the departure of the earth—a new way of 
seeing the technological landscape. 

If we consider the spatial conditions of technical lands, broader 
questions open up for how the spaceport was designed and constructed for 
reaching extraterrestrial.3 The fact that “technology not only causes change, 
but it is also a response to change” is represented in the space complex 
history, as military and economic modernization of NASA’s architectural 
forms had to constantly adapt to rapidly emerging space programs.4 By 
bringing the evolution of the spaceport into architecture discourse, the 
spaceport is the subject used to describe the ends of the earth. Remote 
forms of infrastructure, urbanization, and the spaceport complex project 
the extraterrestrial—a space situated between technological imaginary 
and limits of rationality.

Beyond a fetish for the technical object, the spaceport artifacts 
represent American culture in the background of the highly celebrated 
space programs. Five architectural objects from the spaceport complex 
are identified to illustrate how technical lands produce an aesthetic 
individually and a complete enclosure collectively. The blockhouse, 
service tower, assembly facility, office building, and recovery capsule 
are selected because of their architectural implications, as a discrete 
object, and their geographic scales collectively. Each architectural object 
situated within the designated technical lands were designed as such—
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to both instrumentalize land and invoke techno-efficiencies in modern 
science and politics. Beginning with the opaque blockhouse underground 
as a condition of port and the horizontal facilities for rocket assembly, 
the entire spaceport complex can be understood as an enclosed system of 
technical, architectural, and geographical space. As project and dissertation 
of design, this research is structured by moving across space and time—
beginning inside the launch complex interior and outwards through the 
mobile architectural objects at the departure of earth. 

Spaceport: Technical Lands for Departing Earth, is organized in 
five primary chapters. Each chapter studies a particular dimension of 
architecture’s role in the concept and construction of the spaceport complex. 
Together, the chapters portray the spaceport beyond the technological 
object exclusively. By contextualizing the conditions, aesthetics, and 
experiences of architecture in both political and cultural terms, the way a 
national image expands across space and time becomes clear.

Chapter Two, “Interiority and the Vision of Power,” challenges 
the aerial perspective from the military blockhouse to launch control, 
projecting instead an expansive range of geopolitics. This chapter reveals 
how the interiority of the 19th-century military infrastructure transformed 
from an opaque enclosure of ports and periscopes to architectural aesthetic 
framed by control rooms detached with digital displays and remote 
monitoring systems. The vision of the world was constructed through an 
architectural apparatus reshaping the land. For the world to be “in view” 
the discrete American aesthetics formed into isolate and sub-terrain modes 
of national control. Beginning with the underground bunker and expanding 
outwards in scale, the spaceport complex describes how the land became 
instrumentalized and projected as a cultural image in support of politics.

Chapter Three, “Speed and the Appearance of Rationality,” presents 
the launch complex service towers as a discursive political agenda producing 
technological success aligned with the birth of a national defense highway 
system. Speed, efficiency, and attempts to optimize the launch complex 
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After 11 years of  launching rockets, the Cape Canaveral 
“Missile Row” is comprised of  repeatable Launch 
Complexes signaling a rapid increase in transformations in 
rocket technology, Saturn I Rocket, Launch Complex 34, 
Cape Canaveral, Merritt Island, Florida, October 30, 1961

FIGURE 6
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drove the highly accelerated construction of early spaceports, yet also 
contributed to their ultimate failure. Cybernetic systems and American 
culture of the 1960s greatly informed a national image of rationality. The 
concept of the spaceport complex describes a cultural imagination in the 
wilderness. Imagination and the remote landscape opened up the condition 
of the spaceport as a form of modernity, more broadly. By solving problems 
through the products of architecture, infrastructure, and what are ultimately 
viewed as archaeological artifacts in the imaginative landscape, technology 
is presented as a cultural landscape in a rapidly expandable world. From 
the launch facilities at Cape Canaveral to the large-scale transformations 
of highway infrastructure, the role of architecture, technology, and land in 
the 20th century was transformed.

Chapter Four, “Enclosure and the Garden in the Machine,” argues that 
the infrastructure of assembly for manufacturing rockets did not consist of 
empty industrial boxes. Instead, the spaceport’s assembly facilities greatly 
contributed to the construction and exhibition of modernity’s enclosed 
technological garden. This chapter brings new knowledge into the history 
of science and technology by drawing attention to an architectural history 
of place-based science in parallel with evolutions of rocket technology. 
The assembly facilities began as discrete constructions to house the 
manufacturing and assembly of the rocket, but ultimately generate isolated 
environments that purposefully separate wilderness “out there” and the 
enclosed technical garden. No longer do we find a sublime romance of 
machines in the garden. Instead, a complete mechanized landscape of 
technological elegance emerges.

Chapter Five, “Redundancy and the Administrative Apparatus,” 
interrogates repeatable, yet remote, forms for urbanization through NASA’s 
administrative processes and organizational structure. The spaceport, 
as an expression of modernity, represents centralizing operations and 
networking logistics, serving as the architectural background of the 
increasing bureaucracy of a space agency. For architectural historians, 
there is a gap in the history of architects and their involvement in military 
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infrastructure during wartime.5 Similarly, there is another gap between 
aerospace history and architecture’s role in the design of the spaceport 
complex. Moonport focused exclusively on construction in the Apollo 
era, military command-and-control systems, and applications are brought 
to urbanism, and literature describing architecture followed space and air 
travel imaginaries.6 The massive distribution of seemingly anonymous 
facilities supporting the spaceport is often ignored in both aerospace 
history and architectural disciplines.  

Chapter Six, “Range and the Recovery Capsule,” reveals a deep 
relationship between discrete technological objects in American culture 
and vast invisible geographies on the globe. The missile range and 
recovery objects became the stage for operationalizing a wilderness by 
broadcasting technological events and invoking a public audience. This 
translation of techno-spatial begins with the description of the missile 
range and ends with the intimate recovery capsules at the scale of the 
expanded geographic frontier. The spaceport signals changes in structure, 
scale, and space. Departing earth through a series of carefully enclosed 
and discrete objects, architecture began to move further outwards in space. 
As a nuanced condition, the spaceport as a constellation of architectural 
objects problematizes its contribution to the policies and history of 
aerospace technology. Not linearly, this story is told as a concept from the 
construction of the spaceport imaginaries to its inevitable abandonment as 
wasteland.

Lastly, Spaceport closes with Chapter Seven, “The Endless Frontier,” 
speculating critically on the contemporary meaning of conservation, 
including the history of abandonment and discharge of the American 
spaceport. In this book intimately tied to aerospace history, technical lands 
generate a real and imaginary gateway of opportunity to see the universe 
and simultaneously ourselves. This dissertation attempts to capture the 
failures of technological permanence, reconsiders the production of 
cultural imaginaries, and challenges preservation tropes of the discarded 
technoscientific condition.7 The configuration of military infrastructure in 
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Cape Canaveral and Kennedy Space Center region as an image from 
the Space Shuttle (now decommissioned) reflecting back on the launch 
operations and assembly facilities, including the adjacent wildlife preserve, 
Merritt Island, Florida, 1991

FIGURE 7

the once remote wasteland is not a process of technologically rationalized 
proving ground, but instead a process of operational flexibility and a means 
of discharging material economies for extraterritorial projection and 
political control. Spaceport offers new design knowledge for understanding 
the evolution of aerospace history in parallel to its architecture—as an 
enclosure for modern machines expanding the frontiers of geographic 
space. 
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“The autonomy of the blockhouse springs up out of a 
background alive with virtualities, drives, powers. The 
void no longer exists, everything can move, arrive, 
or go; the earth has lost its materialness, and space 
its emptiness, everything is saturated, the ordinary 
problems of architecture remain, but amplified.”1 

Paul Virilio, 1994

The pre-history of the control room is the launch complex blockhouse. 
The spaceport’s blockhouse is the space for which distance is measured 
and the place where power is controlled. The launch complex and its 
down-range distance describe how Cold War global power shifted from 
past military strategies on the ground became interiorized and placed 
at a distance. Paul Edwards described his notion of the “closed world,” 
as a discourse related to “global surveillance and control through high-
technology military power.”2 However, from the architectural discourse, 
it is the opaque interior of the blockhouse and high-technological systems 
that allowed for such control to ever take place.  The openings of the 
blockhouse may be narrow with a limited perspective to the outside world 
but indicate physical interior space of power by launching missiles and 
rockets across the entire globe, and ultimately projecting into space. In 
other words, the materiality and evolution of the spaceport blockhouse 
demonstrate architectures’ physical role in accessing global power and 
ultimately transforming military geography altogether.

All spaceports have three common components: a launchpad for 
rockets to rest, a service tower (or gantry crane) for rocket systems 
support, and a blockhouse for controlling the launch. Among those, the 
blockhouse forms an interior architectural space. Protecting engineers 

President John F. Kennedy, 
NASA Director Kurt Debus, 
and Wernher von Braun 
briefed inside the opaque 
interior with periscopes 
suspended above and display 
monitors installed along 
the perimeter of  LC-37 
Blockhouse, Cape Canaveral, 
November 16, 1963

FIGURE 8

INTERIORITY
and the Vision of Power
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from the rocket’s blast, the spaceport blockhouse is an opaque enclosure 
of inhabitation and houses mechanical instrumentation linking control 
panels to the rocket. As a form of opaque interiority, the blockhouse 
enabled the military to imagine the world, detached, monitored, and 
synthetically controlled from a remote terrestrial distance. Imagination 
for extraterrestrial space is architecturally constructed within the interior 
blockhouse. This interior view looking towards the rocket down-range, 
including the rockets trajectory path, render the imagined extraterrestrial 
space accessible. Moving from the underground ports and periscopes 
towards digital displays, architectural configurations describe technical 
lands as an interior distance of inhabitable and measurable control.

Many architectural scholars, supposing architecture follows war, 
focus on the impact of post-war conditions and the effects of war. Much 
of this history tends to avoid architecture’s involvement during wartime 
periods. Historians have claimed there is a gap in the history of architects 
and their involvement in military infrastructure in those periods.3 There 
have also been examples of how military command-and-control systems 
were adopted and applied to urban environments.4 In either case, the role 
of architects and their respective products—buildings, infrastructure, 
and urban space—are often associated with militarily constructed 
environments linked to economics, politics, and cultural imagination. 
Similarly, there has been a gap in architecture’s role in the construction of 
the spaceport complex in the Cold War and its imaginative projection of 
power for extraterrestrial space.5 

The early United States spaceports, and the blockhouses specifically, 
describe the physical military apparatus of the remote object used to 
produce a perspective of control. This chapter explores the evolution 
of blockhouses, from fortification to the spaceport launch complex 
infrastructure, and claims blockhouses demonstrate transformations in 
how the modern world is viewed—from the remote military landscape to 
a blended human and machine interiority. To understand how the interior 
of the early spaceport launch complex emerged, it is useful to begin 
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by examining fortification and early forms of the 20th-century launch 
complex. The vision of the world was constructed through an architectural 
apparatus reshaped into technical lands. For the world to be “in view” the 
discrete American aesthetics formed into isolate and sub-terrain modes 
of national control. Such military and political power are formed through 
distance, vision, and projection all derived from the blockhouse interior. 

From Fortification to the Launch Complex 

The American science fiction writer Ursula K. Le Guin begins her 
novel The Dispossessed (1974) by illustrating politics and culture through 
depictions of a future utopian spaceport. The spaceport is not only a 
wall dividing peoples, but a wall dividing ideological worlds—one free 
and the other suppressed.6 In this political imaginary, the spaceport (the 
object of division) becomes the physical mechanism for which defense 
is operationalized and controlled. But the story of organizing settlements 
by physical and political walls appears much earlier in the context of 
defense and fortification. Modern architects, including Hilberseimer and 
Le Corbusier, were enamored by new technologies in military defense 
and implications for city formation. In one case, the city is illuminated 
and enabled through technologies in the context of war, and the other 
reinforces the city as a layering of architecture, engineering, and solutions 
found in military defense.7 

Cities were born out of necessity for militarization.8 The fortification 
was expensive. To reduce expenses, city areas were limited by the fortified 
wall, and density ensued. At first, the fortified wall was used as a physical 
demarcation to signify strength and protect against enemies. As gun powder 
was discovered in Europe, the wall evolved into a thick multi-layered 
zigzag surface, made up of bastions and earth berm trenches. Populations 
expanded and density increased within the confines of the wall. As new 
offensive weaponry, from cannons to missiles, arose, the wall began to 
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dissolve. It is in this moment of 19th-century defense systems that bastions 
developed as isolated forts detached from city walls. By the First World 
War, bunkers appeared in the countryside as forts for defense, raising 
new questions of expanded militarization, defense, and their relationship 
with the territorial vision of power. Wartime bunkers illustrate both the 
evolution of fortification and the politics of space. 

By the end of the 19th century, German engineer Hermann Gruson 
developed a new form of military artillery system. Unique to the modern 
military landscape of artillery, the Krupp 28-cm gun was strategically 
placed into excavated ground bounded by masonry and enclosed with 
cast-iron plates.9 Gruson’s design featured an interior bunker enclosed 
by “masonry bases and roofs” and an “armoured cupola” with a curved 
iron roof.10 Innovation in the cupola design created a semi-underground 
defensive space. Subsequently, as the height of exposure above the ground 
plane decreased, its protection increased. The newly designed bunker also 
included a thin horizontal opening for a revolving gun turret. This design 
made it difficult for offensives to breach the interior enclosed space with 
gunfire.

Originally constructed in the 19th century, the Przemysl Fortress was 
a product of the Austro-Hungarian empire, The fortress included vast arrays 
of earthwork for military defense. Consisting of 41 entrenchments, nine 
forts, and a series of interconnected road networks, the forms of fortification 
relied more on the manipulation of the ground than on stone and brick 
barracks from an ancient past. By World War I, armies were successfully 
deploying Gruson’s cupola system of armored artillery to deter enemy 
attacks. The forts and the respective cupolas were “well placed to cover 
gaps and ensure that there was no ground out of reach of defensive fire.”11 
This kind of all-encompassing perspective, developed from shallow and 
low-profile antecedents, shows how fortification, typically constructed as 
a defensive remote boundary, quickly became associated with methods of 
framing a military’s defense perspective on the battlefield.

Cultural theorist Paul Virilio understood the bunker to be intertwined 
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with the deserted battlefield, abandoned and carrying meaning in and of 
itself.12 Bunkers represent past military apparatus and the place where the 
long organization of territorial infrastructures comes to an end, rendering 
a world left behind.13 When aligning changes of fortification types—
particularly the bunker—Virilio’s Bunker Archaeology signifies precisely 
the attitude concerning military objects as a constructed derivation, 
morphology of form, and cultural meaning tied to the building of a past 
empire. 

Transformations in the meaning and mechanism of walls and bunkers 
followed changes in weaponry development. The bunker typology, 
however, emerged not just as an autonomous structure. Comprised of 
infrastructural techniques and charged by military challenges in architecture 

Fort Douaumont defensive fortification in 1915, Verdun, 
Douaumont, France; a perimeter of  built up earthwork, 
a precedent to come for launch complex construction 30 
years later in Germany’s first missile test launch complex 
facility

FIGURE 9
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Peenemunde Army Research Center with built up 
earthwork to shape its perimeter surrounding launch 
facility operations, designed by architect Albert Speers, 
1937

FIGURE 10

and engineering, wartime bunkers were strategically placed by French 
defense along a distributed line to deter German armies in the First World 
War, formally known as “Ligne Maginot.”14 This Maginot Line named 
after French Minister of War Andre Maginot was a demarcated line across 
the land for the installment of military fortifications primarily made up 
of a series of concrete and semi-buried bunkers. Geographically specific, 
earthwork and interconnected mobility enabled the bunker to expand into 
a larger territorial network. The bastion developed into the typology of 
the bunker. As the bunker type was established, the underground became 
armed with new weapons increasing the distance and vision of its targets. 
The bunker, contrary to the fortified wall, no longer bounded only the 
city, but now extended military and political territory into the countryside. 
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Military infrastructure stretched across the vast remote landscape offer 
dilations of political will, leaving fragments dispersed. The sublimity 
of post-war environments, especially along the “Maginot Line” arming 
the countryside, is marked by artifice in the form of damaged military 
infrastructure and the ends of the frontier for establishing military power. 
A question posed by Virilio, “this analogy between the funeral archetype 
and military architecture,” presents a critical reflection.15 If military 
architecture is the mechanism for organizing and rationally ordering 
territory in defense, then from what do the architectural forms derive, and 
how do they inform future expanded types?  

The spaceport blockhouse is said to have been adopted from European 
military bunkers and pillboxes of the 19th century. Using fortification 
typologies from the French and German military configurations to shape the 
newly conceived rocket testing sites in the United States seems reasonable. 
The Germans were much further along with rocket development than any 
other nation. In 1936, five years before the United States military built its 
historic test sites at Los Alamos in New Mexico, the Germans began to 
test ballistic missiles in an “ultra-secret facility” built near Peenemunde. 
Peenemunde, translated as “mouth of the Penne river,” is located along 
the northwest German coastline and becomes the first rocket launch pad 
of its kind.

The launch pads and facilities at Peenemunde had been under the 
architectural direction and coordination of Albert Speers, the well-known 
German architect who worked on many military complexes during 
World War II.16 A dense series of mechanical conduit lines organized the 
complex’s testing facilities. Such lines demonstrate an early example of 
the application of underground networks and technology management, 
as well as a merger of systematic operations and ground reconfiguration. 
Industry and settlement; including “ring railroads,” had shaped German 
national transportation networks at this time, just as the modernization 
of electric light and power had shaped Germany’s architecture/, German 
national transportation networks at this same time had been shaped 
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shaping Germany’s architecture.17 Enclosing the launch complex was a 
unique sloped-earth wall elliptically shaped with underground rooms, 
flame pits, test towers, and a control room with switchboards connected 
to the rest of the complex by long underground corridors. Bounded by 
an “embankment” of built-up earthwork, the launch pad at Peenemunde 
and its electrically networked systems became the model for Americans at 
Cape Canaveral. Influence came, in particular, from two German pioneers 
in rocket development, Wernher von Braun and Dr. Kurt Debus.18 

The United States Army Ballistic Missile Agency began its planning 
for Launch Complex 34 (LC-34) in 1959, 23 years after the construction 
of Peenemunde. By late 1959, LC-34 was transferred to NASA, the 
first director of which was Debus. Long before NASA’s establishment, 
the renowned von Braun, however, had already been recruited from the 
experimental test stands at Peenemunde. Working for United States Army 
Intelligence starting in 1945, von Braun moved to Fort Bliss in Texas, then 
New Mexico, and later transferred to Huntsville, Alabama, as the director 
of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency’s Development Operations Division. 
Eventually, von Braun worked with NASA on Apollo’s Saturn rocket 
development. Associated with the first German test stand site as early as 
1942, von Braun and Debus were likely significant in shaping designs 
for the new military launch infrastructure in the United States. Spaceport 
infrastructure became a systematization of military land “designed” by 
and appropriated from German experts working previously in the earth-
walled German Peenemunde launch complex. 

The “conflict of forms: territories, constructions and naval, aerial 
and land equipment were all designed”; however, wartime facilities, 
infrastructures, and machines came from cultural decisions specifically 
held across diverse contexts and contingencies.19 Architecture, and 
blockhouse morphology more generally, express cultural practice for 
expanding our reach into extraterrestrial space, but are often ignored in 
architectural conversations surrounding the military apparatus. A strange 
reversal appears as the blockhouse typology is constructed in the American 
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context. Once viewed as a bunker for protection from attacking gunfire, 
the blockhouse becomes internalized and detached, providing distancing 
protection from the rocket blasts and materializing as an underground port 
of power.

Marking Distance 

Various modes of militarization and their distance have a direct 
influence on society. Military forts detached themselves from bastion 
systems to suit new weaponry, while increased populations in the fortified 
city remain persistent. With an increase in decentralization after World 
War II and the rise of missile and rocket development, the disposition 
of military infrastructure attempted to respond accordingly. By the mid-
1940s, the bunker ideology transitioned into a society stricken by anxiety 
over a nuclear attack. During this period, according to American-British 
architect Anthony Vidler, “the shelter society is promulgated as a consumer 
necessity and a moral imperative.”20 Cultural reflections regarding national 
defense turned toward fallout shelters underground, embracing western 
consumerism and participating in military practices for national defense. 

The blockhouse was becoming more similar to infrastructure and 
the architectural forms closer to reflect technological progress. The 
architecture of the blockhouse tends to illustrate the notion of “human-
machine integration,” transforming and “integrating people into 
complex technological systems.”21 The shelter-to-blockhouse archetype 
demonstrates infrastructural transformation in response to changes in 
rocket development and the increasing distance from humans to machines. 

Distinguished American rocket pioneer Robert H. Goddard believed 
“that a small charge of flash powder can be carried [on the rocket] and 
exploded when the rocket struck the moon,” validating our imaginative 
reach of extraterrestrial space.22 In August of 1940, Popular Mechanics 
magazine published an article, “Seeking Power for Space Rockets,” 
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“Seeking Power for Space Rockets” magazine article 
describing American rocket scientist Robert Goddard’s 
early rocket stands as he sits behind sandbags, 1940

FIGURE 11
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recapitulating Goddard’s ideas, initially described in his paper from 1919, 
for the dual use of rockets as a form of “military potentiality” and a means 
for the “conquering of space.”23 Another imagined explosion on the moon 
proposed half a century later presents a reflection of visibility from the 
earth to the moon. In 1991 the American architecture theorist Jeffrey Kipnis 
published an article, “Moonmark,” in Assemblage, an architectural theory 
journal. Kipnis opens with a radical thought experiment—proposing to 
launch all nuclear weapons produced on earth and to detonate them on the 
moon’s surface. Doing so, he posits, would result in only a mere “scar on 
the surface almost invisible to the naked eye on earth.”24 This imaginative 
proposition is a reflection of space, both politicizing objects in the cosmos 
and spatially reframing the extreme mechanical potentiality concerning 
“fragile life” here on terrestrial earth. 

These two unlikely figures, a rocket scientist and an architectural 
theorist illustrate space as an extraterrestrial distance. Through radically 
imagined proposals, this distance becomes a benchmark of political 
trajectory enabled by the launch complex, both conquering space and 
contributing to a changing political space. But there is also another 
terrestrial distance—the distance of human (shelter) to machine (rocket). 
It is in their relationality—their conceptual and measurable distance—that 
we can identify the significant transformations in military infrastructure 
and their ability to influence architectural form. Initially, during early 
rocket tests conducted by Goddard in the 1920s, only a short wall of 
sandbags stood between the scientist and the rocket stand. As rockets 
developed, and their size and fuel capacity increased, the shelter required 
more protection. 

With gauges to control the launch, the distance was measurable, and 
technology reflects the disposition of sandbags. Ten years after Goddard’s 
experiments behind sandbags, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station was 
established in the remote marshlands of Florida’s coastline. In 1950, 
the first German-designed V-2 rockets were launched. Rocket shelters 
became fully enclosed but were still made of makeshift standard building 
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materials. The blockhouse of Launch Complex 3 was a temporary wooden 
shelter partially buried underground. The enclosed structure was stripped 
from any reference to bastions, forts, and bunkers and shaped by readily 
available, postwar American wood construction. By 1951 an increase 
of interest in missile development required the military to accelerate 
production by constructing a new blockhouse shared between Launch 
Complex 3 and 4 (LC-3/4). Once the construction for LC-3/4 began, the 
blockhouse became the space in which human and machine overlapped. 
For the shared LC-3/4 blockhouse form, a tri-part mix of types collide. 
The rectangular flat roof structure with typical doors and windows is met 
with a shallow domed structure made of concrete with a hatch from the 
top. Two larger framed doorways are oriented in specific directions and 

The first American launch complex blockhouse (LC-3) 
constructed as a temporary wooden ‘house’ semi-buried in 
the ground, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, 1950

FIGURE 12
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Launch Complex 3/4 blockhouse designed with various 
archetypes, including a flat roof  interrupted by a shallow 
domed concrete enclosure, Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Station, 1956

FIGURE 13 / 14
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protected by vertically sliding doors. Earthwork, semi-covering modern 
concrete shelters, shape the launch complex into a series of technical lands. 
To avoid drops of voltage in electrical circuits from control panels to the 
rocket pad, the distance from the controller to the rocket required a range 
of fewer than 600 feet. Establishing a standard of distance mattered when 
designing the blockhouse for the protection of personnel, a requirement 
negotiated by required instrumentation capabilities. It was from this new 
opaque interiority in the early United States spaceport blockhouse that 
imaginary politics constructed a view of extraterrestrial space.

As the Cold War intensified, the trajectory of rockets expanded the 
distance for visioning power; it no longer required traditional geographic 
means for determining the world’s political territories. Between 1955 and 
1959, a time when the site was known as the Cape Canaveral Missile 
Test Annex, the United States Air Force conducted the first American 
satellite program, “Vanguard,” monitoring it remotely from the U.S. 
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in Washington, DC. If either the United 
States or the Soviet Union could project an image of global reach, then an 
illusion of total superpower control could be maintained and the legality of 
satellites for surveillance could be approved and accepted. This effort was 
ultimately to project an image of international public relations successes 
aligned with military technologies of the intercontinental ballistic missile 
programs.

By 1956 the NRL faced pressure to keep up with political demands 
from Eisenhower’s administration, to manage rapid launch schedules, and 
to negotiate for available resources. Project Vanguard, under the direction 
of trained American astronomer John P. Hagen, worked out a deal with 
the neighboring Launch Complex 17 to use their blockhouse, scheduled 
for Redstone—a program operated initially by the Army Ballistic Missile 
Agency and directed by Wernher von Braun. The Vanguard project came 
with such expediency that the Naval Research Laboratory considered 
housing rocket control instrumentation in a “temporary block” or in 
“vans,” even if these were exposed to the hurricanes and heavy rains that 
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Launch Complex 1/2 blockhouse designed with a pitched 
metal roof  with two elevations flanked by built up 
earthwork indicating a mixture of  standard metal building 
practices with semi-buried bunker requirements, Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station, 1957

FIGURE 15

typically occur in Florida in the fall.25 
The decision to inherit the already constructed Launch Complex 17 

blockhouse from Redstone was seen not as a rational decision, but as the 
more appropriate direction for operations planning and economics. This 
decision altered previous standards for distancing the blockhouse from 
the launch pad. LC-3/4, constructed in 1951, required the distance from 
blockhouse to pad to be less than 600 feet, a standard designed to avoid 
drops in voltage as limited by electrical circuits. But for Project Vanguard, 
the distance from the launchpad to the Launch Complex 17 blockhouse 
was shortened to a mere 270 feet due to the expediency of schedules and 
available infrastructural resources. The shortened distance led directly 
to changes in blockhouse design. Blockhouses constructed after 1955 
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Architect, Harold Steward, portrait (above) and his design 
and construction of  the first Pam Am Key West airport 
terminal (below), c. 1930

FIGURE 16 / 17
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tended to have thicker walls and greater earthwork modifications. Berms, 
embankments of raised earth, began to form blockhouse façades, as they 
faced the rocket’s launch pad. The larger the rocket, the greater the blast, 
so the thickness and depth of blockhouse construction subsequently grew 
as the rockets did. 

In 1953 the Miami-based architecture firm Steward and Skinner 
Associates designed the blockhouse at Launch Complex 17. Harold 
Steward, founding principal of the office, was a Navy veteran who fought 
in the First World War. By the 1950s, Steward had been commissioned 
on many transportation projects, including the first Miami International 
Airport terminal; the first airport in Bogota, Columbia; an airport terminal 
in Key West; and various hospitals for the U.S. Navy. When Steward was 
commissioned by the Army to design the LC-17 blockhouse, therefore, 
it was to be expected that the blockhouse design for LC-17 would reflect 
the military’s existing architectural forms. The southeast and northwest 
elevations of the blockhouse, for example, seem to borrow airplane hangar 
rooflines, with a shallow slope—a form Harold Steward and the Army 
knew well from airport design and construction. The solid, two-foot-thick 
concrete walls provided the first layer of protection, with another layer 
of rammed earth sloping up to the roofline on two of the four sides. For 
construction, the blockhouse was situated on packed soil and encircled 
by the earth surrounding its walls. Rather than excavating the ground and 
building below the grade, the earth was built up, most likely because the 
sea level is extremely high along Cape Canaveral’s Merritt Island coast. 

Found in the Library of Congress archives, the original LC-17 
blockhouse construction drawings contain additional clues for the way 
design decisions were made. What seems most peculiar are two details 
worth highlighting. The openings in the blockhouse concrete enclosure 
are listed not as “windows” or even “fenestrations” (typical terms found 
in architectural construction), but instead as “thru ports.” The welded 
steel frame “port” has two corresponding angles—one directly horizontal, 
and the other with a 30-degree rotation to increase the visibility of the 
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rocket as it departs from the launchpad. The other unique characteristic 
in the semi-buried compound is two “periscope trunks” with respective 
“periscope mirrors” to maximize visibility. These two details, the “ports” 
and the “periscopes,” are not referencing military pillboxes used during 
the war in Europe. These details, and how they are named, derive from 
Harold Steward’s experience in the Navy and airport hangar construction. 
The “thru ports” and “periscope trunks” with mirrors would not have been 
found in the airplane or early aerospace industry. These design details 
come from naval references aboard United States Navy submarines and 
ships. This hybridity of interior fortification with naval “ports” creates an 
unusual assemblage of architectural typologies. From one elevation the 
profile resembles military airplane hangars from that era, but from another 
elevation, the design illustrates peculiar naval references for viewing 
down range rockets.

The rise of military ballistics and rocket technology inherently 
expand geographic territories into a global reach. Such measurable 
distances open up vision. And such visions come from within the early 
spaceport blockhouse, its configuration, and specifically its architectural 
openings within the underground bunker itself. The distances from 
operations to rocket, and from the rocket to early extraterrestrial space, 
demonstrate diverse and contingent cultural and imaginative associations. 
From a perspective of air and defense, a war of pictures and sounds is 
replacing the war of objects, as projectiles and missiles became tools of 
power and distort the “space-time of vision.”26 If the pictures previously 
taken by pilots from a plane were being replaced with rockets, then human 
perspectives no longer exist in the sky, but from the blockhouse interior. 
Politics can now be played out from the opaque interior of the blockhouse, 
first through “ports” looking out onto the launch pad infrastructure and 
then envisioning a much broader trajectory of political positioning. The 
interior blockhouses of LC-3/4 from 1951 and LC-17 in 1953 describe 
a space in which engineers and architects imagined rocket interior 
operations and control to overlap with rocket development. Housed with 
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Stewart Harold’s architectural drawings for Launch 
Complex 17 blockhouse elevations with shallow slope 
similar to his airport designs (above) and building section 
annotating “thru-ports” for the fenestration openings 
(below), Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, 1953/54

FIGURE 18 / 19
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Launch Complex 17, blockhouse exit sandbags (above) 
and interior updates with all electronic gauges and switch 
boards with small display monitor replacing the port 
openings (below), Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, 1964

FIGURE 20 / 21
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clocks, switchboards, gauge panels, and other electronic equipment, the 
blockhouse interior became infrastructurally connected. Historically 
outlining the detachment of nature—particularly prevalent during a time 
of rapid modernization—the speed of innovation required considerable 
resource extraction and subsequently infrastructural development.

Designed in 1956 with test launches by 1957, another Cape Canaveral 
Launch Complex, 14 (LC-14), deviated from any standard blockhouse 
typology and materialized from an entirely synthetic underground. 
Marked by an anonymous concrete bulge in the earth’s surface, the 
LC-14 blockhouse integrated a network of cables and tunnels linking 
various launch control systems. John Glenn, the first American to orbit 
the globe, launched from the underground networks of LC-14. Hidden 
under a thick layer of concrete, engineers and operators were densely 
packed alongside electronic equipment. For the design of this historically 
significant blockhouse, the view of the rocket changed orientations. No 
longer was it necessary to view the physical launch pad to project Glenn 
into extraterrestrial space. With one 20-inch monitor, personnel turned 
their attention to gauges—as opposed to the pad directly—and launch 
sequences became mechanically systematic, coordinated by integrations 
of electronic monitoring. This critical change of perspective signifies 
a moment in which the military and geopolitical vision transitions into 
imagining extraterrestrial space, viewed mechanically, yet monitored 
remotely. 

Rosalind Williams, a historian of technology, describes the 
subterranean environment as a technological one, an ideological 
map combined with technology and imagination.27 For Williams, the 
“enclosure and verticality” is missing in both cities and spaceships. For 
the blockhouse, however, the semi-underground enclosure produces an 
image of extraterrestrial space.28 The blockhouse seems to detach from 
nature (not suppressed within it) and remains prevalent during a time 
of rapid modernization. This duality of enclosed verticality combines 
with the speed of innovation and subsequently the rise of transportation 
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Launch Complex 17 blockhouse interior display monitors 
projecting views to launchpad systems support, Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station, 1964

FIGURE 22
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technology. By 1959 the Cape Canaveral Air Force Missile Test Annex 
had rapidly commissioned another 17 launch sites. Launch Complex 
31/32 began construction the same month the contract was approved. 
Only one year later, according to the Air Force Space & Missile Museum, 
a new mobile railway system with 1,700 feet of rail had been approved. 
Those plans were quickly abandoned, however, in favor of a scheme that 
placed missiles in silos underground. By the late 1950s, the blockhouse 
is connected by tunnels for electrical cables, and the launch system is 
fully operationalized underground. The new electronic transparency in the 
launch site existed, but underground. Due to the expediency in launch 
complex construction and changes in distancing the interior blockhouse, 
this remote Florida landscape became a strange system of synthetically 
controlled wilderness for accessing an extraterrestrial vision of power. 

Perspective of Control

According to the Air and Space Museum, many of the blockhouses 
were inspired by pillboxes from the war in Europe. No evidence 
corroborates this claim, however, and it is especially peculiar that Cape 
Canaveral blockhouses constructed from 1950 to 1961 vary widely. The 
Oxford English Dictionary defines blockhouse as “a reinforced concrete 
shelter used as an observation point,” but its earliest definition indicates 
a “house composed of a block of wood.” Observations of the rocket do 
not arise exclusively out of “bunkers” associated as a form of defense 
in its military past. The term “blockhouse” becomes linked to vision, 
particularly related to control, and unexpectedly related to surveillance 
and imprisonment. 

The implications of the blockhouse do not end at the edge of remote 
wilderness or even the rocket’s trajectory. The blockhouse transforms to 
project and magnify space, projecting power, and staging new visions 
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of political control. Describing the evolution of surveillance, Paul 
Virilio rightfully notes that “from the original watch-tower through the 
anchored balloon to the reconnaissance aircraft and remote-sensing 
satellites…the eye’s function [becomes] the function of a weapon.”29 
In this sense, the control over others—land, people, and economies--
comes from vision, with dimensions and distances guided by forms of 
technological progress. To paraphrase philosopher Manuel de Landa, 
through tactics in military fortifications and advancements in computer 
simulations, technology repeatedly impacted the military, and in doing so 
shaped the built environment. Human-machine interfaces greatly altered 
the physical material of the defense system but also changed the way 
science and technology have shaped the military strategy.30 For de Landa, 
dematerialization appears when historically evaluating the changes in 
technology from the mobile siege during the Renaissance to antiaircraft 
systems, missile guidance, and global surveillance by an “electronic 
curtain of radar” during the Cold War.

Before the establishment of NASA, spaceport blockhouses 
constructed on Cape Canaveral were designed to protect engineers and 
military operators from the rocket’s blast and to manage the launch sequence 
from a safe, but physically connected distance. By the construction of 
NASA’s first launch complex in the mid-1960s, the blockhouse shifted 
from an opaque interior of underground mechanical systems to an interior 
space shaped by diverse forms of “projection” and further distancing 
controls. Established as NASA’s Launch Operations Center in 1961, 
the site across the Banana River, just north of Cape Canaveral, became 
the site for civilian launch operations. The LCC’s primary function was 
to “supervise” and “control” rocket launches. The LCC and Vehicle 
(Vertical) Assembly Building are located three miles away from pads 39A 
and 39B—no longer a short 600 feet, like its earlier military-based launch 
complex counterparts. Also, Launch Complex 39 required considerable 
coordination of cross-disciplinary teams, known as URSAM, that included 
architects, structural engineers, civil, mechanical and electrical engineers, 
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foundation experts, scientists, and internal project managers; their job was 
to design and coordinate the construction of a large 130,000 square foot 
facility.31 Containing four stories of office space and control rooms, the 
four primary firing rooms represent the dualism of monitoring, vision, and 
politics in the Cold War era. NASA’s appropriation of the blockhouse can 
be understood by reading the original construction documents. The firing 
room interior organizes two kinds of spatial vision: window to rocket, and 
screen to systems. 

In contrast to its predecessor blockhouses on Cape Canaveral, 
NASA’s Launch Control Center at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) does 
not need to protect itself from the rocket’s blast with thick concrete walls 
and built-up earth embankments, nor does is it essential to be semi-buried 

Launch Control Center designed as a complete “thru port” 
elevated by columns, including a facade with automatic 
louvers, Launch Operations Center, 1968

FIGURE 23
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NASA Merritt Island Launch Area’s Launch Complex 39 
Master Plan indicating plans for five total launchpads in 
relation to the Launch Control Center, Launch Operations 
Center, 1962

FIGURE 24

underground. The building structure appears to be raised on exterior piloti, 
supporting the upper two floors—an indication of further displacing itself 
from the ground physically.32 And thus, the design of the building seems to 
embrace a complete interiority, paradoxically for external projection. The 
thin “port” openings from earlier blockhouses are now increased to occupy 
the entire LCC building façade. Its large curtain wall is set at an angle of 
26 degrees in section to maintain an ideal view for following the path of 
the rocket as it departs the launch pad. Oriented in an oblique angle in 
both plan and section, the building itself becomes the “port” for visioning 
the outside world. On one side, a large transparent curtain wall made of 
power-operated louvers frame the exterior view towards LC-39A and LC-
39B. Awkwardly angled, the building orientation in plan constructs its 
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Launch Control Center section detail (above) and 
master plan (below), indicating a specific orientation for 
the Launch Control Center to ‘view’ the five planned 
launchpads, Launch Operations Center, 1963

FIGURE 25 / 26
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viewshed to accommodate the planned but never built LC-39C and LC-
39D pads. Direct views from LCC towards the constructed launch pads 
were therefore never aligned. 

The other opposite interior elevation is comprised of four large 
overhead projection screens displaying launch systems. All seats and 
control stations are aimed to view the projection screens, with operators’ 
backs turned towards the transparent curtain wall obliquely viewing the 
actual launch pads situated three miles away. LCC interior spaces provide 
two perspectives—one view faces toward nature and its vulnerable 
wilderness, while the other faces its digitally projected counterpart 
controlling the rocket’s trajectory to access extraterrestrial space. Once 
an opaque interior blockhouse in the 1950s, the space for controlling 
rocket launches in the early 1960s transformed into a thickened interior of 
transparent and digital projection of the modern world.

Archived by the Historic American Engineering Record, LCC 
construction documents suggests a kind of “mirroring” of the “cyborg” 
concept found in the design of lunar mission facilities, instead of 
establishing a relationality from nature to machine.33 The Launch Control 
Center became a system of interior controls that invert the blockhouse 
perspective, ultimately increasing the trajectory of United States political 
power in the race against the Soviets. Regardless of military or civilian 
construction, the LCC demonstrates a change in visioning extraterrestrial 
space. Designed in collaboration with URSAM, material choices, design 
considerations, and cultural derivations are made from a history of 
military infrastructure but are also embedded in political, economic, and 
cultural forces. The early United States launch complex brought forth the 
construction and the interior occupation for controlling and accessing 
newly imagined extraterrestrial space. The “ideological legitimation of 
American society” can be seen in the orchestration of the launch complex, 
and architecture in the background.34  By the “blending of human artifacts 
in the landscape,” the LCC becomes the “artificial division of a shared 
landscape,” from systems and automation to the imaginary perspective of 
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Launch Control Center upper firing room facing four 
large display monitors (above) and the lower firing room 
facing the glass curtain wall with louvers (below), Kennedy 
Space Center (formerly Launch Operations Center), 1968

FIGURE 27 / 28
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Launch Control Center interior facade with bowstring 
trusses for supporting the large-glass surfaces and chairs 
facing the opposite direction, Kennedy Space Center, 
formerly Launch Operations Center), 1968

FIGURE 29
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space exploration.35 
First used for Apollo 4 in 1967, the LCC became the primary interior 

space for controlling launches through the remainder of the Apollo missions 
and continued to be operational in many of the space shuttle launches. 
Visitors can now access the Kennedy Space Center’s LCC firing rooms. 
By staging the computerized control systems, tourists experience the 
scientists’ and engineers’ point of view, as monitors simulate countdowns 
staging launch sequencing for the visitors’ indulgence. In 2018 the LCC 
began renovations in preparation for the Space Launch System (SLS) 
missions scheduled for 2020. When considering the LCC’s construction 
and its association with Cape Canaveral blockhouses, the relationality 
between military architecture, its archaeological past, and the development 
of early rocket programs for extraterrestrial space are both imagined and 
constructed through cultural contingencies; those contingencies oppose 
strictly rational decisions. This is evident in the diversity of launch complex 
blockhouse types constructed across a short period of only 14 years. The 
creation of opaque interior space for projection screens, and the projection 
of politics for sending rockets into extraterrestrial space, reveal artificial 
perspectives distorting distance and constructed by enclosures of control.

…

The blockhouse—a discrete, opaque, sub-terranean, and distant 
infrastructural object—became the space for envisioning power. Rocket 
engineers, President Eisenhower, and President Johnson understood that 
the ability to control the world was through the military’s use of missiles 
and rockets. And thus, the view from the interior of the blockhouse to 
the control monitors was the path by which that power was projected, 
technically and politically. The launch complexes at Cape Canaveral 
during the early Cold War represent the transformation from its use of past 
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military fortification to launch operations expanding physical distance and 
enabling geopolitical control.

Rosalind Williams asserts that “the spaceship has become the 
standard image of the megatechnic ideal of complete detachment from 
the organic habitat,” suggesting the spaceship is the moment of the 
complete technological structure.36 However, it could also be said that 
before humans ever entered extraterrestrial space, the spaceport, and 
subsequently its blockhouses, were the “tools of discovery” and the 
space of human occupation for distancing and detaching the external, 
natural world to access the political power of extraterrestrial modernity.37 
Williams describes Jules Verne’s obsessions with the way the world is 
viewed and mobilized, noting especially the “control of space kept at a 
distance”; she points in particular to the “Nautilus” as a key character in 
his science fiction novel, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1870) 
for rendering modernity as “the cultural project of replacing the given 
world by a human-created one of representation.”38 From the spaceport 
complex, however, it is also clear that extraterrestrial space becomes a site 
of projection, as it projects nature digitally and politics into extraterrestrial 
space. 

The transformations of the blockhouse typology, borrowed from 
19th-century military infrastructure, morphed into a vision of political 
power in the 1960s spaceport launch complex. From rapid construction in 
1950 to the start of site abandonment just 10 years later, only 3 of the 36 
launch complexes ever constructed on Cape Canaveral (LC-17, 37, and 
39) exist. It may be true that as the Cold War dissolved, “scientists could 
continue to keep the earth under surveillance, with the help from the relics 
of the Cold War,” but what seems even more pressing is how perception 
in the world changes view, particularly military and political vision.39 Yet 
the relationship between human occupation in the environment to human 
manipulation of the environment raises new questions. The environment 
is both a product of human inhabitation and a representation of human-
nature relationality. If the “natural world and the susceptibility of 
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humans to dangers on an enormous scale” were drawn out in the Cold 
War, it is in the scale of the blockhouse that human-nature depiction has 
been transformed.40 Furthermore, it seems the opaque interiority of the 
blockhouse was both embedded in nature from the remote wilderness 
and simultaneously visioning the world and its extraterrestrial access as a 
displaced nature, made from distant controls and political power. 

The infrastructure of military modernization in the 20th-century 
spaceport is expanded from the interior of underground blockhouse gauges 
to a geopolitical network of contested political territory. Traditionally, 
the perception of territory by institutions and corporations could be 
understood by the distance from the “administrator” to the geographical 
area in question. This distance has blurred, however, and the distinctions 
between natural and artificial have collapsed.41 Infrastructure, including 
the launch complex blockhouse, is both the physical mechanization of the 
underground formed by processes of a military operation and its vision of 
power. Just as the city can be seen as a history of defense, then, so too can 
opaque interiority in the remote wilderness represent the military and the 
power of the extraterrestrial through blockhouse archaeology.
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Launch Complex 36 blockhouse interior, decommissioned 
with equipment and furniture remaining in place, Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station, photo by Roland Miller

FIGURE 30
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Launch Complex 17/18 
blockhouse in relation to 
the launchpads and the 
instrumentalization of  the 
remote Florida wetlands, Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station, 
1958

FIGURE 31

“The design of [highway] landscape was considered 
together with the design of technological networks—
each borrowing attributes of the other.”1 

Keller Easterling, 1999

Speed and rationality became a key feature in postwar America. 
Emerging from cybernetics, pioneered by computer engineer Jay Forrester 
at MIT, the construction of the spaceport illustrates how systems theory 
spread quickly into other aspects of the military ports of power. For 
rationality to be perceived, the notion of optimization was to be projected 
as an image. Through the construction of launch complex sites at Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Missile Test Annex, the American landscape along the 
remote Central Florida coast became a technical land projecting an image of 
technological speed and power. Even the image of the national infrastructure 
itself is a choice in pursuit of projecting interests of rationality. Such an 
image relied on greatly inefficient and irrational methods for constructing 
the various rocket’s gantry service towers. Although in the 1950s, space 
and rocket projects were deemed irrational and inefficient taxpayer money, 
the speed and repeatable attempts to create national infrastructure at a large 
scale appear contradictory. Architecture and technology historian Antoine 
Picon suggests, “the evolution of imagination” is equally critical to the 
“transformation of technical devices and regulatory practices.” 2 Similarly, 
the launch complexes constructed quickly in the 1950s also generate a 
new cultural imaginary for how national infrastructure is perceived and 
quickly accepted. And it is this “image” that can be repeated and deployed 
across scales of national infrastructure. At the scale of the nation, the 
image of infrastructure produced an image of irrationality in parallel to 
rocket technology at the scale of the gantry service tower. 

SPEED
and the Image of Rationality 
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Anxiety over the nuclear conflict in the early 1950s generated an 
unusual speed of launch complex construction. It would be reasonable 
to assume the United States made highly rationalized decisions for 
supporting rocket infrastructure. Rationality, a derivative of cultural 
and political function specific to the postwar period, tends to make its 
appearance through military proving grounds and the distribution of 
national infrastructure.3 For economist Herbert Simon, the rationality of 
optimization should be replaced by reducing extravagant demands on 
resources. Historically specific, “bounded rationality”—an imposition of 
cognitive limitations—can be extended into national infrastructure where 
the image of rationality is imagined, and thus never questioned. 

The logistical coordination of site selection, rocket sequencing, and 
technological failure represent the limits of rationality. Decision-making 
within the human condition rests outside the “process of routinized 
machinery of nuclear deterrence,” as Cold War rationality renders a time 
when rationality itself had conflicting meanings.4 In other words, the 
United States military sought the most efficient means for demonstrating 
an image of the technologically sublime stage for attracting congressional 
and public attention. But these decisions were not necessarily the most 
effective or the best. Even when science was innovating new forms of 
military super weapons with supposed missile precision, technological 
accuracy became blurred by projected rationality.5 The concern of 
“military distribution of territory,” for cultural theorist and philosopher 
Paul Virilio, corresponded to the loss of land and its meaning. As Virilio 
explains, “the strategic value of the non-place of speed has definitively 
supplanted that of place,” opening up military access and the power to 
penetrate instantaneously.6  

Established initially as proving grounds, Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Missile Test Annex (1955-1959) provides useful evidence that the 
configuration of logistics in the remote landscape was not a process of 
technologically rationalized decisions. Instead, launch complexes were 
operational, made redundantly, and quickly abandoned. The Air Force 
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Merritt Island Launch Area and Facilities Plan marking 
the distances between launchpads, presented in the NASA 
Industry Programs Conference, Washington D.C., 1963

FIGURE 32
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Missile Test Annex in Florida arrayed an accelerated and operationalized 
wilderness in conflict against time. The image of rationality in spaceport 
infrastructure transforms the experience and perception of the militarized 
landscape. This chapter explains how speed and the image of rationality 
in the mid-1950s led to an image of national infrastructure in an era of 
political urgency and technological failure. 

Proving Grounds

The aesthetics of technical lands tend to follow not an “inevitable 
consequence of scientific and technological progress; it is largely the result 

Cape Canaveral Air Force Missile Test Center entry sign, 
1958

FIGURE 33
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of the evolution of the politics of defense.”7 The rationality of infrastructure 
from engineered systems is rarely questioned as an aesthetic, or perhaps 
even as a culturally contingent practice. The militarization of landscape 
began with engineering actively transforming the shape of fortification 
and cities. As early as the 17th century, French military engineer Sebastien 
de Vauban established models for constructing a fortified landscape which 
continued to influence design principles through the modern era. For de 
Vauban, the boundary and its architectural configuration systematically 
and simultaneously altered the notion of a port city. With the rise of 
military aircraft in the 20th century, it could be argued the military port 
shifted from one of defense as a geographic border in the landscape, to 
a spaceport made of missile launch infrastructure to support surveillance 
and control over an increasingly remote frontier.  

By the end of World War II, the United States military relied heavily 
on a new type of militarized landscape— “proving grounds,” a place of 
military installations and place-based scientific experiments. Vast amounts 
of available land were strategically occupied in various remote regions 
in the United States (New Mexico, Alaska, Florida). And the military 
depended on the homogenization of infrastructural systems to enable and 
rapidly create power over terrestrial territory concealed as proving grounds 
in the remote American wilderness. The land was not considered valuable 
for material extraction or economic value in real estate development. 
Controlling massive scales of undervalued remote wilderness readily 
allowed for the instantaneous deployment of military defense systems in 
the quest for dominance of Earth. 

On June 10, 1949, the United States secured 15,000 acres of 
Florida’s Brevard County for the Joint Long-Range Proving Ground Base, 
transferring the parcel immediately from the Navy to the Air Force. The 
newly acquired land—and more specifically the acceleration of its methods 
for launching modern military power—demonstrate a political preference 
for speed and flexibility over rationality. Operating from the beginning as 
projections of global power and made possible by Cold War scientific and 
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NASA Merritt Island Launch Area Master Plan and 
General Hazard Plan indicating distances between the 
multiplied launch complexes constructed quickly, March 
1963

FIGURE 34
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technological support and by advancements in science (ICBMs, satellites, 
manned space flight), the proving grounds enabled the deployment of 
adaptable infrastructure rapidly and resourcefully.8 When surveying the 
organization of early launch complex construction chronologically, the 
numerical nomenclature given to the launch sites themselves do not 
correspond to any geographical or rational arrangement. The grouping of 
designations for the launch complex sites does not seem to follow any 
chronological timeline in their construction periods. For example, Launch 
Complex 18 began construction two years before Launch Complex 10. 
What could account for this sporadic, yet seemingly rationalized, military 
structure? And how does this structure ultimately transform the identity of 
the spaceport complex? Astonishingly, 70 percent of all Cape Canaveral 
Air Force Station launch complexes were constructed over a brief six-year 
span, ranging from 1955 to 1961. Before the United States established 
NASA in 1958, 23 of the site’s 36 launch complexes were already in place.

The conditions of technological flexibility redefined the operational 
wilderness as a condition of U.S. military infrastructure. Cultural 
geographer Scott Kirsch posits proving grounds of military weaponry and 
scientific possibility aligned with remote territories where “geographical 
limits” are most threatened, particularly in the context of late 1950s 
military simulations.9 Advanced technology is strangely implicated in a 
place understood as wilderness, where a new coupling of the operationally 
remote territory of proving grounds advances science and military 
technology. Intentionally removed from dense populations and city cores 
for reasons of safety and security, operationally remote facilities allow 
the military to deploy classified and hazardous activities removed from 
systematic operations. For example, places selected for missile silos were 
buried in the remote American landscape, hidden from a national view.10 
Remote regions and rural communities likely never envisioned the vast 
defense spending in their own “backyards,” while the majority of the 
United States understood decentralization as a core principle in Cold War 
tactics for defending against nuclear warfare. 
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The implications of targeting urban areas with atomic bombs drove 
industrial dispersal; “city by city, country by country,” in the words of 
science historian Peter Galison, “the bomb helped drive dispersion.” 
11 Targets became less focused on factories and more on resources that 
would greatly destabilize the systems and processes of manufacturing. 
The history of atomic bombs reveals modes of decentralizing military 
operations through the diffusion of military-industrial complexes. The 
U.S. made attempts to transfer military-related activities to solve urban 
challenges in urban planning and urban life but ultimately failed.12 The 
image of rationality, however, is not a production of decentralization in 
urban planning models as such. Instead, decisions made from military-
defense management and its constructed infrastructure expand the 
image of politics and society more deeply. Reflexively, proving grounds 
represented and were embedded in a culture of postwar anxiety. According 
to Galison, the “bombsight mirror” had been a method for the defense 
analyst to consider our capabilities of nuclear aggression and mirror those 
against ourselves. In doing so, the military speculated on the atom-bomb 
“target areas” and decided to decentralize all key facilities in military 
defense, industrial production, and lines of manufacturing.13 Utilizing 
the geographical survey, not just for tactics of terrestrial defense, the 
military operationalized the remote wilderness for extraterrestrial territory 
and for securing a national defense strategy. From scientific instruments 
and the manufacturing of launch complex infrastructure to networking 
distributions across the continent (and throughout the globe), military 
infrastructure enabled decentralization to take place. In both Gretchen 
Heefner’s work on remote missile silos and Galison’s examination of 
atomic bomb decentralization for defense, infrastructure enabled such 
practices, thereby linking vast territories of power. 

In 1951 the U.S. Department of Commerce identified regions for 
industrial classification that were considered by engineers to be involved 
directly with military affairs. The classifications included highways, 
railways, ports, and harbors. Such places were key components in the 
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networks of military tactics and also became the primary operational 
strategies for deploying a modern military in the post-war epoch. 
The excavation of ground and blockhouse construction in 1953 was 
less about architecture fitting into the ground and more about ground 
forming an interiority of control and vision around architecture, with 
naval technological symbols inserted as “ports” and “periscopes”; it 
was, metaphorically, a strange meeting of earth and water nonetheless. 
Architecture professor Alessandra Ponte describes the impact of proving 
grounds, particularly what she refers to as “desert testing,” as the “blend 
of human artifact in the [American] landscape”.14 It seems environmental 
considerations, from desert to wetland, make little difference during 
the construction of launch-related facilities. Yet when the sites become 

Launch Complex 17A and 17B in relation to the lines 
constructed to blockhouse and service stations, Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Missile Test Annex, 1958

FIGURE 35
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operational through, for example, the deployment of rockets in orbit, the 
duality of human artifice and environmental presence becomes much more 
profound.15 

It had only been five years since the Air Force launched its first V-2 
rockets in July 1950. Under the new name, Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Missile Test Annex (AFMTA), the site rapidly increased its launch 
complex infrastructure. Much of this effort was intended to support the 
testing of ballistic missiles. However, the architect and engineers had little 
precedent to design such infrastructure, including the blockhouses and 
launchpad service towers—especially in a time of political speed produced 
by infrastructural redundancy. The engineers were not working from an 
idealistic form of rationality brought forth by mathematical precision; 
indeed, the distance from the blockhouse to the launch pad was even seen 
as a flexible dimension. This included an unresolved expression for the way 
the new aerospace industry was perceived. The infrastructure supporting 
the first attempts to launch missiles and rockets into space did not come 
from ideal rationality. It came by a diverse collection of experiences, and 
cultural contingencies, from architects and engineers who expressed their 
spatial awareness into industrial modernization, including the optimization 
of technology and the instrumentalization of land. 

Programs in the mid-1950s were funded not only to project an atomic 
threat over the Soviets but—equally threatening—surveillance. In 1954 
the United States Air Force with the RAND Corporation began theoretical 
studies for satellite surveillance, known as Project FEEDBACK. One of 
the challenges was determining a preference for the location of installing 
a field-tested program for launching rockets. These studies were an 
important contribution to the satellite surveillance that eventually became 
operational in 1955 on the Air Force Missile Test Annex in Cape Canaveral. 
According to a previously classified Air Force report, four geographic 
criteria addressed primary concerns regarding foreign relations, domestic 
security, weather, and communication.16 

Though it appears, based on these criteria, that Alaska, not Florida, 
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Geographic diagram for recovering lost satellites 
including search directions as it relates to the world 
map by centralizing arctic poles, Project Rand: Project 
FEEDBACK Summary Report, U.S. Air Force, March 1, 
1954

FIGURE 36

would be most ideal, Florida was nevertheless selected as the primary 
site for rocket and missile development.  It is well understood that the 
decision was based on remoteness due to safety and remoteness along 
with the rocket’s trajectory with the poles. For spy satellites, it is best 
to launch rockets over the poles. For polar orbits, Alaska would be ideal 
but is challenged by poor weather conditions for launch infrastructure. 
Southern California is excellent for launching over the southern pole. 
And yet, the selection for launching satellite programs after the first V2 
rocket launch on Cape Canaveral in 1950, was not due only to precise 
geographical engineering and orbital physics. The establishment of 
infrastructure in this remote landscape increased decision-making when 
comparing site selections in the military. For example, in the same Air 
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Force report from March 1, 1954, it was argued that Florida’s missile 
sites already included “an assembly hangar, a launching station, central 
and down-range instrumentation, facilities for data reduction, and other 
first-test engineering functions,” making it a reasonable geographical and 
economic decision.17 Redundancy and economics—in a time of increased 
speed for military defense—ultimately formed the decision for continuing 
to launch on the Florida coast. 

After World War Two, as claims over global territory were initiated 
by the rising conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union, 
an “extraordinarily strange” accumulation of missile technologies and 
launchpad logistics emerged.18 Many scholars and historians writing on 
this periodization claim the rise of rocket technology and plans of space 
presence in American culture can be attributed to the Soviets’ launch of 
Sputnik on October 4, 1957. It was not Sputnik. Dwight D. Eisenhower 
was president. Two years before, under Eisenhower’s administration, the 
United States initiated two space programs, one military, and the other 
civilian. Eisenhower was unconcerned with the Soviets’ satellite in space 
and had begun long before to secretly build missile sites for satellite 
reconnaissance efforts. He was right about the false accusations of a 
“bomber gap,” an assertion he based on his military tactics of surveillance 
a year before Sputnik ever went into orbit, an example of his disinterest 
regarding the Soviet’s civilian satellite development. Instead, Eisenhower 
focused on the secrecy of the United States’ military space program—likely 
considered illegal under international law at the time. Most importantly, 
his interest was not to project an image of public successes in the civilian 
space program, but instead to secretly launch spy satellites for identifying 
the number of Soviet bombers and missiles.

The U.S. National Security Council, in an October 30, 1953, document 
identified as 162/2, records much of the military politics driven to “give 
maximum prior warning of possible aggression or subversion in any area 
of the world.” 19 And again, during National Security Council 5522 on 
June 6, 1955, the Council took steps to speed missile development and to 
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Artist illustration of  an early American satellite orbiting 
the Earth with geographic features shown below, Project 
Rand: Project FEEDBACK Summary Report, March 1, 
1954 United States Air Force

FIGURE 37
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initiate a small earth satellite program.20 Funds were received by December 
21, 1955, from the Department of Defense to support the advancement of 
Naval Research Lab (NRL) activities. This led to Project Vanguard, the 
first program for launching an artificial satellite into Earth’s orbit. 

It is often claimed that Eisenhower’s administration, including 
newly appointed Senate Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson, was passive 
regarding the politics of space. On November 23, 1957, however, the New 
York Times defined Johnson’s state of urgency for accelerating satellite 
and missile programs, announcing, “Johnson Outlines Broad Agenda 
For Senate Inquiry on Missiles; Hearing to Open Monday to Stress 
Need of Speed.” Eisenhower and Johnson’s initiative in the creation of 
infrastructure for the Unites States’ space activities is underplayed.21 Project 
Vanguard had started three years before the establishment of NASA.22 The 
failures of Vanguard under Eisenhower’s presidency, as we will see, were 
broadcast as a massive catastrophe in the race for geopolitical power over 
the Soviets. However, much of Eisenhower and Johnson’s commitment 
increased in 1955. By establishing a national infrastructure for scientific 
exploration and secret reconnaissance, Eisenhower and Johnson seem 
to lay the groundwork for the celebrated accomplishments of John F. 
Kennedy’s presidency. 

The United States Air Force began conducting experiments for 
the first American satellite program. Although the rocket assembly and 
launch complex infrastructure was sited in Florida, the project was 
monitored remotely from the NRL in Washington, DC. With the increase 
of launch complex construction and sounding rocket technology, Cape 
Canaveral—an inherited proving ground—transformed into a “missile 
farm” continuously conforming to the nature of political desire and 
nationalism born directly out of the Cold War military-defense culture.23 
With the speed required to construct these facilities, many infrastructures 
and design schemas were recycled from other locations.24 The reuse and 
distribution define the rise of new adaptable systems of militarization 
(speed, optimization, and inaccuracy) producing new forms of territorial 
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surveillance and control over the Soviet counterpart and the globe more 
broadly. 

In Speed and Politics, Paul Virilio illustrates how transportation 
systems and war ultimately render the terrestrial earth nonexistent, or 
certainly without obstacle. Continuing to suggest that speed is “no longer 
simply an automobile, but also a projectile and launcher,” he states, “Speed 
is the hope for the West; it is speed that supports the armies’ morale.”25 For 
Virilio, a tension exists between a culture of commercial manufacturing 
and the rapid displacement of the modern war machine. Both military 
technology and the use of American commercialization produced an 
extraterritorial territory in the shape of logistics.26

Launch Highway 

Russia launched Sputnik in 1957, marking a rise in the Cold War. 
This became a concern not only for military defense but also an issue 
of the national image. Sputnik became public evidence of the Soviet’s 
capacity for launching missiles in space. The United States Federal 
Government founded the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
as a direct public response to these concerns. In both cases, the image of a 
nation—its capacity to mobilize and develop technology—was invoked in 
the construction of rational infrastructure reliant on the American frontier 
landscape. 

In 1956, one year before Sputnik and just two years before the 
establishment of NASA, President Eisenhower signed the National 
Interstate and Defense Highway Act into legislation on June 29, 1956. 
Both forms of national infrastructure, supported through federal funding, 
the defense highway, and the launch complex were direct responses 
to geopolitics and desired military strategies. They both enabled the 
construction of architectural and infrastructural features projecting national 
politics. One connects a publicly accessible transportation system across 
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Highway infrastructure presented in the General Motors 
Futurama exhibition city model (above) and patterns of  
the rural countryside adjacent to an increase of  highway 
traffic, New York World’s Fair, 1939

FIGURE 38 / 39
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the continent, while the other supports highly secretive advancements in 
scientific technologies for extraterrestrial power. One is terrestrial while 
the other implicates the Earth’s orbit as political space. Highways enable 
economic flows, technological speed, and public individuality, while 
spaceports facilitate global surveillance, geopolitical territory, and place-
based scientific exploration. Both networks tend to demonstrate how the 
state envisions power over other states and nature itself. 

Highway infrastructure, and its systematic logistics, produce 
ubiquitous rationality embedded in the appearance of politics.27 While the 
aesthetic and formal qualities of infrastructure can be criticized for being 
too rigid, focusing on functionality and structural performance, it is these 
very qualities that allow for its pervasive deployment. Built out of political 
imaginary, infrastructure projects itself through appearance, elegance, and 
ubiquity. 

Sponsored by General Motors at the 1939 New York World’s 
Fair, the Shell Oil City of Tomorrow model projects a view into the 
future of national infrastructure. The exhibit, described in the film To 
New Horizons, radically transforms the physical and spatial qualities of 
American life through infrastructural progress. With the introduction of 
high-speed multi-lane highways, new types of architectural form quickly 
appear rational, generating an infrastructure commonly accepted by the 
public imagination. The highway quickly proves to be an infrastructure 
enabling both political and cultural imagination at a massive national 
scale. The commercialization projecting the future imagination opened 
up the ubiquity of seemingly banal infrastructure into political control 
over the terrestrial territory. In other words, in the postwar period, the 
rise of rendering earth before the Apollo mission was made through 
“infrastructures that are durable in ubiquity” to fulfill an “infrastructure of 
a future battlefield.”28 Just two years after the Shell Oil City of Tomorrow 
exhibit, the U.S. government began generating a series of projective 
national maps in support of highway reform.

In January 1944, a report from The National Interregional Highway 
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Committee outlined a series of recommendations for the construction of a 
national highway system. Several U.S. maps from May 1941 are included 
in the report. The maps seem to serve as a form of political imaginary 
to completely modernize the conquest of an ultimate American frontier. 
Illustrated with light lines indicating state boundaries, heavier lines marking 
the approved strategic highway system, and double lines recommending 
a broader road network, imagination of an interregional infrastructure is 
expressed. Paired with primary concentrations of war-related industries, 
early visions of the highway are explicitly entangled in the military 
apparatus. One map, in particular, identifies primary highway routes that 
would serve as the principal paths of military importance, as approved 
by the Secretary of War. Since the beginning of its conception, the early 

Overlay diagram of  the Interregional Highways system 
with the strategic network of  the principal military traffic 
routes across the United States, approved by the U.S. 
Secretary of  War, May 15, 1941

FIGURE 40 
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General Lucius D. Clay briefing President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower on detailed plans for the recently approved 
and signed legislation, The National System of  Interstate 
and Defense Highways, 1956

FIGURE 41

illustrations for projecting a national defense highway were embedded 
into geographical networks of military and naval establishments. Florida’s 
eastern coastline was included in the recommended highway networks 
connecting war industries long before Cape Canaveral was considered as 
a proving ground. 

In 1954, under President Eisenhower’s administration, the Interstate 
and Defense Highway System Advisory committee were formed. The 
head of the Advisory Committee was a senior military officer, General 
Lucius D. Clay, appointed by Eisenhower himself. General Clay had 
served as Commander in Chief for the U.S. Forces in Europe from 1947 to 
1949. After retiring in 1949, General Clay remained active by serving on 
committees for over 20 governmental departments and acting as a keyboard 
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The plan drawing of  The National System of  Interstate 
and Defense Highways as an image projecting a national, 
large-scale, infrastructure, 1956

FIGURE 42

member with various institutions and private corporations, including a 
long-standing commitment to the General Motors Corporation from 1951 
to 1973. Just two years after forming the committee, the National Interstate 
and Defense Highway Act was signed.   

Even though we still today think of the highways as neutral public 
transportation networks, the policy from 1956 was driven by military 
defense strategies for activating the remote landscapes of North America. 
Borrowed from cybernetics and systems theory of the time, speed, 
optimization, and progress drove the highly accelerated development, 
resources, transits, and communications to support the early space 
explorations. Beginning with Eisenhower and the scientific satellite 
program, an incredible degree of resourcefulness created an increase of 
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launch site construction in the Florida landscape.
Infrastructure has an appearance, although its appearance is often 

overlooked. It is most readily understood as having no appearance—
especially when its functions are operational. Described by architect 
Keller  Easterling, the “dry bureaucratic tone” of the interstate highway 
illustrations were “essential to their persuasive power,” while “engineering 
expertise was rarely questioned.”29 The repeatability of the U.S. highway 
defense system and its aesthetic qualities cause it to disappear—veiled 
by an image of the state, space, and rationality, all of which are projected 
through the functional object.30 The desire to produce technological speed, 
reliability, and control manifests in a proliferation of images representing 
what infrastructure could or should be. Uniformity, standardization, and the 
materials of “disappearance” are embedded in the technological American 
landscape. They are constructed nationally and projected globally.31 

This marks a return to Paul Virilio and his exaggerated view of 
modernity, vis-à-vis speed, technology, and war.32 The defense highway 
and space complex are constructed at scales and with a political view 
from a national perspective. The desired speed of the nation, it’s capacity 
to mobilize and transfer resources and to monitor and exert control over 
the globe, produce an appearance of rationalized politics between nature, 
speed, and technology. This appearance, however, isn’t bound to a single 
physical space. It empowers expansion and proliferation. In this way, 
appearances of an architectural act become tied to political intentionality.

Highways and spaceports both share ambitions of national identity.33 
The desire for a national system of highways and a greater presence in 
space had been well established in the American imaginary. President 
Eisenhower recognized mobility and technology were of national 
concern, proclaiming “the ability to convert swiftly from partial to all-
out mobilization [was] imperative [for national] security,” especially 
considering the development of new kinds of weapons and warfare.34 

In July 1955, a year after the Air Force expressed its commitment 
to launching satellites for military reconnaissance, President Eisenhower 
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announced through his press secretary that the United States would launch 
“small, unmanned, earth-circling satellites as part of the U.S. participation 
in the International Geophysical Year,” an event lasting from July 1, 1957, 
to December 31, 1958. The three primary objectives for the International 
Geophysical Year project were to put an object into an orbit around the 
earth, to prove that the object is in an orbit, and to conduct at least one 
scientific experiment using the object.35 But to be clear, Eisenhower was 
not interested in scientific space exploration, instead of using programs 
coupled with space as an “illusion of transparency.”36 Eisenhower’s military 
maneuvering attempted to dispel and blur national and international 
attention away from national security activities in the United States Air 
Force missile programs. 

In 1955 suitable satellite launching facilities were not available. This 
required the NRL to assemble the first complete satellite-launching facility 
at Cape Canaveral, Florida.37 Central control of this launch complex was 
maintained at the NRL headquarters in Washington, DC. Critical functions 
involved in attaining orbit had to be performed hundreds of miles from the 
launch pad. In 1956 the NRL developed the first satellite-tracking system, 
called Mini Track, which provided the first down-range instrumentation 
for determining the orbit of a satellite.38 This system evolved from the 
NRL’s work on phase comparison and angle tracking and used a series of 
fan-shaped, vertical antenna beams. 

According to the NRL report of March 7, 1956, the Air Force Missile 
Test Center quickly began to assemble preparations for launching the first 
satellite in orbit. With congressional approval, assembly hangar, range 
instrumentation, and launching facilities required prompt financing and 
resources to complete Project Vanguard in the urgency for surveillance. 
And due to the rapid rate, rather than constructing a new pad, service 
tower, and other additional facilities needed for launching new rockets, the 
administration in the NRL decided to double down on various aspects of 
the launch complex resources.

The Project Vanguard Report No. 3, from March 29, 1956, summarized 
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the coordination between services outside of direct supervision of the 
Vanguard program. These progress reports are technical, with detailed 
descriptions of the preparations for launching the first satellite in orbit 
by November 29. Construction was scheduled to start on May 15, 1956, 
only six months prior.39 The Army and the Air Force primarily divided 
the coordination of services. The Army was accountable for scientific 
systems, tracking networks, the launching facility, and the construction of 
an assembly hangar (the famous Hanger S, later used by the Air Force and 
in early NASA programs). Interestingly, the Air Force was only responsible 
for test range facilities and some of the technical liaison maintenance 
managed by the Air Force program officers. 

While the physical and functional qualities of such infrastructure 
present differences, the appearance of their politics unites them together. 
Their functional appearance is easily replaced by the representation of their 
political imaginary. The “appearance” of space exploration and NASA does 
not come from a predetermined aerospace aesthetic. The launch complex 
infrastructure derives from redundant and deployable military-based 
operations within the American landscape. The physical resemblance and 
ubiquity of these systems, and their legibility and uniformity, allow them 
to be a vessel for politicizing infrastructure. With infrastructure, physical 
manipulations of technological progress and adaptation of the ground are 
ubiquitously repeated over vast lands. Much like the defense highway, the 
launch complex infrastructure expands territory into extraterrestrial space, 
empowered by its ability to rely on engineering expertise and unquestioned 
rationality. 

Social interactions between scientists, military officers, and political 
leaders suggest these developments were not a “naturally” occurring 
practice in technology and science. As Launch Complex 17/18 on the Air 
Force Missile Test Annex represents the flexibility of the spatial politics, 
the infrastructure of launch pads themselves marks “visible systems, 
invisible processes, and indivisible scales” across the territory of human 
potentiality and actuality.40 Technical lands of the defense highway 
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and spaceport complex can be seen as ecologies of political and spatial 
strategy. This would imply a convergence between military and ecology 
more broadly through the infrastructural features of the material economy. 
Infrastructure at the frontier might not only support, but also signify 
culturally, environmentally, and politically crafted transformations of an 
architecture disregarded as having appearance. 

As scientific development of one missile technology emerged, so too 
did its associated infrastructure in the remote Florida wetlands. With the 
fear of nuclear warfare on the rise during the mid-1950s, the launchpad 
infrastructures increasingly became the image of projecting missile 
muscle in the hope of deterring nuclear war. Since the rockets were being 
designed and launched at such a rapid rate, it was considered safer to use 
specialized launch facilities rather than a smaller number of generic pads 
that needed to be retrofitted between every launch.41 Each launch complex 
was built for a specific launch vehicle, and when that rocket class was 
retired, its respective launch complex was soon decommissioned.

Feedback and Failure

Feedback systems and self-regulated autonomy were truly distinctive 
features found in the birth of systems theory from the 1940s onward, later 
known as cyborg science. As described by Paul Edwards in his conception 
of a “closed-world,” the computer early on was capable of emerging as “a 
simulated world, an electronic landscape within which new experiences and 
relationships are possible.”42 This is both an illuminating and compelling 
position. For the launch complex, the development of the “autonomous 
machines” and the contextual landscape in which they resided, generated 
a series of associations across “autonomous” technologies, producing 
a completely synthetic artificiality of occupation, simulation, and the 
networked feedback of accelerated failure.43 

Feedback systems and surveillance were initiated for national 
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defense and geopolitical power. The “mechanized enemy” and the focus of 
Norbert Wiener’s antiaircraft predictor led to a rise of “feedback systems” 
and became models for future cybernetics and the nature of infrastructure 
itself.44 The self-correcting nature of the human-to-machine relationship in 
missile systems opened up a new meaning of military tactics for enabling 
distributed defense across the globe. In missile technology, feedback 
systems were used to frame the mechanization of military predictions 
in the rise of global surveillance. A previously classified report from the 
United States Air Force, dated March 1, 1954, notes that the U.S. sought 
“complete coverage of Soviet Territory” and that the RAND Corporation 
had been working on satellite vehicles since 1946.45 Under the code name 
Project FEEDBACK, satellites were seen as primary methods for military 
defense, state security, and territorial control. The Air Force argued that 
the United States must increase technology for reconnaissance to cripple 
Soviet power. Into the Cold War conflict, the U.S. military relied heavily 
on the success of Project FEEDBACK for complete territorial control over 
the other superpower.46 

Intentionally obscuring proving grounds and operational sites also 
tend to exaggerate the rapid pace of placing a satellite into orbit. Testing 
and operations, manufacturing and assemblies, research and militarization, 
all become entangled in processes of staging military position and control. 
Therefore, the facilities involved in such programs, such as Project 
FEEDBACK, tend to have multiple redundant functions, recovered 
components, and flexibility in those operational activities. 

With the initial staging of infrastructure and coordination of 
mechanical management in the launch complex, the launching of satellites 
produced a new spatial dimension of machinic phylum relationality.47 To 
project satellites into space for global surveillance, technical lands and 
production facilities in remote regions of the United States emerge as 
modern, technologically integrated systems of defense. An aggressive 
“fixed” schedule was in place, and the rocket mechanics assembled the 
launch vehicle in Hangar C, even as Hangar S construction continued.48 
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Launch Complex 17 gantry service tower reassembled 
from its previous use in New Mexico White Sands missile 
range, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, 1956

FIGURE 43
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Most of the administrative offices and electronic instrumentation 
laboratory work was located in Hangar C as construction on Hangar S, 
the LC-18 pad, and the reassembly of the Viking gantry crane progressed. 
While new facilities were being erected for the specific use of the rapid 
Vanguard project, various resources were utilized to meet the needs of a 
1956 launch date. 

Air Force coordination was responsible only for the construction 
of test range facilities and for technical maintenance arranged by the 
program’s officers. Astonishingly, the detailed design plans took less 
than one month to complete, and teams were ready to start construction 
of launching facilities by April 1, 1956. The overlap between Launch 
Complex 17 and Launch Complex 18 illustrates two scales of a national 

Launch Complex 17 as-built architectural elevations of  
the umbilical systems and gantry towers, Cape Canaveral 
Air Force Station, 1956

FIGURE 44
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image—a pervasive defense highway and a service tower gantry crane. 
Project Vanguard was to be launched from Launch Complex 18. Because 
of the rapid pace of its schedule, Vanguard relied on the adequacy and 
availability of existing launching facilities, including the blockhouse and 
gantry crane. Although several alternatives were considered, including a 
temporary blockhouse, it was decided that the instrumentation “exposed 
to the Fall Florida weather involving hurricanes and heavy rains,” would 
prevent a successful launch.49 The engineers turned to the Redstone 
blockhouse. The survey of the blockhouse facility suggested it met the 
basic requirements for launching Vanguard on the Launch Complex 18 pad. 
After a quick examination of the interior space, the Redstone blockhouse 
was divided—one half for Redstone, and the other for Vanguard. 

Vanguard engineers considered sharing the gantry crane with the 
neighboring Redstone program on LC-17. But there were specific designs 
in the gantry crane for Redstone that would have required time-consuming 
adjustments to launch the three-stage Vanguard rockets on schedule.50 By 
March of 1956, it was determined that the Viking gantry crane would be 
disassembled from the White Sands Proving Ground in New Mexico, 
transported to Cape Canaveral, and reassembled on schedule. As the 
military became more decentralized, the launch site infrastructure could 
rely on the geographically linked remote wilderness territories vis-à-vis 
a networked defense system, uniting the New Mexican desert and the 
southeastern Florida coastal wetlands.

The coordination of the Viking gantry crane was not so different 
from a large-scale assembly line stretching more than half of the North 
American continent. The Army District Engineers assumed responsibility 
for the Viking gantry crane. However, internal coordination within the 
Army Engineers orchestrated the disassembly by the local White Sands 
crane contractor; the Army then quickly shipped the parts to Florida, where 
the Jacksonville District received them and supervised another contractor, 
who assembled them on site. Vanguard required a movable gantry crane to 
pull away from the rocket just before the launch. To remain mobile, the Air 
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Force quickly installed 225 feet of railroad track for the massive service 
tower’s use. After the Viking gantry crane was reassembled, a fresh coat of 
green paint was applied, and the quickly assembled launch complex was 
operational. 

After the rapid assembling of the launch support systems, structure, 
flame detectors, and vehicle mounts, along with preparations in the 
occupied LC-17 blockhouse, the Vanguard rocket was ready to launch 
the first satellite into orbit. The project was delayed, however, because of 
assembly issues and efforts to reduce redundancy in construction and the 
federal budget. Vanguard was not ready until two months after the Soviets 
launched Sputnik on October 4, 1957. On December 4, 1957, during the 
first planned launch attempt by the U.S., 20 mph winds and a leak of liquid 

Vanguard explosion on Launch Complex 18 pad, 
viewed by a small public audience standing at their 
parked cars, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, 
December 6, 1957

FIGURE 45
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oxygen in a disconnect valve prohibited the start of the countdown.51 It 
was determined 17 miles per hour winds were the limit for permitting a 
launch, as the stand and the rocket were unable to stabilize in such rapid 
wind currents. Along with the environmental challenge, the leak also 
played a significant part in “scrubbing” the launch; thus, both natural and 
mechanical limits simultaneously played a role. 

Just two days later, with wind velocity settled around 14 miles 
per hour, the first actual attempt to launch the satellite took place. On 
December 6, after a full countdown on the LC-18 pad, the rocket exploded 
just after lift-off due to insufficient pressure in the first phase fuel system.52 
There was no immediate collision or physical interference with the service 
tower structure based on video footage from the take-off sequence. Just 
after the rocket cleared the reassembled Viking gantry crane, however, 
the shallowly positioned TV-3 rocket lost its thrust and fell back to the 
ground, destroying the majority of the LC-18 infrastructure. According to 
Project Vanguard Report No. 30, after an immediate analysis of the rocket 
failure, the Vanguard project team quickly prepared for the next launch. 
The Vanguard “Range Operations” summary from the National Research 
Laboratory in 1958 notes that engineers worked intensively 24 hours a 
day inside the newly constructed Hangar S facility. By the time Vanguard 
failed, the initially scheduled Hangar was ready for use in preparing the 
next launch attempt. As quickly as 11 days after the failed attempt on 
December 6, the launch stand was completely restored and ready to be 
installed for the next launch.  

In 1964 the United States Air Force submitted a report summarizing 
space programs and progress during the early Cold War years between 
1945 and 1959. One chapter of this special issue report focuses on the 
failures of Vanguard. While it claimed that the Vanguard program was 
conceptually and “technically excellent,” it found that failure had come 
as the result of an “unnecessary delay” during the two years from the 
establishment of the program in 1955 to the launch of Sputnik in 1957. The 
USAF report places much of the blame on “financial congestion,” arguing 
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that Vanguard funds had been ignored. The Air Force exaggerated its point 
as it related to global politics, especially in the spirit of Cold War conflict 
with the Soviet Union. Continuing with its argument, it blamed the Bureau 
of the Budget and the National Science Foundation for not investing more 
money in the Vanguard program and claimed that “cancellation would 
vitally affect the prestige of the United States” (USAF, 1964). 

Ultimately the failure of Vanguard was blamed on financing, 
not scientific or technological failure in the face of global politics, and 
“the failure was in decision-making.”  The pressure for funding may or 
may not have increased the capacity for TV-3 to launch successfully in 
space on December 6, 1957, but on December 4. But what this report 
does exaggerate is a failure, failure on all fronts; Vanguard had failed the 
American defense system, revealing a lack of coordination in the race 
to build intercontinental ballistic missiles and global surveillance. Jones-
Imhotep might offer a differing alternative, one in which Ponte’s “double 
enhancements” between artifact and environment collide in ever-changing 
negotiations of political and cultural force.  

On December 19, 1958, President Eisenhower relayed through an 
operational satellite a public message received by the Naval Research 
Laboratory. Eisenhower projects, “through the marvels of scientific advance 
my voice is coming to you from a satellite circling in outer space.”53 This 
message is representative of the expanding political image and spatial 
dimensions relying on the technological progress of the machine. From the 
distribution of a defense highway on the surface of the earth to the highly 
advanced mini-tracking systems of satellite signaling, control makes its 
appearance through political and technological imagination. As military 
fortifications became charged with advancements in computer simulations, 
technology shapes an image of rationality tied to the imagination in 
politics. Launch complex infrastructure repeatedly impacted the military, 
and in doing so, shaped subsequent transformations of extra-urbanization 
processes and environmental management. Environment-machine 
interfaces greatly altered the physical material of defense systems and 
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changed the way science and technology shape military strategy.54 The 
operationally remote intimately relied on the redundancy of systems, 
environmental predictability, and the manipulation of both.

The “techno-politics of failure” is a machine failure threatening 
political intent and is “not failed machines but failing machines.”55 The 
technologies on the edge of advancing human progress are not inevitable 
failures contingent on scientific success, but the machines themselves 
will constantly be conflicted with the natural process. Lewis Mumford 
proposed that the machine was more closely aligned with “an instrument 
of culture,” but implied that nature was something that is overcome by 
neotechnic processes in a world of scientific knowledge and production 
of innovative machines.56 Jones-Imhotep offers an alternative to Lewis 
Mumford’s embrace of only failure empires, order, and political control. 
The fragility of technology resides in a cultural construction in which 
“technology is a society made durable, then there are crucial episodes, 
signal instances, where nature is technology made fallible.”57

…

The image of rationality seems to have greatly shaped culture and to 
have been shaped by it. Place-based science and technologies transform 
how our world appears rationalized. An urgency for national defense 
infrastructure supporting the spaceport launch complex produced a series 
of technological failures—including rapid rates of adopting redundancy 
and resources from the military-industrial complex. Feedback and 
surveillance systems for geopolitical control are inextricably linked to 
non-rationalized decisions embedded in a rich cultural context.58 

Historically, infrastructure is often associated with urban development 
and the correlated civil engineering disciplines to aid in the management 
of population growth in dense urban regions around the world.59 Yet this 
infrastructure wrapped in national politics should be acknowledged as 
technical lands, an image of rationality in support of military interests. 
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Launch Complex 17 in construction on a vast landscape 
that had been completely altered due to the urgency for 
instrumentalizing land, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, 
1957

FIGURE 46

Launching Cold War scientific innovation became a surrogate for territory, 
power, and false reliance on technology’s “bounded rationality.” The 
formulation of territory in the Cold War, including its transformation and 
the abandonment of rapid launch complex construction, redefined the 
power of wilderness.  

Today, fragments of technological histories offer insight into the mid-
20th century Cape Canaveral. For instance, many of the concrete launch 
pads and blockhouse structures remain, while the steel was erected and 
deconstructed as missile technology advanced. After the Vanguard launch 
attempts in 1957 and a successful launch on March 17, 1958, Project 
Vanguard was retired. With a total of 17 launches for the Thor rocket 
starting on June 4, 1958, by February 29, 1959, the Thor program was 
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scaled back and all launches continued to be supported by the neighboring 
Launch Complex 17. Launch Complex 18 was given back over to the Air 
Force. LC-18 later supported a series of marginal Blue Scout Jr. rockets 
launched for the recently established NASA, requiring modifications to 
the pad and service structure (gantry crane) in the early 1960s. And finally, 
LC-18 was permanently deactivated on February 1, 1967. The launch 
complex lasted only eleven years, with the Vanguard program enduring 
for approximately two and a half years. The military had demonstrated 
incredible flexibility in accommodating changes in technology while 
coordinating the necessary infrastructural apparatus.

The politics of appearance are replaced when technology and its 
subsequent infrastructure allow for its affordance to reflect national desires. 
Subsequently, as infrastructure progresses and is more technologically 
complex, it becomes standardized to a greater degree under state and 
national control. Increasingly recognized as anonymous, infrastructural 
appearance is shaped by its associated repeatability. Technological 
progress, national control, and repeatability are connected—they construct 
the nation’s infrastructural ubiquity.

As described by Paul Edwards, the “technological construction of 
social worlds” has altered how the world is understood and represented.60 
How can we account for the technological construction of Edward’s “closed-
world” systems when the military’s remote cultural and environmental 
forces are directly implicated in mechanical failures? The seemingly careful 
decisions of simulating the operationally remote infrastructure of launch 
complexes (including the selection of rocket launch sites geographically) 
and of discharging cultural material outwards, all contribute to a specific 
cultural landscape produced by design, experimentation, and territorial 
legibility. As demonstrated in the launch complex, the infrastructure of 
the Air Force Missile Test Annex has generated stimulating positions 
on the behavior of bounded, and ostensibly boundless, conditions of 
control—synthetically imagined. The boundaries of the spaceport itself 
have inversely expanded the territories for which it creates. Thus, it could 
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be argued the defense highway and space complex illuminate the politics 
of a national imaginary, hidden away in the repeatable ubiquity of the 
American infrastructural landscape.
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ENCLOSURE
and the Garden in the Machine 

Lunar Module suspended 
inside clean room of  the 
Operations and Checkout 
Building with engineers in 
clinical suits to prevent any 
unintended particle entry, 
Kennedy Space Center, 1962

FIGURE 47

“The closed world includes not just the sealed, 
claustrophobic spaces metaphorically marking its 
closure, but the entire surrounding field in which the 
drama takes place.”1 

Paul Edwards, 1996

Architects have described spaceport facilities as empty industrial 
boxes in the American landscape.2 These are not dull boxes but represent the 
federal government’s attempt to generate architectural modernity, as space 
programs relied heavily on strategies for enclosing scientific activities, 
coordinating logistics, and simulating extraterrestrial environments. 
Particularly in the postwar era, humanity became obsessed with generating 
a fully “closed” and synthetically constructed “world in a machine.”3 
The spaceport complex was no different. Traditional practices and our 
understanding of “landscape” are completely detached when intellectually 
and critically exploring the evolution of the spaceport complex. Instead, the 
enclosure of the rocket assembly in the American spaceport demonstrates 
radical changes and blurry associations between technology and land—
from the romantic wilderness (or manicured English gardens) to a series of 
technical lands exemplifying global power. Assembly, manufacturing, and 
distribution of rockets all contribute to the enclosure of the space program. 
Curiously, such activities relied on the construction of the garden—the 
place of natural history tied to technological power—is transformed from 
the wilderness “out there,” to a garden enclosed in the machine. And 
therefore, the notion of landscape and garden are defined and appropriated 
into an image of a nation in Cold War politics.  

Contrary to David Nye, who suggests the technological sublime 
came from publicly valued places, architecture, and technologies, this 
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chapter describes how thin architectural enclosures supported the political 
imagination of aerospace outside of the general public’s view.4 Shelters 
in the spaceport emerge in two forms: a shed for assembly production 
and a blockhouse for rocket launch operation and control. In both cases, 
the transformation occurs not just in modernization, but through a 
relationship between humans’ contributions in nature and modifications of 
an environmental structure. If we view architectural enclosures in parallel 
with development in rocket technology, architecture’s role directly aligns 
with an infrastructure of assembly in a network of technical systems for 
space travel. No longer do we only find a romance of The Machine in 
the Garden.5 Instead, a technological elegance for extraterrestrial desire 
produced isolated enclosures separate from nature and redefined the 
garden entirely. If infrastructural demands a reconfigured landscape for 
accommodating terrestrial networks (travel and communication), the 
extraterrestrial departure of the earth became isolated and enclosed space—
generating a synthetic environment situated between terrestrial wilderness 
and extraterrestrial imagination. The spaceport expands the parameters of 
production, while the modern machine rejects the environment altogether. 
And it is these same machines that are ultimately placed back in the shed, 
but now as the technological garden. 

This chapter illustrates how the traditional concept of the garden 
became synthetically reimagined. As wartime aircraft hangars transformed 
into an infrastructure of assembly, NASA constructed its image as an 
enclosed space for assembling and exhibiting its modern machines.

Machine’s Appearance in the Landscape

Early rockets were born under temporary sheds. Inherited from 
WWII, the most profound and glorified modern machines were assembled 
in military facilities made of standard building materials. While rocket 
science and technology advanced, the construction and assembly of 
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these machines continued to be built under sheds in the distant American 
landscape. After the first launch in 1950, the Air Force continued to expand 
the Cape Canaveral Industrial Area. This area centralized assembly, 
operations, and checkout clearances for all missiles and spacecraft 
assembled and launched from Cape Canaveral in the 1950s and into the 
early 1960s. Not surprisingly, rocket assembly at Cape Canaveral Air 
Force Missile Test Annex was housed in sheds modeled after military 
airplane hangars from California. These facilities, however, are not simply 
anonymous or standard, as they may first appear. Deeper ideologies and 
contingent aesthetics to its associations with the early space programs 
can be traced. Airplane hangars—a relatively new building typology in 
architectural history—consisted of four basic elements: a “high bay” 

Hangar K and Hangar L demonstrate the appropriation 
of  the U.S. Air Force aircraft hangars into the new 
rocket and missile program facilities at Cape Canaveral 
complexes surrounded by large open surface area, Cape 
Canaveral Industrial Area, c. 1958

FIGURE 48
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for aircraft to be stored and maintained, heavy industrial doors on rails, 
office and mechanical spaces flanked on either side and a paved surface 
surrounding the facility for aircraft to maneuver. Large clearances for the 
winged aircraft and ballistic missiles were required. Hangars constructed in 
Cape Canaveral followed this formula precisely, at least in the beginning. 

The majority of Cape Canaveral’s hangars were classified as “Missile 
Assembly Buildings” followed by a letter to designate their sequence of 
construction. These assembly buildings produced a mechanical aesthetic 
as a complement to an increase in rocket science and technology 
development. In other words, the deliberate strategy to multiply repeatable 
forms of enclosure across the remote Florida landscape added to its 
industrial austerity, including its military presence (or lack thereof). In 
Cape Canaveral, the California-adopted military hangars provided large 
open space surrounding the facilities. But for emerging space programs 
on the Atlantic coast, without the need to support a large influx of winged 
aircraft entering and exiting the hangar regularly, the Air Force quickly 
converted its open area into parking surfaces. This greatly increased the 
occupied areas for industrial activity and the total space for assembly 
operations. 

Along with the spaceport launch pads, the industrial area greatly 
contributed to the “machine’s appearance in the landscape.”6 When the 
area was officially renamed the “Cape Canaveral Missile Test Annex” 
in 1955, the U.S. Air Force rapidly began construction to facilitate an 
increase of multiple space programs simultaneously, including the well-
known Project Vanguard—the first orbital US satellite program. The Air 
Force and its architects relied, once again, on former designs of airplane 
hangars used for military manufacturing. Out of these constructed in the 
Industrial Area, “Missile Assembly Building S” (more commonly known 
as “Hangar S”), endured the longest lifespan, remaining in use from 1957 
to 2011. It is important to remember that the majority of rocket launch sites 
became decommissioned only ten years after operations. So how could 
such a dispensable “shed” for housing winged aircraft withstand 54 years? 
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Constructed and enclosed with the same materials as its predecessors, this 
particular hangar facility offers a curious architectural history as it relates 
to the development of the US space programs and their associated rockets.

The Air Force commissioned architects to design Hangar S. Often 
the supposed rationality of the military’s engineered or more technically 
aligned decisions appear to have no aesthetic. This assumes each decision 
made is never a question of design or form, but exclusively a rational 
choice in production. However, architects were involved and did “design” 
industrial complexes for the space programs. Hangar S was designed by 
Steward and Skinner. Harold Steward, the firm’s principal, had already been 
commissioned years before by the military and municipal governments to 
design airport terminals and aircraft hangars. In 1953, four years before 

Missile Assembly Building “S” (Hangar S) after NASA 
acquired the facility for the Mercury space program 
with new modifications and additional facilities on each 
side attached by an enclosed corridor, Cape Canaveral 
Industrial Area, c. 1959/60

FIGURE 49
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Assembly of  the Vanguard TV-2 rocket inside the Missile 
Assembly Building “S” (Hangar S) with the high-bay 
doors open and engineers and mechanics wearing casual 
civilian clothes, Cape Canaveral Industrial Area, 1957

FIGURE 50
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receiving the commission for Hangar S, Steward was hired to design the 
early blockhouse for Launch Complex 17. The firm’s experiences with the 
hangars carried over directly into the construction of Hangar S, but with 
some subtle differences. 

In 1956 the Air Force was up against the clock for completing the 
assembly for the TV-2 rocket used to launch Project Vanguard’s satellite 
into space. Quickly, Steward and Skinner began designing Hangar S. 
Within less than a year, the 61,300 square foot facility was constructed. It 
is clear design choices derived from their previous projects with airplane 
hangars and airport terminals. Like all previous facilities on site, such as 
Hangar K and Hangar L, the building centralized one large open space 
with sliding doors and a series of machine offices on either side. Amid 
political pressure and the race against the Soviets, the Air Force mechanics 
and their contracted engineer—wearing jeans, boots, and t-shirts—moved 
into Hangar S in 1957 to finalize the TV-2 rocket assembly. Under the 
newly birthed shed on the Florida coast, the Vanguard rocket was 
assembled horizontally. Almost a square in plan, the centralized space 
was completely flexible. Both the horizontally assembled rocket and the 
large early computers were placed on casters. These wheels allowed the 
engineers to move the equipment, tools, and machines freely in the space. 
Sliding doors were open, the concrete floor bare, and gantry cranes housed 
up above in the ceiling; thus, the shed for space exploration was born. 
And the flexibility of mechanically using the space, including a series of 
adaptations within its interior, grew in complexity as rocket technology 
development accelerated. 

Constructed as an open-air winged aircraft hangar, Hangar S was 
quickly adapted for early rocket assembly and shortly after converted to a 
house, among other programs, manned spacecraft capsules and controlled 
environment simulations. Immediately after its use by Project Vanguard, 
Hangar S was transferred by the Air Force to the newly established space 
agency. By 1959 NASA had fully acquired the hangar, moved in, and begun 
making necessary modifications in preparation for its on-going Project 
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Mercury space program. In 1961, shortly after Project Vanguard, in 1961 
NASA added two annex buildings on the north and south sides. The two 
separate facilities are connected by an enclosed corridor, eliminating the 
need for circulating outside; this was a unique characteristic not found in 
similar military hangar configurations. 

Less than a year later, further changes were made. It is at this point 
that the assembly facilities became fully enclosed. Enclosing space and its 
materiality are a function of the way we imagine extraterrestrial conditions 
in space, and it is Hangar S that provided that speculative and simulated 
environment. In 1962 NASA began making significant modifications to 
Hangar S for preflight processing in support of the Mercury space capsules. 
Listed as “NASA Space Utilization” revisions, these completely alter the 
facility inside and out. The interior space emerges as a condition of the 
space program’s infrastructure, not an anonymously designed building. 
Under the newly revised floor plan, the large open space is interrupted, with 
two separate clusters of rooms taking up more than half of the previously 
designated open area. One group of rooms is used to accommodate an 
increase in tool storage and supplies, as well as inspection offices and 
quality control. The other area houses various calibration, instrumentation, 
and cable junction boxes, including the “White Room.” Located in the 
northeast corner of the high bay, this “white room,” also known as a 
“clean room,” was used to prevent any micro dust particles from entering 
the machine during final assembly and checkout processes. The systems 
connected to the enclosed space included high-performance air quality 
control monitors for regulating and maintaining a “clean” environment.7 
Clean rooms were used to keep things out. Reliant on its internal systems 
and without any concern for its appearance, the cleanroom represents the 
ideal landscape—one removed completely from any elements affecting its 
structure, space, or air. Regardless of its intended functions, however, it 
does present an appearance, hidden deep in the Cold War aesthetic.8 Here 
in the remote Florida wetlands, in a shed initially constructed for winged 
aircraft, the cleanroom for the assembly of a machine becomes enclosed 
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Architectural first and second floor plans for the NASA 
Space Utilization of  the Missile Assembly Building “S” 
(Hangar S), Cape Canaveral Industrial Area, June 1962

FIGURE 51
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Mercury Capsule hoisted into the Altitude Chamber 
located in the high bay of  the Missile Assembly Building 
“S” (Hangar S) for testing by McDonnell technicians 
appears more similar to submarine equipment than aircraft 
operations, Cape Canaveral Industrial Area, September 7, 
1962

FIGURE 52
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and detached from the wilderness.    
After enclosing much of the available open space in the original 

high bay, engineers installed the altitude chamber in the northwest corner. 
Anchored as a piece of equipment, the altitude chamber was used for 
“capsule environmental control system check and verification in a simulated 
high-altitude environment.”9 With pressurized air tanks, internal systems, 
and a thick layer of steel, the chamber appeared more like a submarine 
than a spacecraft. Guided by contracted McDonnell personnel in white lab 
coats, the Mercury capsule was suspended from the gantry crane above 
and carefully placed into the white attitude chamber. But not only did 
the capsule, or ‘machine,’ enter the chamber; astronauts were regularly 
monitored in the controlled high-altitude environment as well. John Glenn 
entered the chamber many times before flight to test the spacesuit systems 
and to undergo medical exams. Glenn’s levels of distress were monitored 
from outside the chamber.

Hangar S not only provided space for mechanical simulations 
monitored by technicians; it also became the opaque enclosure for an 
astronaut’s daily life. Mirrored on either side, two flanking bars, including 
a second floor, stood on the east and west side of the high bay. One side 
housed electronics and the other housed astronauts—each without windows 
or views to the outside world. All electronic equipment was stored on the 
second floor of the east bar while the second floor on the west side was 
converted into the astronaut base and living quarters. Astronaut quarters 
allowed the crew to remain enclosed inside Hangar S for long durations, 
sometimes even for days, in an attempt to mentally prepare them for the 
lonely missions in space. Described as “uncomfortable,” all activities of 
daily life were enclosed, including sleeping, eating, and mission prep.10 
Medical officers and scientists used this feature of constant containment 
within enclosed spaces to test the astronauts’ endurance and physical 
ability in such an environment. Numerous medical exams were conducted 
while rehearsing missions in mockup equipment and simulators, such as 
the altitude chamber and clean rooms. 
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During Project Mercury, the final assembly and checkout came from 
Hangar S. The Mercury capsule was then transferred to Launch Complex 5 
to be placed on the Redstone rocket. Once preparations were finalized and 
the launch sequence began, astronaut John Glenn suited up in the white 
room. Then, the NASA transfer van picked up Glenn (who was already 
on artificial air supply from the spacesuit) from Hangar S and directly 
transported him to the launch pad at Launch Complex 14.11 The astronaut 
moved from enclosed space to enclosed space and was ultimately rejoined 
with the Mercury capsule atop Redstone. On February 20, 1962, Mercury 
is launched from Cape Canaveral, and John Glenn becomes the first US 
astronaut to orbit the globe. 

Just three days later, on February 23, 1962, President Kennedy and 

Crew Quarters inside the Missile Assembly Building “S” 
(Hangar S) with no windows or openings to the outside 
for mission prep, Cape Canaveral Industrial Area, 1962

FIGURE 53
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John Glenn entering the Altitude Chamber, located inside 
Missile Assembly Building “S” (Hangar S), Cape Canaveral 
Industrial Area, 1962

FIGURE 54
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Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson visited Cape Canaveral to congratulate 
Glenn on his orbital mission. This particular visit provided an important 
appearance in politics, as it demonstrated to the nation the administration’s 
devotion to the space program’s successes. It is not the Launch Complex 
14 or even the image of the spaceport landscape itself, but instead, the 
capsule that becomes the glorified object and Hangar S its ceremonial 
backdrop. With the Mercury capsule on display and John F. Kennedy on-
site, the United States is presented with a political image wrapped in Cold 
War politics and technological innovation. And yet, the Missile Assembly 
Facility greatly contributes to the aesthetic of that image. In other words, 
the large hangar doors partially open to the outside with utility systems 
enclosed on the inside renders an ideal of technological prowess—effective 

President John F. Kennedy tours inside Hangar “S,” and 
gazes inside the recently returned Mercury capsule next to 
astronaut, John Glenn, February 23, 1962

FIGURE 55
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use of resources with the highest levels of engineering and labor power. 
The hangar façade, opaque with the NASA logo proudly visible, appeared 
behind Glenn and Kennedy. 

Commemorating John Glenn’s flight, Hangar S is the stage set for 
the new ideal of the machine in the garden, while the American ‘garden’ 
as traditionally understood no longer exists. While JFK peeks into the 
Mercury capsule’s compact interior, it is at this moment that Hangar S 
signals a deeper history tied to both the preparation for the unknown and 
the fully detached enclosures of inhabitable capsules in space. Hangar 
S acted more like an elaborate shed, with rocket assembly oriented 
horizontally, accommodating an influx of technological progress, including 
programmatic modifications. The unique, elaborate, multi-purpose 
scientific shed was used to assemble rockets horizontally, construct 
delicate machines in closed “white rooms,” and test spacesuits in pressure 
chambers that included a lounge and sleeping quarters for astronauts. The 
garden is given a new motive. Political and technological power is made 
and assembled within the enclosed clean rooms of the forgotten American 
frontier. 

Assembly, an Architecture of Orientation 

American-German philosopher Hannah Arendt describes the mid-
century world as more and more obsessed with the “concept of process” 
over the status of “being.”12 In her formulation, the product itself 
disappears, shifting all existence into the technical applications of the 
process. The technological glamour of the space programs can be viewed 
and was viewed, with the same mentality of ideas embedded in the modern 
age. And NASA’s architecture was both conceived and projected to be 
rationalized by an enclosed world.13  

In the Debut-Davis report (directed by NASA’s first director, Kurt 
Debus) from April of 1961, a decision was reached to modify the former 
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1950s military launch complex into the state-of-the-art “mobile launch 
concept.” This decision substantially changed functions, distances, 
and facility requirements for launching rockets into space—and most 
importantly the process to do so. By acclimating to the new technologies, 
specifically for the Saturn V rocket, the spaceport complex was scheduled 
to include four launch pads (only 2 were constructed), a mobile transporter 
to move rockets vertically from an assembly building, a path connecting 
assembly and launch, and a launch control facility. 

With much anticipation for the “first interplanetary travel station,” 
renowned science reporter Walter Sullivan proposed early on that the 
new spaceport “will bear no resemblance to Grand Central Station or 
New York International Airport.”14 One of the most distinctive features 

Early sketch of  the Vertical (Vehicle) Assembly Building 
by Hugh Laidman represents the massive facility as a 
megastructure revealing its structural system, as opposed 
to rendering its final opaque facade, 1964

FIGURE 56
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for constructing a new assembly facility is its vertical orientation, not 
its ornamental posture. However, moving from a horizontal assembly 
in Hangar S to vertically assembling the enormous Saturn V rocket 
proved to be an aesthetic choice as much as it was technical. Initially, the 
facility was known as the “Vertical Assembly Building” (later changed 
to “Vehicle Assembly Building” in 1965). Early visualizations of the 
building included six massively scaled “garages” anticipating a fleet of 
Saturn V to be tucked away inside.15 Six rockets, six service towers, and 
six movable platforms. Vertically oriented garages were attached in a row 
side-by-side and connected by a megastructure frame within its interior 
space. The rockets would then be rolled out on a moveable platform, not 
too dissimilar to a rail roundhouse or turntable—an imaginative depiction 

Architectural concept rendering of  the Vertical (Vehicle) 
Assembly Building with six bays for vertical assembly 
departing on rail tracks, similar to railroad turntables, 
Launch Operations Center, 1962

FIGURE 57
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anticipating an increase in rocket traffic. 
Along with other necessary infrastructures—such as a large turning 

basin, fuel storage, and underground tunnels—the new mobile launch 
concept required massive integration of systems and a complete landscape 
infrastructure of assembly; this included the immense synchronization 
of electrical systems by General Electric Company and architectural 
coordination by URSAM—the launch complex design group composed 
of architects (including the prolific Max Urbahn, who made a significant 
design contribution), structural engineers, civil engineers, mechanical 
engineers, electrical engineers, foundation experts, scientists, and internal 
project managers.16  A New York Times article noted Urbahn’s work and 
called his notable Vehicle Assembly Building design “a vast box” to “shelter 
the Saturn rockets that powered American astronauts to the moon.”17 
Even Urbahn himself understood the project as a “slick, polished box.” 
Notice the emphasis on the VAB as a “box” that “powered”—as though 
the architecture of VAB was simply a shed, sheltering the advancement of 
science and technology.  In this new mobile launch concept, the vehicle can 
be displayed, not the assembly, as it slowly crosses the Florida marshlands. 

From the first three sentences in his book, architectural critic Reyner 
Banham unapologetically insisted NASA’s VAB is not “megastructure,” 
and shifts in favor of the notable modernist architect Le Corbusier’s master 
plan for Algiers (Banham, 1976). Banham claims that Le Corbusier’s long 
curvilinear forms were designed as monumental frames, a characterization 
that resonates with resonating with Maki’s definition of megastructure 
from his essay of 1964. However, there might be an alternative question 
lingering among these distinctions; is “megastructure” an infrastructure, 
or is it a massively scaled array of units set within a mega-form? In other 
words, is the VAB a machine in a shed simply scaled up, or does it offer 
something else entirely? Remember, the original illustration for the VAB 
called for a series of garages that repeated themselves as required. It may 
be a different consideration entirely if we consider the VAB as an object 
amongst the repeated and anticipated enclosures of the larger spaceport 
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complex—and continuing to the machine’s appearance entangled in 
systems occupying the remote landscape. 

Under the newly designed “mobile launch concept,” horizontally-
oriented sheds were transformed into a vertically integrated infrastructure 
of assembly. Not until NASA began developing the Saturn V rocket for 
Apollo missions did engineers consider assembling rockets vertically. 
When describing in detail the Kennedy Space Center’s construction of 
facilities and operations for the Apollo mission, Moonport, a NASA 
published document (Benson and Faherty, 1978), does not provide any 
implication of derivatives for the design decision-making process—only 
historical facts describing the construction, timelines, and procedural 
organization. If we compare the United States’ launch complex to the Soviet 

Vertical (Vehicle) Assembly Building and the Launch 
Control Center in bottom right with all systems enclosed 
and vehicles parked on the previously used silo pads for 
industrial staging, Kennedy Space Center, 1977

FIGURE 58
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Union’s site in Baikonur between 1957 and 1961, however, significant 
design differences in infrastructure and landscape configurations arise. 
The Soviets transported rockets horizontally on a rail, set structural 
service towers at an angle, and carved the pad into the ground, while 
the Americans transported vertically on the crawler, constructed towers 
fully upright, and built the pad upon an earth-formed podium. This shift 
from horizontally oriented sheds to vertically integrated systems marks a 
significant transformation in space complex design and moves toward a 
discussion on orientation. These seemingly cultural decisions, not based 
on technological determinism, directly contribute to the nature of the 
site’s architecture. And the social construction of technology, including 
its aesthetics, became the determining factor in favor of the rail car or 
crawler-transporter. 

Banham remained critical of the new building form for rocket 
assembly, while other architects seemed to not only embrace its aesthetic 
contribution to the field, but fueled “British architects imagining 
the liberating effects of mutability and obsolescence, assembly, and 
disassembly.”18 The cultural reference shifts from enclosing the machine 
in the shed to become a model for the most radical architects in the 1960s 
outside the American landscape. Max Urbahn and the other architects 
involved in designing the facility treated the project as an enclosure of 
framed megastructure to support the processes of vertical erection is 
precisely the point. The product stands as a model for the most radical 
of modern architectural forms—a vocabulary demonstrating the evolving 
military-based processes in the techno-spatial dimension of our synthetic 
environment. 

The assembly activity is scaled up and sealed off. Claims that the 
facility produces its interior weather have been debated. Regardless of 
the source and reality of such atmospheric environments generated due to 
its scale, the building was designed to intentionally enclose the space for 
vehicle assembly. In “The World in a Machine,” Paul Edwards describes 
the concept of the modern “world,” as it has emerged through the use of 
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global data like weather system simulations, as a sign of global dominance 
and as a product of military efforts.19 The relationship between scientists/
engineers, with their military sponsors, and what Edwards calls “mutual 
orientation”, for example, numerical weather prediction (NWP), is an 
indication of military influence. Similarly, VAB’s required systems and 
utilities became a machine in their own right. Assembly processes were 
part of the machine’s apparatus to enclose, separate, and generate a new 
nature—a kind of massively scaled clean room for rockets. A structural 
interior with a thinly skinned envelope, the VAB is an iconic monument for 
celebrating the triumph over the environment—an autonomous, discrete 
object for the triumphal act over nature.  

Thus, rocket assembly moves to a newly constructed vertical object 
that projects an image of technology enclosed. With the transition from 
horizontally constructed TV-2 rockets in Hangar S to the enormous, 
vertically erected Saturn V rocket, scaling the enclosure (regardless of the 
spacecraft or rocket, per se) becomes the primary factory in its illustrious 
perception and ability to be viewed at incredible distances. This unique 
model of the enclosure is embedded into larger infrastructural connectivity 
of processes for the launching of rockets. As part of that sequence, the 
VAB vertically generates a “structure of space.”20 Enclosing technology, 
representing a change in process by its massive response to a vertical 
orientation, seems to construct its image and its nature. Its space is a 
structure and certainly marks the appearance of a particularly American 
aesthetic that seems to be embraced only by the international audience.  
As we will see, the horizontal assembly facilities never share the same 
glamour, even though the volume of enclosed space is similarly scaled. 

American history demonstrates an earlier example of this approach 
in politics toward the structure of space. Such structures remain 
commemorated for their scale of the enclosure. As early as 1952, 
Americans’ interests in separating themselves from the outside elements 
came to prominence when Houston mayor Roy Hofheinz conceived of a 
large enclosed structure to protect the spectators of events like livestock 
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shows and rodeos from the rain. This ultimately led to Morris Architects’ 
receipt of a commission to design a fully enclosed domed roof structure. 
Construction began a decade later, in January of 1962, and was completed 
in 1964—two years ahead of the VAB. The Astrodome and the VAB 
both illustrate an American aesthetic—architecture rejecting the pastoral 
landscape for a technological one. The Astrodome too presents itself as a 
self-evident model for capitalizing on its ability to communicate through its 
form. Enclosing a completely synthetic environment, it required artificial 
turf, which was first invented for sporting events to avoid the need to 
maintain soils and grass under artificial lights. Process and activity as it 
related to the shape of form evolved into modern aesthetics and illustrate 
postwar American culture. The processes for its enclosed structure of space 

Houston Astros baseball program moves inside the newly 
constructed Astrodome representing the largest enclosed 
domed structure of  its time (since the Duomo of  the 
Florence Cathedral) with an increase of  surface used for 
parking vehicles, Houston, Texas, 1969

FIGURE 59
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presents a technostructure in systems of bureaucracy, municipal politics, 
and modern American culture. The architectural product itself, however, 
is often dismissed as it relates to the larger infrastructure of the city and its 
integrated networks.

Phillip Wagner captured the relationship of bounded social and 
technical duality forming interactions of systems “with nature under 
definite limiting conditions.”21 In a period of anxiety, the “technostructure” 
of rapid processes of rationalized and centralized systems were contested.22 
Opposition came in the 1960s through bottom-up social experiments such 
as the New Left polity and the New Communes spearheaded by Stewart 
Brand and the Whole Earth Catalog movement. According to Fred Turner, 
fears from a hyper-rationalized world produced two major outcomes: 
an individualized social system or self-sustaining lifestyle and a highly 
networked structure for information and communication. On one hand, 
the personalized computer created a nomadic liberation from home. On 
the other, advancements in technology from a military-driven research 
economy produced a dematerialized system of communication constructed 
from a background of hidden infrastructures (cables, servers, databases, 
etc.). 

Over time, architects became more intrigued with (and critical of) the 
transition from military infrastructure to the assembly and construction 
of enclosed environments. NASA’s clean rooms, assembly facilities, and 
quarantine process quickly seemed to suggest new models for nature and 
the globe itself. For architect Buckminster Fuller, this ideology became 
consolidated into isolated, but connected, self-sustaining structures 
as described in Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth. Claimed to 
be a representation of cybernetics and Norbert Wiener’s anti-aircraft 
predictor, Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic domes became symbols of social 
emergence. The dome, however, symbolized more than the inclusion of 
American counterculture. If one looks at the megastructure Manhattan 
dome proposed by Fuller and his description of “sea masters,” the 
dome prioritizes occupation inside the dome over existence outside.23 
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Conceptually, this was not so different from fortification systems in the 
16th and 17th centuries in Europe—a world of civilized control in its 
interior, and wilderness, war, and wasteland on the other side. 

Technological Gardens

By the 20th-century the garden was transformed into a technologically 
occupied space. It was the traditional European garden—an exterior 
curation of natural vegetation—that was used to demonstrate wealth, 
intelligence, and power. Thomas Hughes’ description of the American 
industrial scenes serves as a rich depiction of the production complex.24 But 
in the age of postwar modern machines and with the Cold War conflict in 
full swing, the garden—previously understood as a manicured exhibition 
of plants to showcase power—became enclosed and replaced with the 
synthetic environment for demonstrating technology and science to further 
construct nature, not necessarily replacing it. The spaceport became the 
space of national enclosure—both for secrecy and later, coincidentally, for 
the exhibition of technological knowledge and economic power; including 
increased control of physical nature. 

In 1962 Burn and Roe, architects from New York were commissioned 
to design the Launch Operations Center (now Kennedy Space Center) 
Operations and Checkout Building. In collaboration with the US Army 
Engineer District of Jacksonville, Florida, the building is designed with 
repeated “bays” and a series of modest precast concrete panels and exterior 
columns—not uncommon amongst modern architects. Two masses, 
approximately 500 feet in length, are designed, one for administrative 
and engineering offices and the other for the “high bay” used in assembly 
processes. The building’s primary entrance is located along the long 
administrative side, with all service entrances on the ends of the assembly 
area. The administrative portion of the building includes three floors of 
offices, a flat roof, and horizontally wrapped ribbon windows. Although the 
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windows lack full-length ribbon window frames, the architects managed 
to express a continuous horizontal band with exposed concrete columns on 
its exterior—all well-known features from the more recognizable modern 
architecture of the era.

Assembly, manufacturing, and operations took place in the second 
mass sitting behind the first. Structured to enclose a greater volume over 
100 feet (approximately 5 stories in height), this high bay was treated 
similarly to the cleanroom in Hangar S, only much larger in scale with 
integrated structures for gantry cranes and overhead girders. Architects 
were designing the ultimate clean room for machines as an infrastructure 
of assembly—indoors. Located on each short end, 100-foot vertical 
lift doors provide access to all services. On the original construction 
documents dated November 2, 1962, the large masses were connected with 
an additional two-story space indicated as the “cafeteria-conference room 
and auditorium area.” This is important to note for several reasons. First, 
the Operations and Checkout building never had such spaces included 
upon its construction. That the cafeteria, conference room, and gathering 
spaces for events would occur within the same building as Operations 
and Checkout suggests that each building in the spaceport offers a variety 
of programs—in this case blending machine and human assembly. And 
secondly, although proposed in the architect’s early drawings, the space 
between the two masses was later abandoned and used for exterior services, 
leaving a large space between the administrative offices and assembly. But 
as we will see, when the John F. Kennedy Space Center Headquarters is 
planned immediately next door in 1963, it is the Headquarters building that 
becomes the centralized facility for all of NASA’s primary administrative 
and gathering needs in the new NASA constructed landscape. NASA 
appears to be quickly moving away from individualized, duplicated, 
anonymous and repeatable models as we have seen with the military 
aircraft hangars, but a completely enclosed complex stretched across a 
forgotten landscape. And so, it is no surprise that in the later version of 
Operations and Checkout the cafeteria, auditorium, and common meeting 
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Architectural building sections of  the Operations and 
Checkout Building indicating the various programs 
enclosed, including a cafeteria, administrative offices, and 
laboratories, Launch Operations Center, November 1962

FIGURE 60
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space have been removed from the plans. 
Even though the Operations and Checkout building is contracted, 

designed, and constructed under the same commission, it is ultimately 
divided into two separate buildings altogether. The decision by NASA 
administrators to separate the administration and engineering offices 
from the assembly process is an important indication of the way activities 
were perceived and rationalized at the much larger scale of the Kennedy 
Space Center complex as a whole. It is not the spaceport’s Operations 
and Checkout Building itself that provides a rich architectural history—at 
least not with public perception—until a value is placed upon its aesthetic 
image by referencing its important historical associations. The building 
design certainly embraces an architectural aesthetic through its seemingly 
logical expressions with the industrial processes necessary for building 
modern spacecraft and satellites. As the assembly and office masses were 
constructed separately, architects later added an elevated and enclosed 
catwalk bridging over the exterior service area—not too dissimilar to the 
connections made during the additions of Hangar S to eliminate the need 
for exterior circulation between mission preparation and procedures. And 
it is this catwalk which will become ironically the most distinctive feature 
in the building’s contribution to America’s aerospace history. 

In 1964, when construction on the Operations and Checkout 
Building is complete, all astronaut living quarters and checkout processes 
are transferred from Hangar S to the new facility. The astronaut crew 
quarters, however, are not placed in the administrative mass. Instead, they 
are located within the larger assembly building—the same facility where 
their Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) is being assembled in preparation 
for transporting the crew from the Apollo command and service module 
(CSM) to the surface of the moon. The Operations and Checkout Building 
illustrate the way an increase of enclosed environments began well before 
opening the capsule hatch atop the massive Saturn V rocket. In other words, 
the entire spaceport complex, including its assembly facilities, contributes 
to its disassociation with the natural environment and completely constructs 
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its enclosed world—moving from one enclosed space to another.25 
Astronauts Neil Armstrong, Mike Collins, and Buzz Aldrin departed 

from the Operations and Checkout Building on July 16, 1969. Famously 
pictured, this is the first moment the astronauts are seen by the public 
fully suited, carrying air supply systems, exiting the Operations and 
Checkout facility, and entering the wilderness of exterior space. Broadcast 
across the United States and around the world, the astronauts enter the 
Astrovan, it is this precise moment that the astronauts begin their journey 
to landing on the moon four days later. Televisions around the world tuned 
into the live coverage by broadcast journalist Walter Cronkite. The brief 
15 seconds between the exit door to the NASA transfer van is the first 
and last moment the public will see all three astronauts together in their 
spacesuits before returning to Earth on July 24. Astronauts “exit” into 
the unknown wilderness between two concrete columns supporting the 
elevated catwalk above. This space is an empty exterior space situated 
between administrative offices organizing missions and spacecraft 
assembly constructing the most advanced modern machines; it is an 
American technological threshold for initiating the launch sequence. And 
here, the seemingly anonymous industrial-office building emerges as the 
20th-century gateway to occupying extraterrestrial space and reaching the 
moon.

This broadcast “exit” was so synonymous with the lunar sequence 
that by July of 2014, two years after his death, NASA had announced the 
renaming of its Operations and Checkout facility to the “Neil Armstrong 
Operations and Checkout Building.” Commemorating the historical 
significance of the facility and its astronaut, the building now stands 
as an industrial artifact veiled by memorializing the astronaut who first 
stepped on the moon. In use today for assembling the Orion deep-space 
crew capsule, the Operations and Checkout Building in Florida stands as 
an enclosed technological garden for the commemoration of a nation’s 
wealth, intelligence, and power. Humans have reached the moon. Nature is 
completely transformed and is rendered through its extended technological 
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Astronauts Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins, and Edwin 
(Buzz) Aldrin departing Operations and Checkout 
Building through the service exit as the crew enter the first 
phase of  being on synthetic air supply, July 16, 1969

FIGURE 61

ability to be conquered and made “magical and cosmic.”26

Contrary to the rise of “technofetishism and networks” like 
Archigram and Superstudio (Mitchell, 2003) as an architectural movement 
in the 1960s, the Kennedy Space Center truly absorbed the reality of 
technologically integrated networks and systems across vast spaces, on and 
off the earth’s surface. And still, the architecture tends to subtly express 
radical techno-utopias and to offer an architectural vision dematerialized 
through its productivity: electronic, coordinated, and enclosed. Engrossed 
by the space program, Norman Mailer describes the lunar landing module 
(LEM) as a “curious creature” that “had been designed from the inside, 
and so was about as ugly as a human body that had shaped itself around 
the excessive development of a few special organs.”27 Mailer’s criticism 
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of LEM’s appearance could be described as a reflection of his hesitation 
toward postwar technological progress and its potential impact on the 
human condition. The “ugliness” of the exterior is certainly due to its 
rapid insistency on technological prowess, reflecting its departure from 
the machine in the shed to a shed as the machine. 

As part of its power, both from the public’s perception and its desire to 
appear “advanced,” NASA and the US government needed to craft its image 
with a particular aesthetic, including its exhibition. To increase national 
support, the federal government continuously constructed an image, and 
its technology was the central figure. Borrowed from wartime aircraft 
hangars, the infrastructure of assembly became part of NASA’s image—a 
space for assembling and exhibiting its modern machines. Suspended in 
construction, floating in the long volume enclosure, the spacecraft was 
no doubt on display as a technological artifact for demonstrating political 
success. The Operations and Checkout Building’s high bay was not your 
average warehouse space. Highly polished white floor and a flat white 
ceiling with recessed lights make the space appear clinical, theatrical, 
or perhaps another world entirely. Occupied by dozens of mechanics in 
white lab coats and protective hats to eliminate particles from entering the 
assembly, the entire space was meant to appear synthetic. A laboratory for 
exhibiting the 20th-century machine and its process of assembly was born.

But the idea of exhibiting the machine is not necessarily novel. 
Designed by Joseph Paxton, the Crystal Palace was constructed of large 
cast-iron frames. It was intended to increase the open space for enclosing 
international exhibition spaces for the Great Exhibition of 1851. Built 
like a glorified greenhouse, the Crystal Palace shaped the space for the 
most advanced technologies developed during its age. Because of its 
requirements to house such a vast number of exhibits, the production, 
and technology that went into building the facility was just as much on 
display as the technologies inside. As opposed to elaborate 17th and 18th 
century English gardens used for hosting dignitaries, the Crystal Palace 
inverts the perspective to technological objects on its interior, thus 
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Lunar Module suspended inside Operations and Checkout 
Building with engineers and mechanics wearing clinical 
attire under the white and minimal enclosed facility, 
Kennedy Space Center, November 1967

FIGURE 62
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Crystal Palace, Joseph Paxton, 1851, London, England 
(above) compared to the Operations and Checkout 
Building, Kennedy Space Center (below), both enclosed 
and housing the most advanced technology of  its era

FIGURE 63 / 64
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Crystal Palace, interior, Joseph Paxton, 1851, London, 
England (above) compared with the Space Vehicle 
Mockup Facility, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, 
2019 (below) both providing an elevated platform for 
exhibiting and allowing public to traverse a nation’s 
modern machines

FIGURE 65 / 66
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removing the exterior environment from the scene entirely. A strange 
continuity is found in the Operations and Checkout Building. In both 
cases, the long, uninterrupted volume showcases to the world its most 
innovative technology. The Crystal Palace’s innovation is the iron in its 
framing, while for NASA it is the ability to integrate the building into 
the process for assembling the technologically advanced machine. It is as 
if the machine could have never been constructed without the precision 
of its highly controlled environment that is separate from nature entirely. 
This time, however, the exhibition is not the products themselves, but the 
“concept of process,” a nation’s ability to achieve certain tasks against 
nature and to construct an image through an infrastructure of assembly as 
a synthetic stage for a global exhibition.28

Johnson Space Center’s Space Vehicle Mockup Facility demonstrates 
a very similar approach as it relates to NASA’s image for exhibiting its 
infrastructure of assembly. Perhaps even more analogous to the Crystal 
Palace than the Operations and Checkout Building, the Space Vehicle 
Mockup Facility in Houston allows visitors to traverse the entire 200-meter-
long laboratory. After having traveled in a scripted tram, tour guides escort 
visitors up a flight of stairs into the large warehouse-like facility. Upon 
entering an elevated platform, much like in the Crystal Palace, visitors see 
on the exhibition floor a variety of artifacts from our recent past in space 
exploration. Staged with simulators and modern robots, space seems more 
similar to a convention center than a truly robust factory for assembling 
the most advanced spacecraft in the world. Visitors are still not allowed 
to enter the Operations and Checkout Building in Florida now that private 
companies, such as Lockheed Martin, are assembling the spacecraft for 
the next manned flights into outer space. But in Houston, the Mockup 
Facility is exactly that, mocking up artifacts from the past and prototypes 
of the future—all intended for public display.

Two other notable stops on the JSC tram tour include the Apollo 
Mission Control Room and Rocket Park. Mission Control is located deep 
inside the labyrinthine structure of Building 30 with no windows to the 
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outside world, though it is connected through communication signals to 
spacecraft orbiting the globe and Lunar Modules landing on the moon. 
After a recent renovation, the room now matches the 1960s era in every 
detail—including specific American-brand cigarette packs next to monitors 
displaying lunar flight paths and mission data—to appear as it did during 
the moment of the lunar landing on July 16, 1969. Separated by a glass 
window, visitors sit in stadium-like seating to gain a full access view in-
situ of the display monitors used to control the historical spaceflights—an 
example of the American aesthetic in culture tied to an exhibition of the 
nation’s ability to coordinate and control missions to extraterrestrial space. 

But the concept of the garden in the machine is most evident in 
the Rocket Park, the last stop on the tour. The name itself indicates a 
strange relationship between the garden of strolls and modern machines 
involved in the Cold War politic. Horizontally resting on a steel frame, 
the celebrated Saturn V rocket is housed not in a glamorous feat of 
architectural engineering, but within a shed on the Texas landscape. Even 
more bizarre and tied to the concept of enclosing the garden, the rocket 
sits unnecessarily on artificial grass—the same “AstroTurf” first invented 
for sporting events in the uninterrupted and enclosed volume of the 
Astrodome. Only one of three Saturn V rockets exist, and this is the only 
one that is not made of simulated or mock-up parts; instead, it is composed 
entirely of certified and NASA-approved components.29 And yet it sits in 
a shed immediately adjacent to Texas cattle grazing in the field. Under an 
exposed pre-engineered steel frame shed lined with park benches along 
its side, the rocket becomes a caricature of itself in the so-called modern 
synthetic landscape in the United States. What can be said of our ability 
to produce an infrastructure of assembly through the particular forms of 
enclosure? The material and volume of the space curate a memory of its 
antecedents—modest horizontally assembled rockets in aircraft hangars 
from the early 1950s. Once rendered as an artifact, the rocket’s enclosure 
remains synthetic but an object on display, not for assembly or even to 
capture the aesthetic of its process. The machine is enclosed in the shed, 
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Saturn V rocket inside the Rocket Park length reaching 
enclosure build with specific rocket dimensions (above), 
and ‘Astroturf ’ underneath Saturn V inside Rocket Park, 
Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, 2019

FIGURE 67 / 68
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Texas longhorn cattle grazing in field (above) adjacent to 
Rocket Park facility with the Saturn V rocket enclosed on 
its interior (above) Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, 
2019

FIGURE 69 / 70
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but this time it is presented as an object of the nation’s technological 
garden.

…

The entire spaceport complex became enclosed (privately and 
politically) as a structure that controls access to extraterrestrial space. 
In fact, not only do the individual structures render a fully sealed space, 
but the spaceport complex across the American landscape is collectively 
enclosed. Hannah Arendt’s “concept of process” is helpful as the space 
between the American wilderness and the unknown frontier of space 
exploration emerges before exiting the Earth’s atmosphere. Through its 
complete enclosure, the spaceport as described in this chapter illustrates 
not the machine in the garden, but instead a technological garden. This 
garden, as such, is now presented as the alternative to the pastoral landscape 
of our recent past. Its technologies are not only supported by the aesthetic 
placed on constructing its enclosure but the spaceport and space center 
artifacts themselves present former ideologies and politics as though they 
represent the gardens of the technological epoch in the age of modernity. 

With its protective enclosures and synthetic environments, such 
as the unique Hangar S or the seemingly industrial Operations and 
Checkout Building, the spaceport synthetically imagined other natures. 
Space settlements hurling through space offered something of an inverse 
description. In other words, space settlements illustrate a representation of 
the earth’s environment inside the spaceship machine. “Space settlements” 
were visualized as gardens in the most literal way—environments in a 
rotating enclosure sealed off from the vacuum of space.30 But curiously, the 
natural wilderness on Earth is completely disassociated from the production 
and assembly of tools, vehicles, and satellites that attempt to project an 
enclosed garden of utopia floating in space. And therefore, the infrastructure 
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of assembly as an enclosed system more directly reveals architecture’s 
immediate associations with the process of machine assembly. The garden 
was neither a representation of a natural environment nor a synthetic 
construction of some American ideal landscape. Coincidentally, and often 
overlooked, the enclosed architecture, aligned with processes in assembly 
throughout the spaceport complex from 1957 to 1963, constructs a new 
garden entirely. The machine encloses assembly processes, and while 
producing an image for showcasing the concept of process, it replaces the 
wilderness overcome by the technological figure. 

One example comes to mind—Victor Gruen’s Southdale shopping 
mall, completed in 1956 in Minnesota. Intended to express modern 
socialism, the shopping mall was used to contest the rise of suburban 
and car-dependent culture. But instead, the “garden mall” facilitated an 
expansion of urban sprawl in the postwar American city, leaving the natural 
world rendered as incapable of providing an environment acceptable 
for human inhabitation.31 Gruen’s garden inside the mall was not truly 
about the artificial plants placed within its interior, no more than NASA’s 
Astroturf under the Saturn V rocket projects the ideal American garden. 
Questions of self-evidence, megastructure, and the “big dumb object” have 
been suggested in various contexts.32 Just as Banham and others argued, 
the VAB was just that, a big object carrying little to no architectural value. 
Regardless of how you may categorize the assembly facilities in the 
spaceport complex, the architecture, in its appearance and its performance, 
contributed to the evolution in the assembly infrastructure. From a shed in 
the landscape to a complete dismissal of the exterior environment, these 
facilities produced their sequences and expanded the spaceport complex 
by increasing its capacities to move from one “dumb object” to another. 

In 1965, after the VAB is constructed and astronaut preparation 
moved to Operations and Checkout, Hangar S was modified for satellite 
assembly. Hangar S remained active throughout the Shuttle program as 
its primary life support facility until its decommissioning in 2011. While 
the VAB and the Operations and Checkout Building are now leased to 
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private space exploration companies, Hangar S remains a target of debate 
in what appears to be a judgment of its architectural value and its aesthetic. 
The infrastructure of assembly becomes an image. It becomes the 
architectural aesthetic deliberately used to appear as a participant in the 
construction and assembly of the modern machine while being perceived 
as rational and routine. Decisions originally thought to be “rational” or 
articulated as engineering-based problem-solving solutions render an 
American aesthetic in both its culture and politics. It is only through its 
respective architecture in the background that it was able to characterize 
such a space—an enclosed space for the public perception that veiled the 
machine’s rationalized enclosure. 
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Saturn V rocket on display inside Rocket Park constructed 
with common industrial materials and pre-engineered 
trusses, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, 2019

FIGURE 71
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REDUNDANCY
and the Administrative Apparatus 

Kennedy Space Center 
Industrial Complex, including 
Operations and Checkout 
Building and Headquarters 
Office Building stretched wide 
across the remote Florida 
wetlands, 1965

FIGURE 72

“The discourse about the preservation of monuments 
is completely entangled with the discourse about 
reproduction. Reproduction is both a force that erodes 
the unique condition of the original and a force of 
preservation.”1

Mark Wigley, 1999

Advancements in rocket technology required new launchpads, 
assembly facilities, and extensive organizational procedures. Elaborate 
plans were developed for NASA’s Apollo program starting in 1962. Along 
with technologically advanced systems, such as the well-documented 
Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB), NASA required other kinds of 
architectural commissions in the background of the control rooms and 
launch pads. Formed by the Cold War-era quest for highly efficient 
logistics, NASA commissioned architects to design facilities that today 
appear anonymous. Within the institutional culture from the U.S. military 
to the establishment of NASA in 1958, the design and construction of 
less technologically-visible systems in the spaceport complex were 
necessary. Such spaces include the repeatable and expandable forms of 
the administration facilities. Much like architecture professor, Reinhold 
Martin’s “organizational complex,” the spaceport complex not only needed 
to construct office buildings, but NASA ultimately produced an aesthetic 
image for projecting itself as a spatially organized and economically 
efficient process.2 

Administrative facilities of the spaceport complex illustrate classical 
modernity of symmetry, power, and monumentality with its politics and 
physical planning. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in Brevard County, 
Florida, and Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston, Texas, enabled 
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reaching the moon but also contributed to the public’s vision of politics. 
Designed by architectural forms of modernity, NASA Space Centers 
and their administrative office facilities also contribute to the rise of 
America’s technical lands. Political interests tied to the Cold War evolved 
into an image of economic efficiency and increased desire for flexibility 
in planning. Organizational procedures became fundamental to the 
management of federal funding to support early space programs in the 
U.S. From the rapid speed of launch complex construction by the military 
in the 1950s to a decade of personnel growth, space-related facilities 
constructed between 1962 to 1965 accelerated. Planning decisions for 
NASA’s Space Centers, and the architecture of administrative offices, were 
not organized by anxieties for decentralization or aesthetics. The Apollo 
program required the need to modernize procedures, organize people and 
budgets, and project images of an efficient bureaucracy doing those tasks. 

Space Centers constructed in the 1960s reveal the U.S. government’s 
architectural contribution to the remote Florida wetlands and the 
rapidly expanding Texas gulf coast. NASA’s administration centralized 
operations, networking logistics across national geographies to serve 
the growing bureaucracy of a space program’s administrative apparatus. 
This chapter argues that the ubiquitous architectural modernity housing 
NASA’s bureaucracy contributed to the acceleration of its public image 
and political commemoration. 

An Architect Unknown 

In 1999 the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) listed the 
John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) Headquarters Building in Florida 
on the National Register of Historic Places. In the report, the KSC 
Headquarters Building is described as having architectural significance 
for the “Federal Government’s use of the International Style” through 
the building’s “integrity of design, materials, workmanship, feeling, 
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setting, location, and association as an administrative center of the Apollo 
Program.”3 And yet the architect is listed as “unknown.” 

NASA had an architect for the KSC Headquarters. His name was 
Charles Luckman—an architect most widely known for inadvertently 
spurring the rise of the architectural preservation movement in the United 
States.4 In 1999, the same year as Luckman’s death, the KSC Headquarters 
Building was registered as a nationally recognized historic place. Even 
more coincidental, the KSC Headquarters supporting the administrative 
functions for a successful Apollo mission was scheduled for demolition 
in 2019, the fiftieth anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon landing. With a 

Historic American Buildings Survey of  the “Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station, Launch Complex 39, 
Headquarters Building,” describes the building as having 
architectural significance, yet lists architect “unknown,” 
1999

FIGURE 73
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standard office building presence, KSC Headquarters played a key role in 
the projection of politics—and of architectural modernity generally—but 
preservation has failed to identify or maintain its significance.

After graduating with an architecture degree in 1931, charismatic 
Charles Luckman scrambled to find a job in the middle of the Depression. 
Launching his career in design advertisement with Colgate-Palmolive-Peet 
Company, Luckman discovered marketing and management, experience 
necessary for successfully running a business empire. As early as 1946, 
32-year old Luckman became president of Lever Brothers, leading 
the company into a world of advanced advertising in consumer goods. 
Luckman’s leadership at Lever Brothers allowed him to align his business 
ethos with the modernization of architecture’s “international style.” In the 
same year, President Harry S. Truman appointed Luckman to serve on the 
President’s Committee on Civil Rights. His ability to involve himself in 
political policy at an early age will prove to be of great significance. 

While advocating for the celebration of new materials and modern 
construction techniques, Luckman appointed architecture firm Skidmore 
Owings and Merrill (SOM) to design Lever House in New York City. 
Working in Chicago as a draftsman for two years before attending 
architecture school proved influential. At a time when Chicago was 
growing with projects by notable Modernists—including Mies van der 
Rohe, Ludwig Hilberseimer, and SOM—it comes as no surprise that his 
experience in Chicago shaped an architectural perspective or, possibly, a 
career-lasting philosophy. 

Under Luckman’s tutelage as president of Lever Brothers, Lever 
House incorporated the finest of modern architectural techniques—
constructed stainless-steel mullions, spandrel glass, and an applied green-
tinted curtain wall. Lever House has since become a landmark of modernism 
in the American metropolis. According to a New York Times article in 
1999, Lever House is a “symbol of corporate America” that “began the 
transformation of much of Park Avenue from a posh residential address 
to a corridor of corporate prestige.”5 Luckman insisted the building’s 
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ground floor remain accessible to the public and resisted using the full 
block footprint offered by New York City’s building codes— another 
indication of urban planning principles borrowed from the Chicago-based 
modernists. 

In the winter of 1950, Charles Luckman left Lever Brothers due 
to a “policy dispute,” shifting his focus to architectural practice and 
quickly partnering with California-based William Pereira. Specializing 
in office buildings, airports, and the planning of Air Force facilities, the 
two successfully landed significant corporate and government contracts. 
Luckman’s commitment and perseverance in governmental policy at an 
early age under the Truman administration paid off, and quickly Pereira 
and Luckman received federal commissions for the design of government 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower consults architects, 
Charles Luckman (center) and William Pereira (right), 
1955

FIGURE 74
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facilities in the Eisenhower era.6 By the late 1950s, with a list of military 
projects in their portfolio, Pereira and Luckman continued to receive 
government contracts following the transition from military complexes 
to NASA’s administrative facilities in Southern California, Houston, and 
Florida.

Described by science and technology historian Stuart Leslie, aerospace 
design and production within Southern California became “the industry 
in the sky”, fundamentally changing the culture of the region—equal to 
the oil industry or Hollywood during their respective peaks.7 Pereira and 
Luckman’s designs exemplified a change in technology not through their 
exteriors—which were often seen as a military-industrial aesthetic—but 
through the interior, secured spaces, shaping new archetypes for scientists, 
engineers, and military officers.  They thus recalled the experience of 
Ford in Detroit, as that company attempted to transition from the military-
industrial complex and reinvent itself during NASA commissions. 
Designed in this manner, the interior spaces claimed to correspond directly 
with a cultural context, forging a connection between Southern California, 
new technologies, and the designs themselves to convince prospective 
employees (scientists).8 

While Pereira focused on military projects in California, a new 
architectural opportunity came to Luckman in New York City. Taking up two 
Manhattan blocks, Pennsylvania Station, originally designed by McKim, 
Mead, and White, was completed in 1910. Monumentally sited with quasi-
classical forms of symmetry, the real significance of Penn Station was the 
connectivity it provided to distant cities, including Chicago, St. Louis, and 
Miami. Enclosed by a massive volume used for passengers waiting at its 
center, the shape, size, and appearance of Penn Station operated like an 
“elaborate shed”—a gateway into the great metropolitan core. 

Just 50 years later, as New York City modernized and Penn Station 
went broke, airplanes and automobiles overshadowed the railway 
activities, leaving the neo-classical Roman shed slated for demolition. 
But the decision was met with resistance. In an article, “Farewell to Penn 
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Pennsylvania Station, New York City, architects 
perspective drawings, McKim, Mead, and White, c. 1909 
(above) and its replacement Madison Square Garden 
Center, Charles Luckman and Associates, 1963 (below)

FIGURE 75 / 76
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Station,” on October 30, 1963, the New York Times maintained that “until 
the first blow fell no one was convinced that Penn Station really would 
be demolished or that New York would permit this monumental act of 
vandalism against one of the largest and finest landmarks of its age of 
Roman elegance.” Emotionally charged, the article continued crying out, 
noting that “we will probably be judged not by the monuments we build but 
by those we have destroyed.”9 Yet we must remember that Pennsylvania 
Station was initially an artifact made to project an image, a gateway tied to 
a much larger infrastructure connecting far reaches of the North American 
continent. 

With Penn Station planned for demolition, plans for Madison Square 
Garden Center and Two Pennsylvania Plaza were well on the way—
and former Lever president Charles Luckman won the architectural 
commission. Suppressing the rail facilities below street level, Luckman’s 
newly modern alternative included a hotel, a 30-story office building, and 
two arenas. Still today, the heterogeneous elements of such planning and 
architectural production allow continued connectivity in and out of the city, 
simultaneously driven by new forms of economic stability and business 
incubation. The president of Madison Square Garden at the time, Irving 
Felt, insured “the gain from the new buildings and sports center would more 
than offset any aesthetic loss,” undoubtedly responding to the criticism of 
tearing down the classical giant.10 It is ultimately Charles Luckman who is 
heavily criticized for the lack of historical sensitivity toward Penn Station. 
Today Luckman is still largely known not for his prosperous portfolio, but 
for provoking an architectural preservation movement at a national scale. 
In 1999, the same year as his death, a strange reversal occurred when 
his KSC Headquarters Building was added to the National Register of 
Historic Places, a move that marked its architectural and historical period 
of significance from 1965 to 1975 claiming “Although it has undergone 
interior renovations with the advent of new technology, it continues to 
maintain its integrity of design.”11 

Curiously, in the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) report, 
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the architect/builder is listed as “unknown,” with no mention of Charles 
Luckman. And the KSC Headquarters is now scheduled for demolition. 
Rather than being recognized as a historically significant landmark 
capable of adaptation in the face of technological change, the building has 
been folded into NASA’s longer, ongoing history of becoming technically 
redundant and obsolete. It is difficult to know if the HABS report’s failure 
to identify Luckman was a clerical error or a political decision. 

The same year Luckman died and the KSC Headquarters was registered 
as a historical building, architect and author Mark Wigley proposed that 
“replicas of permanent and unique objects have become more important 
than the originals.”12  Wigley continues by claiming “Technology is 
expendable, but technology raised to the level of art is permanent…a 
sense of the timeless is securely located within the flux of the present.”13 
And as such, President Kennedy’s 1961 charge for a lunar landing by the 
end of the decade required the design of massive, centralized facilities 
in the face of technological and economic might. NASA’s administrative 
buildings, their flexible planning, and their adaptable interiors are an 
example of architecture that is subject to temporal limits due to the lack 
of an immediately recognizable aesthetic, such as Penn Station’s Roman 
elegance. The argument for designing the Space Centers’ facilities was 
not about their technology, symbolism, or even permanence, but about 
political positioning for a nation in transition. 

Becoming Bureaucratic 

The spaceport complex is the materialized bureaucracy at a national 
scale for global power.14 It is understood President John F. Kennedy’s 
“decision for an accelerated Moon landing was ultimately a political 
decision made in terms of cold war strategy”; more importantly, he knew 
the Soviet Union could not “compete with Western economies.”15 In 1966, 
amid a tense political climate in the United States, it was reported that 
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NASA received an astonishing 2.66% of the U.S. federal budget (compared 
to a mere .5% in 2014). This considerable economic ambition enabled the 
new space complex to be conceived and constructed on a massive scale. 
And thus, “to Congress, the moon program meant money”, but for NASA, 
“perhaps the biggest challenge was organization” of not only building 
construction, but systems at an unprecedented scale.16 

The ubiquity found in modern architecture accelerated NASA’s 
ability to respond to political pressure. Embedded in military culture 
of the Cold War era, the mobile launch concept increased requirements 
for administrative facilities, rejected assumptions of historical aesthetic, 
and attempted to design according to pressures of rational and political 
urgency. During the Presidential Address, on May 25, 1961, Kennedy 
encouraged development in space, calling it an “urgent national need” 
and attempting to evoke emotion.17 Political pressure, systems innovation, 
and coordination of large-scale labor, including substantial financing, 
led to the novel techniques for organizing the space complex. To carry 
out it’s planning successfully, NASA needed architects who understood 
management, logistics, and fiscal constraints from business marketing 
down to the technological elegance in the construction of space. 

Immediately following a president’s term in office, U.S. government 
facilities are renamed in his or her honor, public visitors’ centers are 
established, and a presidential library is constructed. For the spaceport, 
presidents are consistently associated with their technology and political 
imagination. The material technology used to support rocket development 
during the Cold War becomes the consequential deployment of presidential 
projection, whether it be ICBMs for Eisenhower, the moon for Kennedy, 
or the control of space for Johnson.

President John F. Kennedy visited Cape Canaveral on November 16, 
1963, five days before his assassination in Dallas, Texas. The itinerary of 
his visit lasted less than two hours. Arriving on the “skid strip” and greeted 
by director of the Launch Operations Center and second administrator of 
NASA James Webb, the president was escorted through the Minuteman 
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Proposed Presidential Itinerary from the White House 
correspondence for John F. Kennedy’s visit to Cape 
Canaveral on November 16, 1963

FIGURE 77
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Missile Assembly Building and Launch Facility and then witnessed the 
research and development test of a rocket launch. Kennedy was later 
debriefed was Werner von Braun with Vice President Johnson while 
standing under a rocket at Cape Canaveral’s Launch Complex 37. This 
was only Kennedy’s second visit to Cape Canaveral during his presidency. 
In his previous visit on February 23, 1962, he was escorted through the 
assembly facilities and clean room of Hangar S. Following the tour, a 
public event was held to honor astronaut John Glenn’s historic three-orbit 
flight. JFK attended with Hangar S in the background. It is these brief 
moments in history that tend to record presidential power and offer an 
image directly linking that power to past and future successes in the space 
program.

The entry facade of  the NASA Kennedy Space Center 
Headquarter Building, with original signage and benches 
from 1963 after the renaming in commemoration of  
President John F. Kennedy, photo by Roland Miller/
Jeffrey S. Nesbit, 2019

FIGURE 78
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On November 28, 1963, six days after Kennedy’s assassination, 
President Lyndon B. Johnson renamed the space complex Cape Kennedy.  
At first, office and operation facilities at the Kennedy Space Center didn’t 
seem to reflect this overt appearance in politics, largely because the 
historical image of NASA had been associated with science and technology. 
On one hand, monuments are highly orchestrated architectural results of 
legislative powers for commemorating presidential influences; on the 
other, the government is committed to adopting seemingly anonymous 
facilities to honor presidential names. The KSC Headquarters Building—
an office building (not Hangar S, the historically rich assembly facility)—
soon became a background for the political image of power. The blurring 
of military missiles with the burgeoning civilian space administration had 
been a strategy since Kennedy’s predecessor.  

Though Eisenhower was not interested in space exploration, neither 
was Kennedy. President Kennedy used the space program for political 
maneuvering to distract international attention from national security. 
Even though it was Eisenhower who established NASA, in the end, it is 
Kennedy who is praised for early U.S. space programs. President Johnson’s 
dedication to “Cape Kennedy” helped secure Kennedy’s political legacy 
and image, both tied to NASA’s political pursuits. Just as President Kennedy 
became associated with national progress and aspirations for reaching the 
moon, NASA’s modern architectural forms in the remote wilderness were 
just another attempt to manufacture a kind of frontispiece, thus “linking 
the human desire to mold the environment for aesthetic purposes with the 
domination of nature,” in the words of cultural historian Martin Jay.18

Insistency on speed, efficiency, and modernization in the launching of 
rockets in space expanded earlier versions from Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Station. On one level, emotionally charged nationalism became linked 
with politics and the management of funds; and on the other, the rise of 
modernization, technology, and science was apparent. Unsurprisingly this 
opportunity led to businessman and architect Charles Luckman’s interest 
and eventually his involvement in design and planning for the new space 
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complex.
In its technologically infused patriotism, KSC epitomized America’s 

image of modernity. As Luckman later recalled, “The project that evoked 
my deepest emotional involvement as an architect and concerned citizen 
was the race to the moon, launched in May 1961, when President John 
F. Kennedy stirred the nation.”19  The culture of architectural modernism 
spreading out from American cities such as New York and Chicago 
mirrored the production of a space complex. For economist John Kenneth 
Galbraith, this transition of the bureaucracy’s administrative apparatus 
required a “technostructure.” Defined as an administrative body that 
contains the power to control its economic goals, the technostructure 
enabled technical lands to become fully operational.20 This corresponded 
with Luckman’s philosophy of architecture and business in general. 

If the technological rigging of launch service towers and rocket 
smoke trails streaking across the Banana River is thought to be the most 
iconic image of the Kennedy Space Center, then what of this austere 
KSC Headquarters? Do these modern architectural objects in the remote 
Florida wetlands obscure or distance the politics of the American space 
program? One of the first buildings constructed in this new industrial area 
was the KSC Headquarters.21 As part of the larger launch complex, the 
KSC Headquarters and its associated assembly of centralized facilities (as 
similarly illustrated in Chapter 3) are not “anonymous” shells. Located 
five miles from the famous Apollo launchpads 39A and 39B, the KSC 
Industrial Area was the embodiment of the Cold War fear of nuclear 
conflict.22 The possibility of an atomic bombing would have seemingly 
led to the decentralization and dispersal of military facilities.23 But here 
the architecture of NASA’s offices themselves were located in a central 
facility in the once remote wilderness of the highly militarized landscape. 

The John F. Kennedy Space Center Headquarters Building was 
completed in 1965. Known then as “M6-399,” the building housed two 
primary administrations—government offices (NASA) and aerospace 
defense (United States military). The enormous facility enclosed 319,000 
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Merritt Island Launch Area, Industrial Area Master Plan, 
with the Headquarters office facility drawn with eight 
wings (only six were ever completed), Launch Operations 
Center, 1962

FIGURE 79
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square feet to accommodate 2,031 employees. By 1968, an additional 
120,000 square feet were added for 1,100 more people. The building was 
held up by reinforced concrete frames and enclosed by masonry walls. 
Vertical shallow fins on the façade mimicked the glass and steelwork of 
Mies van der Rohe in Chicago, an architect Luckman admired greatly. The 
design of the building anticipated future growth and modular development, 
forming U- and L-shaped masses. Construction was incremental (not 
phased) so the administrative staff could keep up with rocket development 
next door. The first U-shaped structure was completed in 1964, followed 
by the second phase in 1965 with two L-shaped wings on either side. By 
1968, the third phase had added two more L-shaped wings. While the 
design anticipated change, the shell of a total of 439,000 square feet has 
since remained the same. 

The monumentality of this classically ordered and symmetrical 
headquarters facility stands tall in the flat and uninterrupted Florida 
wetlands. The director’s office, located in the central figure on the fourth 
floor, provides a panoramic view of the launch complex site and the 
VAB facility in the distance. As an architectural expression of form and a 
mode of observation, the monumentality of the facility looks out over an 
operationalized landscape. Such perspective renders the remote landscape 
as a form of modern power—modernity in the sense of bureaucratic 
command and control over systems, not necessarily modernity of openness. 
And thus, today KSC and Cape Canaveral more broadly, sit today as a 
wasteland—a territory shaped by its technical demands with most of it 
now obsolete and unable to be used for any other purpose. Now scheduled 
for demolition, the KSC Headquarters finds itself unable to keep up with 
technological progress and unable to sustain its historical significance.

In his autobiography titled Twice in a Lifetime: From Soaps to 
Skyscrapers, Luckman self-proclaims his success in being associated 
with “ingenuity” and “tenacity.” Aware of the influence he had on two 
professions, Luckman exemplifies an American “entrepreneurial spirit” 
and supposedly inspired individual potentiality. The story of Lever House 
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Kennedy Space Center Industrial Complex, KSC 
Headquarters Building completion in 1968 with all six 
wings (above) and its status in 1965 with a completed 
wings with an enclosed facade on the last face (below)
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Exterior facade of  the Kennedy Space Center 
Headquarters Building during its decommissioning and 
personnel moving into new facility prior to demolition, 
photo by Roland Miller/Jeffrey S. Nesbit, 2019

FIGURE 82 / 83
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represents something more, “a building that would look as machine-
tooled as American industry, one that would reflect American productive 
genius.”24 Just as the building became an image of material technology 
and capital progress, it failed in duplicating its isolated success. Instead, 
it was Luckman’s NASA facilities that endure the most anonymity and 
dismissal. As argued by architect Rem Koolhaas, “modernism” failed to 
urbanize by “abstraction and repetition,” because the multiplication of 
population had rendered the city practically illegible.25 And as we have 
seen globalization attempt to duplicate progress, paradoxically modernism 
was unable to continue it. If “the city no longer exists” and city growth, 
as Koolhaas maintains, has prompted the decline of urbanism as a field, 
massive failures in responding to urbanization challenges like airports, 
infrastructure, and urban development persist. So how can we consider 
the role of architecture and image in parallel with national technological 
and infrastructural progress without urbanism? The KSC Headquarters is 
precisely that—a modern office architecture “without urbanism.” The key 
is to disregard the notion of urbanism altogether and focus on the technical 
lands in pursuit of expanding the nation to an extraterrestrial scale.

Following the cultural and political “measure of certainty,” as Thomas 
Hughes wrote in the book Rescuing Prometheus, “construction began on 
launching facilities at Cape Canaveral, Florida before the engineers had a 
final design for the missile.”26 The rapid pace of coordination and large-
scale systems management, as illustrated by Hughes, offers a kind of 
technological embrace—a positive reliance on technological elegance. At 
Rice University in 1962, President Kennedy delivered a speech, uttering 
the famous lines, “We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the 
other things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard.”27 It has 
been suggested that “Kennedy approved plans to go to the moon because 
he—and perhaps peculiarly and particularly he—knew that the single 
image, however arduously achieved, could be magnified and extended 
globally, and, in an instant, change the world.”28 

Examining the less-celebrated architecture of NASA in the 1960s 
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reveals a certain technological aesthetic of modernization that seems 
opposed to preservation. The memorialized infrastructures at Cape 
Canaveral and the Kennedy Space Center are forgotten histories, iconic 
forms of economic prosperity during the height of Cold War conflict. 
After various delays in the process, the old four-story building remains 
scheduled for complete demolition this year—a strange tension with its 
historical registration, office bureaucracy, and Luckman’s modern, design-
anticipating adaptability. KSC Headquarters leaves us with a deep history 
in architectural modernity yet is seen as a ubiquitous (and expendable) 
administrative building typology in the shadows of NASA’s political and 
technological success.  

Kennedy Space Center Headquarters opening ceremony 
with Kennedy’s bust presented by NASA director Kurt 
Debus, May 25, 1965

FIGURE 84
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Office Complex as Technical Lands

The critical essay by Stan Allen, “Infrastructural Urbanism,” is 
the first reference in which the two terms are united to describe the way 
military-industrial technologies in the United States gave way to a reflective 
history of modernism.29 By using the “war machine” as a surrogate to 
transition conceptually from modernity to postmodernism, Allen urges 
for new, contemporary meaning in architecture, stressing infrastructure 
as the primary method for organizing urban space and systems.30 The 
culture of architectural modernization from American cities like Houston 
became implicitly connected to the production of the space complex; in 
doing so, it illustrated a ubiquity of urbanization processes in American 
culture—through form, technology, and rational order. The influence 
of defense-related science, originating from the Second World War and 
stretched into the next decade, drastically shaped the science disciplines 
and their associations with city form.31 For example, the Astrodome, 
constructed in 1965 with the largest dome in the world at the time and 
the first artificial grass (known as “AstroTurf”), followed both the image 
of NASA’s concurrent space program and its innovation in engineering 
technology—erected Projects like the Astrodome have a great influence 
on the way we might consider the relationship between the construction of 
American cities tangential to the expansion, and “enclosure,” of NASA’s 
administrative bureaucracy. 

Historically infrastructure is often associated with urban 
development and the correlated civil engineering disciplines to aid in the 
management of population growth in dense urban regions.32 Yet, in the 
Space Center complex, infrastructure is acknowledged as an extra-urban, 
military support system launching Cold War scientific innovation, and 
therefore becomes surrogate for territory, power, and a false reliance on 
technological innovation. As revealed by the formulation of territory in 
the Cold War, including its transformation and the abandonment of the 
rapidly constructed infrastructure supporting early space programs, the 
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military redefined the relationship to urban boundaries.   

Among the emergences of postwar technological progress, including 
large-scale urban infrastructure, uncertainty amplified concerns over 
cost and time. John K. Galbraith suggests “it is commonplace of modern 
technology that there is a high measure of certainty that problems have 
solutions before there is knowledge of how they are to be solved,” implying 
the modern world’s inevitability in progress and growth.33  In postwar 
American cities specifically, the notion of planning carried “ideological 
overtones,” presented as a danger and “charged with Communism”—
planning countered its impact. In other words, it could be argued that 
postwar “planning” became strategically implanted in advertising 
“vertical integration” to defend against Communism and, therefore, to 
enable a stable economy. Galbraith argues that these tools are embedded 
in long-term planning efforts to subtly increase production processes, and 
“in this case [the need for planning] advanced military equipment, time, 
cost and inflexibility of commitment are all very great…planning is both 
essential and difficult.”34 If Galbraith is correct, then how can we account 
for changes in the city through modernity? How does infrastructure, or 
NASA’s actual planning, contribute to the image of planning in the city?

The ubiquity of modern architecture aligned with the speed of 
political pressure in the space complex. NASA’s Manned Spacecraft 
Center (MSC; now known as Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center) in Clear 
Lake, on the outskirts of Houston, was also designed by Charles Luckman. 
Time magazine praised Luckman for supposedly planning and designing 
49 buildings in 48 days. The planning and design for such an inconceivable 
task would require the use of repeatable forms and distributions of 
ubiquitous design criteria. 

On January 3, 1962, Charles Luckman, with local Houston architects 
Brown & Root, submitted design guidelines titled “Master Plan and 
Architectural Concept: Manned Spacecraft Center.” The report offers direct 
recommendations for the U.S. Army’s Corps of Engineers to incorporate in 
the construction of the Space Center on 1,620 acres in Clear Lake, Texas. 
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Charles Luckman on cover of  Time Magazine, June 
10, 1946 (above) and the master plan for the Manned 
Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas similar to architect 
Mies van der Rohe’s design for IIT campus in Chicago, 
1962 (below)
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Manned Spacecraft Center, vicinity map and master plan, 
Houston, Texas, 1962 (above) and the cover of  the Master 
Plan and Architectural Concept drawings presented by 
local architects Brown & Root, Inc. and Charles Luckman 
Associates (below)

FIGURE 87 / 88
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The document includes a master plan scheme and an architectural concept 
that proposes “modules” as the basis for a NASA-based architectural 
vocabulary. Luckman’s team established criteria for distributing such 
modules and offers specific suggestions “with respect to building areas 
and functional relationship.”35 Planning for NASA’s new home in Houston 
included four primary land use elements: an antenna test range, a lunar 
landing area, a barge-berthing facility, and office buildings. Unsurprisingly, 
the MSC is occupied by a majority of infrastructural elements, with little 
indication of an architectural aesthetic, even though this initial planning 
encompassed 1,045,500 square feet of enclosed architectural space. The 
large footprint of climate-controlled space is a combination of programs 
including laboratories, testing facilities, spacecraft research, and project 
management offices, which together house over 3,300 personnel in total 
(the KSC Headquarters, in contrast, accommodated over 3,000 people in 
one single 439,000 square foot building).   

The Clear Lake site, situated adjacent to the coast for easily shipping 
materials by barge, would seem to be challenged by the obstruction of 
the Gulf Coast Plains’ natural bayous. The architects, however, identified 
two primary objectives as central to the planning. When describing land 
development, they wrote that “the successful scheme must provide a 
maximum of simple-shaped developable land for future construction” and 
“should be arranged so that certain important facilities, such as Project 
Management, are easily accessible.”36 The report indicates the site’s 
relationship with the barge loading stages but also describes its relationship 
to Ellington Air Force Base and Houston International Airport (now 
known as William B. Hobby). Although much of the planning required 
logistical coordination between the various testing facilities and material 
transmission, the architects prioritize “simple-shaped” for repeatable 
orders connected to other forms of air travel. Anxious to meet hard-pressed 
deadlines from NASA’s leadership in Washington, the architectural 
decisions tend to follow Luckman’s philosophy of architectural modernity 
at the intersection of business and economic responsiveness. The ubiquity 
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of form follows an increase of bureaucratic funding, in contrast to the 
launch complex facilities constructed at Cape Canaveral in the prior decade 
when a leaner and more assertive space administration was in control. 

The spatial recommendations for the arrangement of facilities on-site 
include building orientations according to sun angles and modules based 
on the interior dimensions. Based on typical office interior measurements, 
“office planning modules” become the primary architectural feature for 
maximizing planning flexibility. The interior sets the exterior enclosure, 
thereby extending the interior dimension across the entire master planning 
grid—an “architecture without urbanism.” General modules are set to 
four feet eight inches as the “desirable minimum” office dimension; this 
supposedly allows for the greatest use of flexibility.37  Precast panels 
are then used in this dimension and deployed across all facilities with 
varying degrees of orientation for particular buildings and design systems. 
The administration facilities are generally one to two stories, with long 
horizontal facades covered by overhanging roofs and supported with thin 
pilotis. Otherwise, the various testing and laboratory facilities allow for 
large volumes to minimize obstructions for overhead cranes.   

Contrary to the typical claims of decentralization in the era of 
American modernism, President Kennedy’s 1961 congressional charge in 
Washington for lunar landing by the end of the decade required significant 
design and construction of massive centralized facilities. These facilities 
are largely left out of both architecture and aerospace histories. At first, 
office and operation facilities at the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) do 
not seem to play a role in the projected image of space exploration, largely 
because the “image” of NASA is more directly associated with science 
and technology. On the surface, the MSC facilities in Houston seem like 
anonymous and decentralized industrial complexes. Yet the successes of 
the American space programs relied heavily on strategies of logistical 
coordination, including the centralization of administrative management, 
that depended on the scale of perspective and the boundary of ubiquity. 
Can the planning of NASA’s administrative facilities be seen as uniquely 
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Charles Luckman’s drawings for the Manned Spacecraft 
Center, elevations and typical floor plan (above) and 
Headquarters Building 1, perspective (below), 1962
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Manned Spacecraft Center, area plan (above) and project 
management office building modules (below), 1962, 
Houston, Texas, now known as Johnson Space Center

FIGURE 91 / 92
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derivative of the military complex, or do operational facilities signify other 
forms of mid-century urbanization regardless of technological “progress?”

With interests in redefining the interior office buildings in the 1960s, 
“office landscaping…embodies systems analysis, human factors, and an 
intimate understanding of environmental control.”38 The adoption of the 
“burolandschaft” as an office made from the “interdependence of elements” 
produces “a layout which is natural to the work to be accomplished” and 
involves, for ultimate flexibility,  a kind of modification of planning. 
Landscape not only “should be seen not as representing actual countryside 
but rather as a vision of an ideal scene”; in the case of optimizing office 
workspace, then, the “burolandschaft” illuminates a peculiar overlap of 
flexibility and control.39 Such rationales, or ideology embedded in the logic 
of spatial organization, became tools for blurring the hidden possessions of 
control.  The “burolandschaft” illustrates a new machine-like systematic 
scene that projects images of perception tied to capital and ultimately to 
the state itself. The spatial implications of office design in this model, 
however, do not reduce user separation. On the contrary, the user is deeply 
embedded within the labor powers of NASA’s bureaucracy, including the 
link to political maneuvering and mechanizing the office landscape, based 
on optimal performance for Cold War defense and geopolitical power. A 
consideration for functional aspects of office operations and work-flow 
processes, therefore, does not participate in the way landscape is played 
out, but further exacerbates its projected power and participation in ever-
expanding and repeatable technical lands.  

During the Apollo Program, the space complex supported the 
inspection, check-out, and integration of the spacecraft modules, including 
a long list of storage, transmission, and testing facilities. Just as vital to the 
space program as the highly celebrated Vehicle Assembly Building and 
launch pad, the Space Center achieved “an optimum of order in the office” 
at an unprecedented level of “office park” coordination.40 Interestingly, this 
tends to correspond with Charles Luckman’s philosophy on architecture 
and business in general. Luckman’s designs of MSC facilities are tools—
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maybe not anonymous but with a kind of technological elegance—situated 
between economics and bureaucratic ubiquity for a national agency. 
The MSC is ultimately an expression of architectural modernity—a 
representation of values and requirements for centralizing operations, 
networking logistics, and optimizing the mechanization of NASA’s image. 

Planning decisions for the MSC were made on function first, cost 
second, and aesthetics much further down the line as buildings were 
constructed in a hurry. As the Air Force at Cape Canaveral, NASA was 
financially aggressive in the first few years. But quickly, years before 
ever reaching the moon in 1969, processes became occupied by a large 
bureaucracy. In commemorating the former President, the MSC is 
renamed in 1973 as the Johnson Space Center (JSC).  Today, the JSC 

Johnson Space Center in Houston aerial photo from 2017 
with over 120 buildings many of  which are abandoned 
since the decommissioning of  the Space Shuttle program 
in 2011

FIGURE 93
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is challenged by radically different economics in U.S. space history. 
In contrast to Luckman’s planning recommendations, the JSC today 
appears disorganized with adjacent building programs unassociated and 
departments decentralized. Several facilities are still standing but not in 
use. Following the mothball attitude of the military, a surplus of square 
footage disaggregates operations inefficiently. In response, the JSC’s 
facility managers assembled a list of bids for demolishing the facilities that 
have the greatest maintenance cost, thus attempting to purge its footprint 
for greater economic and energy efficiency. Using what is known as the 
current replacement value (CRV), the facility management team, taking 
into account the relatively small number of people who would need to be 
relocated, identified 15 facilities and. All 15 were office buildings; none 
related to industrial or laboratory purposes. In the end, senior management 
in Washington resisted, and all of these facilities still exist today.  

…

The need to invent new organizational structures and planning designs 
for the KSC and the JSC strategically resisted conflict of communication 
between project groups through innovative technological progress at a 
large-scale; it also subdued coordination, including the management of 
systems engineering. 

The centralization of the administrative processes presents an age 
of technological elegance in the face of modernization. And yet, it is 
the administrative apparatus of NASA that provides evidence for the 
way national politics and economics enter into the modernization of 
the American city. The Kennedy Space Center and the Johnson Space 
Center broaden the role of infrastructural urbanization, as they attempt 
to spatialize efficiencies, reject preservation, and automate a synthetic 
system of coordination, procurement, and management of federal funds. 
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Today, Luckman’s KSC headquarters building is replaced. Completed 
in 2019 directly adjacent to the original building, the new Headquarters 
is less than half the size of the original building, accommodating 500 
employees with 200,000 square feet of office space. Designed by Orlando-
based Hunton Brady Architects, the new facility is said to have “an 
accent color scheme representing a planet in the solar system” and will 
“embody the optimistic spirit of NASA and KSC,” without any indication 
or notion of infrastructural efficiency or speed.41 We are now left with 
an object of symbolism, signaling a caricature of future optimism—a 
failure of modernity in the face of global contemporary capital. After 
various delays in the process, the old four-story building is slated for 
complete demolition—a strange tension with its historical registration, 
office bureaucracy, and Luckman’s design-anticipating adaptability. The 
business-savvy architect with sensitivity to budgets, coordination, and 
management greatly shaped the spaceport complex and NASA’s industrial 
area. The KSC Headquarters and JSC planning leave us with a deep 
history in architectural modernity, yet they are seen as a ubiquitous (and 
expendable) administrative building typology in the shadows of NASA’s 
political and technological narratives proclaiming national success. 
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Johnson Space Center Headquarters Building 1 sitting 
above the tree line with a manicured lawn and retention 
pond at the back facade, Houston, Texas, 2019 

FIGURE 94
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Kennedy Space Center Headquarters Building with 
the extremely long and repeatable interior corridor as 
personnel move out of  the facility, photo by Roland 
Miller/Jeffrey S. Nesbit, 2019

FIGURE 95
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Kennedy Space Center Headquarters Building, exterior 
facade panels and exposed structure with vehicle parking 
in front, photo by Roland Miller/Jeffrey S. Nesbit, 2019

FIGURE 96
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United States Navy helicopter 
recovers the astronauts from 
the once remote Pacific Ocean 
wilderness shortly after the 
Apollo 11 Command Module 
capsule reaches splashdown on 
July 24, 1969

RANGE
and the Recovery Capsule 
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“When place is ignored in imagination, it is more 
likely to be ruined in reality, because no one is paying 
attention. And when cultural attention is directed to 
faraway adventures and technological wonders, the 
near-at-hand may be relentlessly worked over by far 
less glamorous technologies.”1 

Rosalind Williams, 2005

American culture expanded the spaceport to include distant and 
invisible geographies. The Eastern Missile Range demarcated a massive 
geographic space to track rocket trajectories and prepare for an emergency. 
Recovery within this range was made from discrete technological objects 
found in a human settlement more generally. Both the missile range and 
the recovery objects used for anticipating emergency became the operative 
devices that expanded the range of geographic territory and invoked a 
public audience in the face of postwar politics. The modes of recovery 
and return to Earth emerged as the architectural conditions invoked the 
public audience through broadcasting perception. And thus, the range 
and trajectory of the extraterrestrial frontier begins from the launch pad 
and extends across vast ocean geographies. Discrete objects deployed 
for recovery tactics generate a vast geographic territory of control. These 
autonomous, yet mobile, objects become ubiquitous tools for projecting 
an image of power over both the natural environment and blurred 
political territories on and off our terrestrial surface. Enclosure, escape, 
and recovery are all treated as, and veiled by, an auspicious and discrete 
American modern aesthetic.  

Visibility returns at splashdown as the Apollo capsule parachutes 
down to earth. Immediately upon arrival, the astronauts (and the 
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collected lunar rocks) are quarantined in the Mobile Quarantine Facility 
and transferred to a sealed-off environment in NASA’s administrative 
facilities in Houston, Texas. Designed in the form of a common modern 
office building on the facade, the Lunar Receiving Laboratory distances 
and seals itself from the natural environment. It is these very discrete 
objects of capsules for recovery and lunar return that are often overlooked 
as an architectural space. These architectural objects of technical lands 
contribute to the history of the spaceport complex, however, and describe 
the spatial configurations for the way expendability in material culture is 
perceived, constructed, and conserved. 

As the U.S. space program in the 1960s prepared for reaching the 
moon, military vessels were deployed, emergency capsules were designed, 
and an underground office bunker was being carved out in anticipation 
of the return of potentially toxic contaminants. This chapter moves 
from the invisible geographic space towards the compact and celebrated 
technological objects to reveal deeper cultural associations of the invisible 
American wilderness. 

The Invisible Wilderness of Discrete Objects

On the day of launch, engineers in the Launch Control Center are 
ready, rocket systems are “go,” and pre-flight checks are complete. Lesser 
known, an array of teams from the U.S. Air Force and Navy are actively 
deployed across a vast terrestrial geography. Each Cape Canaveral launch 
since 1952 has required an extensive network for tracking flight trajectories, 
a network that has come to be known as the range. Rockets aim to fly over 
remote ocean geography to avoid any catastrophes on occupied land. All 
but one United States launch site has been bound to major water bodies, 
like many major port cities around the world, but for differing reasons of 
remote geography and safety—not necessarily for efficiency in connectivity 
or ease of material exchange. The Naval Research Laboratory report from 
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1955 argued that optimal launch inclination angles should be located 
between 57 degrees North and 39 degrees South and that proximity to the 
equator allowed for greater efficiency in initiating orbit.2 Florida was not 
the southernmost latitude considered, for the Grand Bahama Islands were 
given “serious consideration”; time considerations, however, deemed that 
site less desirable. Because of the need for an “easterly direction and the 
requirement for non-inhabited areas in the region of [the rocket’s] first and 
second stage impact, only the AFMTC (Air Force Missile Test Center) is 
being considered as a launching point,” the report noted, and development 
there accelerated over the next five years.3 The launching of rockets for 
military surveillance and space exploration was enabled by supporting 
systems of discrete military objects and remote infrastructure deployed 

Allowable launch azimuth and inclination degree from 
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station included in the classified 
January 13, 1956, Naval Research Laboratory Report

FIGURE 98
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along with the vast missile range.
According to military geography historian Matthew Farish, the 

American Cold War had “delineated the parameters of reliable knowledge 
in the antagonistic and divisive terms of national strategy and defined 
strategic knowledge literally along specific geographic lines.”4 Described 
as a series of linked spaces with a “simple geographic configuration,” 
the U.S. military in the postwar era did not centralize its core agenda, 
nor did it have a “core truth” objective as many historians have claimed. 
Instead, what appears is a collection of sites specifically coordinated as 
a geographic (and geometric) organization of territories—including their 
infrastructural objects—across the globe. The U.S. spaceport’s long-range 
tactics and configurations follow this logic precisely. 

Range and inclination angles for launching off  of  the 
Florida coast over the Atlantic Ocean as described in the 
classified January 13, 1956 Naval Research Laboratory 
Report

FIGURE 99
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Shortly after NASA was established in 1958, the range consisted of 
over 90 sites with 13 major tracking stations and stretched over 5,000 miles 
toward the South Atlantic Ocean. In 1961 NASA and the U.S. Department 
of Defense signed an agreement securing federal funding for the stations, 
integrating their systems, and employing personnel across the Eastern 
Missile Test Range. This Eastern Range enabled the deployment of a series 
of recovery teams, including military recovery vessels immediately off the 
Florida coast and naval ships deep in the South Atlantic. With divers in 
the water, fleets of warships manned with rescue teams on standby, and 
tracking support stations live, the spaceport expands its footprint into a 
massive territory for monitoring, testing, and tracking rocket trajectory. 
But this is not only a description of geographic configuration alone. 

Eastern Missile Test Range 5,000 miles long path starting 
from Cape Canaveral Air Force Base down into the South 
Atlantic Ocean, 1957

FIGURE 100
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By the time President Kennedy took office, the preparedness of 
NASA engineers, astronauts, and military recovery teams included a 
public audience. With densely packed television cameras, bandstands, 
and cars parked on the sides of highways at the 3-mile safety perimeter, 
services were mobilized to invoke a public audience nationally. The view 
of the rocket trajectory begins in the blockhouse perspective towards the 
launch pad downrange. By the 1960s the Cold War becomes a conflict of 
geopolitical territory as the Space Race takes shape—and thus, a global 
stage is set with an attentive global audience. Visibility of technical lands 
forming the U.S. space program is initiated not necessarily by the objects 
themselves but supported by the ability to view such events at a national 
scale through broadcasting networks. For those audience members in 
the bandstands or sitting on the hoods of parked cars, the rocket can be 
observed by the streaking smoke trails and by rumbles from the blast. 
A few seconds after launch, the rocket’s altitude increases exponentially, 
Apollo’s Saturn V first stage is complete, and the rocket is lost somewhere 
in the lower atmosphere. The remainder of the public has a particularly 
different perspective—one of simultaneity and superimposition.5 Glued 
to television screens, the nation (and the world) anxiously view the 
rocket’s brief trajectory until it reaches invisibility at the edge of outer 
space. Houston’s Johnson Space Center Control Room takes command, 
and all flight systems continue tracking systems, flight data, and astronaut 
health through monitoring devices and screen projections. Meanwhile, all 
operations within the Eastern Range on earth are managed by military 
personnel and resources in the Atlantic Ocean. The visibility of the rocket 
from earth does not return until the capsule’s successful re-entry upon 
splashdown.6

Paul Virilio posits states, “seeing that which had previously been 
invisible becomes an activity that renews the exoticism of territorial 
conquests of the past.”7 In other words, the invisible dimension of territory 
quickly becomes a desirable view. While the audiences perceive a vertical 
trajectory as the rocket enters the mesosphere (the layer just above the 
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CBS Broadcast of  Apollo 11 Moon Landing, July 20, 1969 
(above) and public audience bandstand located three miles 
away from Launch Complex 39 during Apollo 11 launch, 
July 16, 1969 published in Life Magazine (below)
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stratosphere), the invisibility of military geography on earth is engaged. 
Through a “chain of military establishments around the globe,” the 
launching of rockets into outer space enabled an operational wilderness 
here on earth.8 It has been aptly stated that “military occupancy of land 
is a critical issue almost because of its relative invisibility,” and it should 
be understood as a process of operational control.9 If military geographies 
in the “wilderness” have historically been operationalized and tend to 
define perimeters of control, then what can be said for the discrete objects 
employed through the range of NASA operations monitored by military 
vessels and personnel? 

The launch sites have two unique geographical characteristics. Firstly, 
the requirement for military security physically bounded the territory of 
the spaceport, restricting accessibility while, paradoxically, the activities 
of rocket technology greatly increased our access to the universe by 
placing space probes, satellites, and humans in space. Secondly, in Cape 
Canaveral we find a landscape protected ecologically due to its adjacent 
technology. Surrounded by Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge—a 
highly preserved estuary considered to be one of the last natural beaches 
on the Florida coast—it is protected by the techno-spatial logistics for 
launching rockets due to its geographical isolation from any nearby dense 
urban core. And yet, the entire Long-Range geography situated across 
the earth’s oceans expand the spaceport’s reach into a globally positioned 
sites of military infrastructure. Infrastructure constructed to support 
scientifically advanced missiles and rocket development produced forms 
embedded within the cultural milieu, as opposed to simply rationalized 
hierarchies of “state legibility.”10 It is reasonable to consider the nation’s 
illusions of transparency, when in reality a policy was in place to misguide 
and misdirect attention elsewhere; such as President Eisenhower’s use of 
the early space programs to divert attention from more robust military 
strategies and military deployment in remote regions on the globe. But as an 
architectural investigation, the discrete object itself reveals the positioning 
and characteristics in the invisible wilderness as a military device. In other 
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Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge map highlighting 
tourist sites and wildlife preservation areas adjacent to 
Kennedy Space Center and Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Base (above) and Cape Canaveral beach dunes on Merritt 
Island, 2018 (below)
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words, the discrete (military) object is precisely the device used to increase 
the geographic space and establish an increased form of spatial power. 
Launch and trajectory to access orbital and extraterrestrial space create a 
reciprocal relationship on earth. Reaching beyond earth allowed the US 
to increase its reach on the globe. And it was the autonomous object that 
propelled such access to power in the remote maritime wilderness. 

Deploying military recovery fleets off the coast produced what 
Reyner Banham described as a “wilderness in search of gizmos.”11 In the 
Cold War era, the United States amplified power by its tactics and its use 
of the military’s ability to monitor the globe in our increasingly closed 
world. By identifying the Atlantic Ocean as necessary geography for the 
missile range, it then marks the space between land as a wilderness worth 

Seal of  Brevard County, Florida with three dates listed all 
relating to some history of  colonial claims and occupation 
of  land including Spanish arrival on the Florida coast 
(1513) and NASA astronauts arrival on the lunar surface 
(1969) with no indication of  the native Ais tribe

FIGURE 105
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deploying its machines of power. The spaceport, then, is expanded into 
the wilderness, and the remote oceans open up space for imagining power, 
control, and territorial politics before ever entering the earth’s orbit. The 
“back-porch technologist” mentality found in postwar American culture 
was brought into the remote wilderness. Excessive federal economies 
provided massive military war power (signifying an abundance of 
America-made machines and economic stature) and opened up boundless 
political territories in the earth’s oceans. The establishment of spacecraft 
trajectories supported all of these. The remote and invisible wilderness of 
the range sat neatly in the background of Cold War conflict and American 
imaginaries in space. Cape Canaveral is well known for launching missiles 
and rockets into space. Place-based technology, however, becomes part of 
a larger transformation in American culture. The wilderness is the place 
such activities are imagined. The invisible wilderness of discrete objects 
opens up space for cultural imaginaries in the modern world.

The pre-history of Cold War infrastructure predates Soviet and U.S. 
conflict—and certainly the launching of satellites and humans across 
territories in space.12 The present-day office seal of Brevard County 
illustrates its history with images of exploration, including a 15th-century 
European colonial ship reaching the Florida coast and a 20th century Apollo 
capsule landing on the moon. Surprisingly, nothing on the seal describes 
a history before colonial conquest or modern technological episodes. It 
could be argued, therefore, that these forms—the ship and the capsule—
are not just symbols celebrating a regional triumph, but also indications 
of colonial powers of spatial control through a proclaimed invisible 
wilderness. If we consider the place such activities are enabled, ironically, 
we find wilderness as a key factor for supporting the resourcefulness of 
technological, cultural, and political identity. Eventually, this mode of 
seeking wilderness as territory became operationalized.13

Over 1,000 years ago, the nomadic Ais tribe settled the Cape 
Canaveral region.14 Because hunting and fishing were key to their 
survival, the Ais tribe moved in small groups up and down the rivers and 
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The Launch Complex 14 blockhouse on Cape Canaveral 
Air Force Station (above) appears remarkably similar 
in form and permanence compared to the Fort Pierce 
Midden Mount of  the native Ais tribe, painting by Clara 
Miller (below)
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coastlines of southern and central Florida. The tribe relied on wildlife, 
and its society was heavily influenced by the abundance of food from 
the marshy and extensive waterways. Once Spanish explorers began to 
migrate and colonize the area in the early 17th century, new tools from 
Europe quickly overwhelmed the Ais region and, inevitably, its culture. 
Efforts were soon made to modernize the wetland’s tribal people. Political 
authority fluctuated, with the British in control from 1763 to 1784 and 
then the Spanish again until 1821, when the United States established the 
territory of Florida.15 Stricken by the Seminole Wars, conflicts over early 
military fortifications, the Civil War, and complications of settlement due 
to the geographical wilderness in the wetlands, the North Brevard region 
of Florida consistently changed power. Today, Brevard County claims 
early Ais communities lived on “crude and flimsy” wooden structures.16 
Supporting its claim of wilderness and its inference that the region was 
inherently unclaimed due to nomadic society, the county simplifies the 
tribe’s culture and overlooks the benefits of a remote wilderness.17

Native Ais would not have survived if they did not embrace the 
wilderness as a temporary ground of resource and occupation. The 
wilderness, for the Ais, became the cultural foundation of community 
and survival, while the development and operations of the Eastern Test 
Range allowed the United States military to incorporate wilderness as a 
criterion for maintaining, and increasing, its territory of global control. 
And it is in the wilderness that strategic grounds for military occupation 
based on civil safety—including tracking and monitoring—are enabled.18 
Spatial geography of the range and simple configuration of its tracking 
stations amongst invisible geography are as much a political and spatial 
strategy as they are a science-based technical solution.19 Based on the 
convergences between urbanism and landscape, ecology is read as a 
collection of geographical networks managed by a state authority that 
renders the landscape beyond the plant material (or in the range, marine 
wildlife). The wilderness in American culture decentralizes the launch 
complex and represents the rise of the operationally remote military 
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activity that accelerated in the 1960s. Moreover, the launch complexes 
themselves become the surrogate for urbanization, technology in the 
purposely invisible wilderness actively impacting geopolitical positioning 
on the globe. 

The geographic process does not need to rely solely on bounded 
materiality “mapping space of the physical environment,” but can also 
embrace changing “constellations of connections.”20 The conditions 
of mapping/surveying in history have been productively imperfect, 
creating narratives about our world as we have seen in Descartes’ work 
on mathematics. In a contemporary setting, it is seen to be critical in 
precision, arguing that accuracy equals truth, authored through the 
instrumentation of technology. This further problematizes the conditions 
of transferring information, particularly as it relates to the “subjectivity of 
embodied observation.”21 As geographer Denis Cosgrove articulates, the 
centrally-focused geometry of the panopticon can become useful as an 
instrument; “functionally and symbolically,” he writes, “this extends power 
panoptically to the horizon, encompassing a potentially infinite territory,” 
and suggesting that lines of power can and will be delineated continuously 
for executing management and control.22 This articulation generates a 
clearer duality between the associated geometry of politics as it directly 
applies to the territory as visible. As the landscape absorbs mobilized 
patterns of geometric control, visibility is projected onto the ground 
and outwards as a repeating, monotonous system of rendering the world 
technical and legible. Thus the “architecture” of discrete objects anchors 
and expands such geographies in the missile range, characteristically 
marking the spatial construction of the invisible wilderness itself. 

Emergency and Escape

In 1876 a series of “house of refuge” stations were constructed by the 
United States Life-Saving Service, the agency preceding the U.S. Coast 
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Guard. These unmanned life-saving stations were sited along the Florida 
Atlantic coastline every 20 miles. The modest rescue shelters were stored 
with food and supplies for ship-wrecked sailors. But as the refuge sites 
were little used, many were abandoned or repurposed. In 1889, just 13 
years after their initial construction, wealthy ornithologist Charles Barney 
Cory from Massachusetts reclaimed one of “house of refuge” sites. With 
Harvard elites from Boston, Cory established the “Canaveral Club,” a 
luxurious hunting and fishing camp. Transformed from an empty shelter 
on the remote coast, the region was considered by Cory and his exclusive 
friends as a vacation in the southern wilderness at the edge of the nation. 
Isolated from occupied land, the “house of refuge” site was treated as 
luxurious grounds in the wild. A series of wide sweeping dunes stretched 

House of  Refuge constructed by the United States Life-
Saving Service for ship-wrecked sailors was later used by 
Charles Barney Cory for a hunting camp (c. 1890s) and 
ultimately became the site for the Launch Complex 39 
constructed by NASA in 1964

FIGURE 108
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Charles Barney Cory an avid outdoors man and hunter 
pictured with a brown bear, c. 1896 (above) and The 
Breakers Casino in flames in 1903 (below), located on 
present day Kennedy Space Center

FIGURE 109 / 110

Flagler offered Cory space in The 
Breakers, Hotel Royal Poinciana, or 
one of the stores in the Royal Poinciana 
block of shops along the 
lakefront. He also gave Cory the 
option of constructing a building 
if a storefront was unavailable. 
If Cory chose to build, Flagler 
generously offered to provide 
Cory up to $3,000 to construct 
a building. Cory chose to build 
a store building and agreed to 
a three-year lease at $1,000 per 
year. He did have the right to 
sublet the space if he desired.

Once the terms of the sale 
were agreed upon, Cory sent Flagler the 
deed to the museum property; Flagler 
sent Cory a check for $20,000 and then 
later a check for $1,000 so Cory begin 
construction of a store building. All 
that is known is that he was going to 
build a new structure but nothing was 
mentioned about a new museum. The 
1907 Currie Map of West Palm Beach 
and Palm Beach, lists “Cory’s Museum” 
at the bottom as a place of interest. 

However, it is not shown on the map but 
the location where the museum stood 
before it burned to the ground, shows a 

small building marked “Two stores.” 
Palm Beach’s first museum, the 

Florida Museum of Natural History, 
passed into history and for the most 
part from the collective memory 
except for an occasional mention in 
recently published works that include 
Cory. Although the museum was gone, 
however, Cory contributed something 
else that is a popular activity to this very 
day in Palm Beach.

Cory the Golfer
If the study of birds and wildlife was 

Cory’s profession, then his recreation 
was golf. In 1897 Cory began 
playing golf, a sport he came 
to enjoy and excel at. His 
involvement also included the 
establishment of golf clubs. Cory 
helped found the Great Island 
Club in Massachusetts, he was 
vice president of the Canaveral 
Club in Florida, and at the same 
time was secretary of the Florida 
East Coast Golf Club. One local 
Palm Beach writer claimed that 
it was Cory who introduced golf 

to Palm Beach in 1897. In The Palm 
Beach Daily News Souvenir Number 
(1903) an article claims “golf in Palm 
Beach dates from the winter of 1897, 
and its introduction was largely [due] 
to the enthusiastic sportsman and crack 
golfer Prof. C.B. Cory.” Soon after its 
introduction, a golf club was established 
in Palm Beach with Fred Sterry, 
manager of the Hotel Royal Poinciana, 
as president, and Cory as secretary.

“Golf in Palm Beach dates from 
the winter of 1897, and its in-
troduction was largely [due] to 
the enthusiastic sportsman and 
crack golfer Prof. C.B. Cory.” 

Souvenir Number (1903) 

The Breakers in flames, 1903. The museum stood just west of The Breakers Casino (the small building at left).  Only a few items were pulled 
from the burning museum.  The beach is strewn with items saved from The Breakers.  Courtesy Historical Society of Palm Beach County.

April 201225
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across the region. This elaborate network of dunes is naturally formed by the 
interaction of air and water. Constantly in flux, these dunes helped protect 
land and alleviate damage from storms in the Atlantic Ocean. Once the 
recreational explorers of the American wilderness set up camp, however, 
they quickly began to alter the land with their technological resources. The 
leisurely elite’s technological backyard becomes the American wilderness 
used to enact such modern machines. To allow their steamboats to enter 
Banana Creek, they became the first to dredge the lagoon systems in the 
region. 

In 1962 NASA selected the exact location of the “Canaveral Club” 
for its highly celebrated Apollo launch complex pads 39A and 39B. NASA 
began by dredging hydraulic fill from the Banana River and pumping it 

C.S. Robinson’s Aerial Surveys capturing the natural sand 
dunes stretching across Cape Canaveral, 1943

FIGURE 111
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C.S. Robinson’s Aerial Surveys of  the Banana Creek with 
Charles Barney Cory’s first dredging shown in the upper 
portion of  the image, 1943, (above) and the same area 
surveyed in 1969 of  the Kennedy Space Center Launch 
Complex 39A and 39B launchpads with the crawler-way 
dividing the Banana Creek

FIGURE 112 / 113
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into the construction site to elevate the pads out of a shallow sea level. 
The government then initiated massive wharf construction with a series of 
barge canals and turning basins. Two large pyramid-like sandpiles were 
also constructed to elevate the launch pads used to power the Saturn V 
rocket to the moon. The technology used to support the new mobile launch 
complex came from common earthmoving practices. The steam-shovel 
crawler was used for surface mining, primarily for coal in Kentucky. 
The mining equipment was adopted to construct the Missile Crawler 
Transporter Facility and used as a vehicle for transporting the rocket from 
the Vertical Assembly Building to the elevated launch pad.23 The crawler-
transporter and rocket traveled along a paved three-mile-long crawler way. 
To make this possible, NASA engineered large culverts for the crawler 

Build up earthwork remarkably similar to the native 
mounds for past commemoration constructed here 
to elevate the launchpad out of  the wetlands, Launch 
Complex 39A, Kennedy Space Center, 1964

FIGURE 114
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way to traverse the Banana Creek. The so-called wilderness of the refuge 
and rescue station is greatly transformed into a landscape of machines and 
objects for the departure of earth.24 

When NASA determines its continued need for establishing 
emergency and rescue support in the range, the “house of refuge” stations 
from the previous century are peculiar isolated objects. But once the U.S. 
Air Force and Navy collectively take command of the range, the public’s 
interests in emergency rescue and recovery are altered. The spaceport 
and its extensive range enable the positioning of discrete technological 
objects transforming the earth and open up the boundedness, or lack 
thereof, in. a way that broadcasts global power in the Cold War. In doing 
so, the Cape Canaveral launch sites both enabled and secured modern 
scientific exploration and military surveillance in the wilderness, just as 
Cory’s elites carved paths for their steamboats. Claimed to be for safety, 
protection, and recovery upon emergency events, the spaceport carries the 
idea of the American wilderness into our oceans as a technological zone 
of discrete military objects. Seeing the American landscape as a place 
for technological objects in the form of refuge and launch, the “military 
imagination of landscape” contributes to the shaping of both its geographic 
position and its influential objects in the background.25 

Treating the Long-Range Proving Ground in the 1950s as a missile test 
site allowed for an accelerated increase of military territory and political 
power from the very objects deployed in service to emergency systems. 
Later, when the military continued to monitor NASA’s manned flights, 
whether there were “rescue” missions or not, that power over remote 
territory around the globe was maintained. The cultural imagination of 
emergency and objects for recovery—or as we will see, escape—alter the 
way the remote wilderness is perceived and understood as a constellation 
of technological machines. This became particularly important when 
considering the inevitable fate of technological failure of those machines 
themselves in their attempts to reach the moon in the 1960s. But the scene 
for anticipating failure in the remote waters of the Atlantic Ocean was not 
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unprecedented. 
Rocket scientists early on had imagined how to respond to the 

unpredictable disasters that may occur after launch. Well before Yuri 
Gagarin was tucked inside the Soviet Union’s Vostok capsule to become 
the first human to enter space, scientists had studied how humans might 
escape disaster. By the early 1950s, before manned missions in space, we 
find an unusual vision for preparing for disaster. Renowned rocket scientist 
Werner von Braun envisioned an Emergency Escape Capsule to protect 
astronaut crew in the event of an emergency after launch. If a disaster 
occurred (before reaching orbital space) and the crew was unable to operate 
a non-functioning or damaged spacecraft, the emergency capsule would 
allow them to be ejected from the rocket safely. Once the crew pressed 
the eject button and bail-out was inevitable, the chemical powder would 
ignite a small charge forcing the capsule to slide out of its rocket chamber 
on rails. Once discharged and separated from the abandoned spacecraft, 
the capsule would then drop back down to Earth with the crew securely 
enclosed inside. 

Between 1952 and 1954, commercial illustrator Fred Freeman made 
several cutaway renderings to illustrate these imaginary and geographically 
remote scenes of emergency and escape. The illustrations were published 
in the popular literary magazine Collier’s as part of a series entitled “Man 
will Conquer Space Soon.” Drawings include detailed representations of 
the apparatus interior and mechanical systems for a successful ejection. 
Rendered in full color, the spectacular illustrations represent the vision of 
von Braun’s military-like capsule escape designs. Figures housed inside 
the compact capsules are drawn with unalarmed expressions and appear 
to be clothed in combat uniform from the war (military field uniforms, 
also known as “battledress” in Europe). Von Braun’s visions are rendered 
in public view and project an American aesthetic for the way the space 
capsules launch into outer space; they also anticipate and design for 
disaster.26  

Of the series, one illustration renders a scene in which an emergency 
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Wernher von Braun’s Emergency Escape Capsule design 
with military rescue vessels in the wilderness background 
rendered by commercial illustrator Fred Freeman, 
published in Collier’s Magazine, March 14, 1953

FIGURE 115
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has occurred and the recovery systems in the Eastern Missile Range 
have been deployed. Carefully crafted, the drawing indicates a moment 
of crisis. But it simultaneously describes a moment in geographic space. 
With the cutaway to show the interior capsule mechanics and the crew 
secured inside, all the objects in the background of the scene describe 
a very different scale of territory. Populated with military vessels such 
as helicopters and naval warship fleets racing to the rescue site, the 
background is nowhere, yet illustrates a vast expanse of the military’s 
range. The scene describes a placeless environment situated between the 
frontier of extraterrestrial space and the remote wilderness of our oceans on 
earth. As the spacecraft becomes damaged within this vertical, in- between 
air space, no land is in view, only a vast ocean illustrated as remote and 
empty. The only figures in the frame are mobile military vessels used to 
respond instantaneously in a time of mission crisis. Not surprising after 
being designed by a leader in rocket and missile development, the long, 
cylindrically shaped capsule appears more like a missile than the capsules 
used in the first manned spacecraft several years later. The capsule can be 
considered an architectural object, as it related to the shape of the human 
figure and the function of the military infrastructure expanding territorial 
space.

The March 1953 issue of Collier’s focuses on the event and describes 
the potential causes of emergencies in manned spacecraft. Entitled 
“Emergency! Man’s Survival in Space” and written in narrative form, 
the issue imagines possible risks and lists various solutions for recovery 
after a rocket’s technological catastrophe. “The ship is picking up speed 
on a vertical flight path—and suddenly the fuel lines feeding the roaring 
bank of rocket motors burst into searing flame! Can the crewmen trapped 
inside bailout—or perhaps, bring their multimillion-dollar vehicle in for 
a successful crash landing?”27 Focused more on the emergency itself, the 
article treats the capsule and its trajectory as tools for recovery and modes 
of safely protecting the crew inside. Even within a nationally printed 
weekly, the Collier’s articles demonstrate that “the best preparation for 
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danger will come when they [astronauts] get aboard a space vehicle and 
go roaring skywards.”28 Each of the different stages along the rocket’s 
trajectory is used to separate components of the spacecraft. Certain 
features within the spacecraft were thought to be particularly dangerous 
at each of these stages. Emergency fires were of special concern, and of 
course, each of these instances had to be monitored closely. The article 
proceeds to outline four “real danger” events, including fire, and goes 
so far as to suggest that “luckily, fires are likely to be rare” and that “if 
fire or explosion should occur, it will probably be on the way up.”29 The 
rocket scientists are more concerned with immediate changes in cabin 
pressure and bail-out if the ship is unable to safely return to earth, not 
preoccupied with fire in the cabin. Recovery concerns continued into the 

Wernher von Braun’s Emergency Escape Capsule 
demonstrating the ejection capsules from the spacecraft, 
rendered by commercial illustrator Fred Freeman, 
published in Collier’s Magazine, March 14, 1953

FIGURE 116
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1960s with designing other recovery systems design such as the Manned 
Orbital Operations Safety Equipment by the General Electric company. 
Similarly, to von Braun’s design, the systems were extremely compact and 
used pressurized chambers for ejecting the crew. 

Fourteen years after von Braun’s visions were printed publicly, 
NASA conducted a rehearsal launch for the first Apollo mission from 
Launch Complex 34. On February 21, 1967, an electrical fire ignited the 
spacecraft’s cabin, and all three astronauts—Gus Grissom, Ed White, and 
Roger Chafee—were killed. No one had anticipated a common fire to 
ignite from electrical boards inside the space capsule. The rocket had not 
departed from the launch pad, nor was the spacecraft even scheduled to 
launch that day. Failure was found in the time it took for the door escape 

Commemorative photo of  Gus Grissom, Ed White, and 
Roger Chafee during the Apollo One Memorial Ceremony 
held on Launch Complex 34, January 27, 2018

FIGURE 117
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hatch to release, a problem that prohibited the crew from quickly escaping 
the enclosed craft. Had the escape hatch of the capsule been quickly 
releasable upon such an emergency, the astronauts might have been able 
to survive the devastating event. 

Despite this accident, the Apollo program persisted, and shortly 
thereafter egress became part of astronaut simulations on the rocket and 
in the ocean. Water egress was the most reasonable departure from the 
capsule upon “splashdown.” Apollo astronauts were trained in various 
simulated environments, including a swimming pool on the Ellington Air 
Force Base. With a full mockup Apollo capsule tethered to the side of 
a swimming pool in Houston, astronauts are seen exiting on emergency 
floats in full spacesuit attire. This bizarre overlap of high technology 

Apollo 11 astronauts training for emergency escape 
procedures in a typical suburban public swimming pool 
on the Ellington Air Force Base in Houston, Texas, 1968

FIGURE 118
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with the American idealized landscape of suburbia presents simultaneous 
imaginary of projected modernized culture. But when considering von 
Braun’s Emergency Escape Capsule scheme as it relates to the fire of 
Apollo One and simulated disasters, some deep cultural insights reveal 
the way we imagine and anticipate failed systems. We conceive the most 
radical events to occur on the boundaries of our accessible frontier. And yet 
those same dangers can occur in the more common enclosed environments 
here on earth without the glorified or most advanced missile technologies 
in history. 

Return to Earth

The wasteland is not only shaped by transformations of failed 
“gadgets” and neotechnic processes but more deeply embedded in reaching 
the ever-expanding frontier of terrestrial wilderness on and off the surface 
of the earth. And thus the spaceport capsules could be considered part 
of the American ideal in shaping the invisible wilderness—what Banham 
referred to as “compact little packages” found in American culture.30 The 
range and trajectory of the extraterrestrial frontier reside in the remote 
context at the ends of architecture and postwar military infrastructure 
designed for emergency and escape. The spaceport infrastructure operates 
in the background of political conquest in pursuit of the invisible frontiers; 
these are found first in cultural imaginaries supported by American-branded 
technological objects. Yet veiled by a national nostalgia for technological 
success, the spaceport, and its products from cultural imagination become 
the site for enabling the departure of the earth to access an extraterrestrial 
frontier.

Capsules for departing earth expand the footprint of geographical 
control. Von Braun understood that the objects in space would make it 
“almost impossible for any nation to hide warlike preparations for any 
length of time.”31 But these discrete technological objects that actively 
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participate in the conquering of a modern and enclosed world also tend 
to leave the world behind. Technology historian Rosalind Williams 
uses the autonomous vehicle (the nautilus) found in the work of Jules 
Verne to describe what she calls “world alienation.”32 She argues that 
“the cultural project of replacing the given world by a human-created 
one of representation” was in fact “always intent on lifting off from it 
entirely,” suggesting that the objects themselves represented constructing 
an imaginary world elsewhere.33 Designed for humans leaving the planet 
and entering extraterrestrial space, spacecraft capsules are also intended to 
accommodate an emergency escape and a safe return to earth. However, if 
we consider the parallels of Verne’s Nautilus, Williams’ world alienation 
and Apollo’s return to earth, the preparations, and architecture for enclosing 
space on earth imagine similar characteristics of distancing the modern 
world from the wilderness and habitation on the earth’s surface entirely.

On July 24, 1969, Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael Collins 
reach Earth’s gravitational pull and rapidly begin their descent back to 
earth. With the three tucked inside, the capsule rotates its position to “blunt 
end forward” to shield itself from the flames encountered when entering the 
atmosphere. Proceeding into a four-minute radio blackout, at an altitude of 
65,000 feet, deployed U.S. military aircraft make visual contact with the 
descending capsule. Three minutes later, the aircraft carrier USS Hornet 
identifies the capsule and speeds towards the recovery site, located 950 
miles southwest of Hawaii in the North Pacific Ocean. Once the capsule 
reaches 10,000 feet, three large orange and white parachutes slow it down 
so it can land safely on the rough Pacific seas. 

Outside the range, the recovery site demonstrates yet again the 
stage for discrete objects in the wilderness. Only this time, concerns of 
contamination are of utmost importance. A flotation collar around the 
large diameter of the capsule is inflated to help stabilize the spacecraft. 
Protocols and transitory processes from one capsule to another continue. 
Military helicopters and two aircraft carriers race to recover the crew from 
the capsule. But important steps are put in place to avoid any exposure to 
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possible contaminates. Military divers in the water wear scuba gear with 
special filters to minimize contact with potential lunar microorganisms. 
As the capsule’s hatch opens, Biological Isolation Garments (also known 
as BIGs) drop down from the helicopter. Astronauts are wiped down with 
sodium hypochlorite, then put on the garments and assist rescue divers 
with placing all lunar rock samples into the remaining BIGs. But even the 
capsule itself is a risk. Quickly another diver closes the hatch and seals 
the capsule vents to avoid any further contaminates entering the earth’s 
atmosphere. Astronauts are then hoisted up to the helicopter and head 
toward the USS Hornet.

Upon their arrival on that ship, its name changes to USS Hornet 
+3, indicating the safe recovery of the three astronauts. Armstrong, 

Apollo 11 astronauts exiting the Apollo capsule after 
splashdown, immediately instructed to wear Biological 
Isolation Garments while a U.S. Navy diver proceeds to 
secure the capsule hatch, July 24, 1969

FIGURE 119
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Aldrin, and Collins are then ushered directly from the helicopter to the 
Mobile Quarantine Facility (MQF). While inside, the astronauts take 
showers, change into flight suits, and anticipate the arrival of President 
Richard Nixon. Complete with professional lighting, a microphone on an 
elevated platform, broadcast cameras in place, and an audience of military 
personnel, the global stage is set to celebrate the successful completion of 
the lunar mission. With President Nixon as their host, the astronauts smile 
through the large opening of the MQF. But curiously, the object enclosing 
the quarantine facility is made from a common and quite ubiquitous frame 
found in postwar American consumerism—the airstream.

The Curtis Wright Company began manufacturing trailer coaches as 
early as 1945. Just four years later, the company was sold to Silver Streak 

President Richard M. Nixon welcomes Apollo 11 
astronauts, Buzz Aldrin, Michael Collins, and Neil 
Armstrong, as they remain in the Mobile Quarantine 
Facility after having arrived on board the USS Hornet 
upon returning to Earth, July 24, 1969 
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Partners, and the airstream trailer was born. Proudly advertised as rivetted 
with “aircraft type construction,” Silver Stream trailers quickly became the 
model for postwar recreational adventures in the American countryside.34 
And thus aircraft construction was associated with the distant and invisible 
wilderness frontier. By the 1950s the company noted in their advertising 
that their trailers had large windows, a shower, a flush-type toilet, and a 
variety of interior arrangements. The airstream became not a vehicle for 
entering into the wilderness, but a discrete object to increase the distance 
from it. Without the idealized American recreational vacation in the wild, 
discrete objects may not have become so popularized—or perhaps, more 
likely if the discrete objects had never been manufactured nationally as 
American consumer products, the idealized wilderness would have been 

Silver Streak Trailer Company as part of  the California-
based Curtiss Wright Company advertises its newest 
Trailer brining American culture into the remote 
wilderness for the rising middle class, c. 1953
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Silver Streak Trailer Company depicting its new 1953 
‘Silver Streak, The Clipper Line’ as an object made from 
“aircraft construction” including new features such as the 
large window at the front and back, advertisement from 
the Trailer Life Magazine, April 1953

FIGURE 122
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overlooked. Not coincidentally, the airstream’s duality to wilderness finds 
itself in the most technologically advanced and celebrated sequences of 
the U.S. space programs. NASA engineers in 1967 use the airstream as 
a starting point to allow for the modifications necessary for use as the 
MQF. There, sitting on the powerful military fleet in the North Pacific 
Ocean, with the nation’s president at their side, both the three astronauts 
and the modified airstream are on display for the world to see—a synthetic 
“museography” of modern American culture located at the frontier of 
previously invisible geography.35

Astronauts transition from one discrete object to an interior 
administrative complex through the “transfer tunnel” attached to the side 
of the airstream body. Three days after splashdown, the MQF with the 

Mobile Quarantine Facility (MQF-001) without side 
windows or opens with an attached transfer tunnel located 
inside the Manned Spacecraft Center’s Building 37: Lunar 
Receiving Laboratory in Houston, Texas, July 1969

FIGURE 123
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astronauts inside is transferred by a C-141 Starlifter aircraft to Ellington 
Air Force Base in Houston and then to NASA’s Manned Spacecraft 
Center (JSC), Building 37, known as the Lunar Receiving Laboratory. 
Though it appears to be a typical office building on the exterior, the Lunar 
Receiving Laboratory was designed and constructed for the sole purpose 
of the return to Earth. Thus, all three astronauts were quarantined in the 
designated quarantine interior for 21 days. But the facility was also the 
primary location for all quarantined objects involved in the reentry of the 
mission, including the capsule itself after its transfer from Pearl Harbor to 
Ellington. Eventually, the capsule was towed to Building 37 and stored in 
the spacecraft room for postflight inspections. 

Built quickly to beat the Soviets to the moon, Building 37 opened 
on December 31, 1967, in Houston’s sprawling urban landscape. With 
only two years for design and construction, the facility became the 
primary architectural solution for responding to concerns addressed in the 
Conference on Potential Hazards of Back Contamination from the Planets 
in 1964.36 The majority of the facility was constructed with common 
building materials except for two unique and discrete design features that 
stand in contrast to the rest of NASA’s MSC office planning and design 
standards. Designed with an oversized horizontal roofline at the front, two 
masses step back, almost hiding their appearance. The most predominant 
expression of the architecture is the thickened canopy almost hovering 
off the ground as the recessed façade cladding with dark tinted steel 
and glass. Building 37 was more of a discrete technological object than 
a common office or laboratory. Divided into three discrete areas (Lunar 
Samples Operations Area, Crew Reception Area, and Administration and 
Support Area), each zone was secured with its individualized systems.37 
For example, the astronaut quarters included bedrooms, offices, kitchen 
and dining areas, locker rooms, and a lounge with literature. Attempting 
to supply the common necessities in housing or a manner similar to 
dormitory space planning, the entire body of the Reception Area was 
carefully enclosed and sealed. All floors, walls, and ceilings were wrapped 
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Building 37, Lunar Receiving Laboratory aerial after its 
completion, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, 
1968 (above) and the Anatomy of  a Lunar Receiving 
Laboratory, architectural diagram illustrating the interior 
spaces of  Building 37, 1969 (below)
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in the biological barrier for the astronauts’ area and were enclosed in the 
same quarantined space as the capsule. This barrier acted as the dividing 
line between the quarantine area and the rest of the laboratory and office 
spaces. Neither air nor water was allowed to penetrate the biological 
barrier without proceeding through proper treatment protocols. The air 
handling systems and plumbing designs were therefore treated as a single 
isolated system unconnected to the rest of the facility. 

The second design unique feature included the construction of 
a deep underground chamber. A 50-foot deep underground missile 
silo was carved out of the earth directly underneath Building 37. This 
underground space was critical to the quarantine process. By proceeding 
deep underground, radiation tests of the astronauts and the moon rocks 

Building 37, Lunar Receiving Laboratory, underground 
missile-grade silo construction prior to beginning its 
counterpart of  the laboratory and offices above, Manned 
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, c. 1967

FIGURE 126
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could be properly monitored for any possible irregularities with an airlock 
control, radon filter, and a small viewing window for scientists. Identified 
as the “radiation counting laboratory,” the space was designed with the 
same methods used in missile silo construction. Formed with pre-atomic 
steel, as known as low-background steel, the underground chamber was 
lined with lead and increased protection for continuous radiation tests. 
The edge of extraterrestrial space—and its potential contaminates—is 
wrapped inside an envelope found in postwar American administrative 
facilities and moved deep underground, thus distancing itself from the 
natural environment on the earth’s surface. 

On their release from quarantine, the crew of Apollo 11 exit the 
biological barrier (for the first time since suiting up in the Operations and 
Checkout Building in Florida) and reach the entry door of Building 37. 
Neil Armstrong is immediately put on camera by the media broadcasting 
company. At each point of the transitions from suits to capsules to 
quarantine, the audience is invoked by the transitory mechanism of modern 
technological machines in the American perspective; in the background 
are discrete and often seemingly anonymous architectural facilities. 
After the Apollo program, NASA converted the interior of Building 37, 
quickly transforming it for use in various administrative programs. The 
facility originally installed many electrical ports at a precise interval on 
a grid. The JSC Planning and Operations personnel nicknamed these 
ports “tombstones”—a peculiar name especially now that the facility is 
facing its final demise. Although the initial design had anticipated interior 
changes to the planning configurations, the interior became modified with 
ad hoc transformations; as a result, it stands more like an interior labyrinth 
of disjointed spaces loosely connected by meandering corridors. Today 
Building 37 has been abandoned with suspended ceiling grids falling and 
electrical and laboratory equipment protruding from the walls; considered 
the second most historic building at JSC after Mission Control, it is 
scheduled for demolition in 2020.38 There are early plans to design an 
interpretative park in its place. JSC’s Director of Operations Joel Walker 
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told the Houston Chronicle, “We knew it was really not feasible or practical 
for us to save it…it had no current use,” perhaps suggesting that its 
historical significance is not tied to its material configurations—especially 
given its many conversions and rearrangements since the Apollo 11 crew 
arrived in quarantine.39

Despite its many efforts to seal off the natural world through a series 
of spacesuits, capsules, quarantines, and underground bunkers, the facility 
more broadly was thought to be a failure. The transition at splashdown 
and the transfer of materials at Building 37 failed to properly secure any 
entry of possibly hazardous extraterrestrial contaminates. Architectural 
historian Edward Eigen suggests that “the planning and control elements 
of the Apollo program gave rise to the horizontal sprawl,” while leaving 
Cape Canaveral as a wasteland of “sublime technological assemblies.”40 
The American idealized use of the wilderness into wasteland extends 
past the wilderness of sublimity at a particular site or feature located in 
a specific place on Earth. And perhaps the discrete technological objects 
are as much a part of the launch complex as the invisible wilderness in 
the oceans or underground silos. In other words, the attempt to secure a 
synthetic (and mobile) environment, with American culture constructed 
by the wilderness, opened up our cultural imagination to manufacture and 
expand the spaceport’s technological reach. 

…

The seemingly careful decisions of simulating landscape, designing 
the infrastructure of launch logistics (including the selection of rocket 
launch sites geographically), and discharging cultural material outwards all 
contribute to a specific cultural landscape produced by design, perception, 
and geography. The boundaries of the spaceport have inversely expanded 
the territories which it creates. Those specific configurations of historic 
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technologies in spaceport design, as a constructed wilderness itself, 
have stretched our earth surface into a hybridized mesh of synthetically 
organized constellations of urbanized, yet blurry and evolving, conditions 
of territory and landscape.

Today the Eastern Range stretches over 10,000 miles. From Cape 
Canaveral, it extends to the Indian Ocean. Uncoincidentally, this is the 
location where it meets the Western Range, the area designated as the 
rocket trajectory from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California; thus, 
it completes the U.S. missile range and the globe’s full circumference 
for tracking trajectories. The culture that is projected through simulated 
imagery into the physical materiality of discharge and floating in a 
spectacularly vast universal space seems to represent our participatory 
relationship with nature unbound to the earth’s terrestrial surface. By 
advocating for the public release of earth images from space (Brand, 1968), 
the spaceport helped to project our human image onto other extraterrestrial 
bodies while simultaneously placing our earth into view; in doing so, it 
extended the geographic territorial condition of human settlement (Finney, 
1992). The image of the Earth as the subject became a continuously used 
image for the environmental movement in the 1970s, including Steward 
Brand’s efforts and drove the Whole Earth Catalog’s initiative. Supportive 
infrastructures physically projected material onto other places, terrestrial 
and extra-terrestrial, and subsequently produced new forms of the cultural 
landscape. The discharge of rocket sequences historically had used rocket 
technology known as Expendable Launch Vehicles (ELV).41 On October 
4, 1957, when the Soviet Union successfully launched Sputnik I, the race 
was on for the deployment of orbiting satellites and for what appeared 
as an act of military positioning and global control. From the beginning, 
the space programs were not only focused on the colonial act of human 
settlement on other planets by way of space probes, but also on expanding 
geography here on earth. 

On one hand, Alan Berger used “drosscape” as a means to describe 
the “entire urbanized region as a waste product formed by and linked to 
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economic and industrial process.”42 On the other hand, and coincidentally 
in the same year, architect and urbanist Mohsen Mostafavi explained the 
layering of technology in the landscape which “possess[es] formal and 
aesthetic values,” implying that the scientific and engineered structures are 
created through intuitive and designed constructs.43 While Berger claims 
these conditions to be neither good, nor bad, but “neutral results of industrial 
growth,” the configurations and conditions of technological structures 
are horizontal depictions wrapped into a techno-spatial deployment 
of political and territorial modes, stretching their artificial boundaries 
through the process of simulation and discharge. The technical lands, and 
its associated infrastructures, enabling launch sequences in the spaceport 
could also be seen as ecologies of political and spatial strategy. More 
broadly, through the infrastructural features of the economy, they become 
an ecology of convergence between military and ecology. Moreover, as 
proclaimed by Peter Galison, our relationship to land can be depicted in 
the exclusives sites of what he calls the “waste-wilderness,” describing 
it as the bounded land formed by technical aspects of the world’s spatial 
production. Therefore, the infrastructure in the isolated geography on 
the globe might not only support, but also signify, who we are culturally, 
environmentally, and evolutionarily with the transformations of landscape, 
infrastructure, and technology.

Because the remote wilderness seemingly lacks definition, a space 
of imagination opens up extraterrestrial space. The desire to access 
the extraterrestrial frontier simultaneously produces an acceleration 
of wasteland. The spaceport is a “system of production” supported by 
the remote acceleration of wasteland.44 Spaceports are a condition of 
terrestrial remoteness while denying human occupation. The “wasteland,” 
Vittoria Di Palma notes, “leaves no place ‘over there’ that is untouched 
by human presence, but posits all places, all categories as interconnected: 
the domesticated and the wild, the urban and the rural, the local and the 
global.”45 Wasteland as a site on earth enables the extraterrestrial imaginary 
to become accessible, while remote terrestrial lands become even more 
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inaccessible (military control), unsafe (environmental damage), and 
culturally abandoned. The spaceport complex, including the entire missile 
range and its discrete recovery objects, illustrates how technical lands 
produced for an endless, politically imagined frontier of power.

Apollo 11 astronaut, Michael Collins, inside the Building 
37: Lunar Receiving Laboratory quarantine crew quarters 
with common, yet minimal, furniture and uninterrupted 
white walls, ceiling and floor, Manned Spacecraft Center, 
Houston, Texas, July 1969

FIGURE 127
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The now abandoned Building 37, Lunar Receiving 
Laboratory, exterior facade, present day Johnson Space 
Center, Houston, Texas, October 2019
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the 

ENDLESS 
FRONTIER

Technical lands illustrate an area of land and space defined by 
the architectural techno-object. From its necessary construction and 
instrumentalization of land and its space between such objects, the 
spaceport complex produced a complete series of enclosed systems 
moving from one scale to another. As we return to the conceptual and 
theoretical framework of this book, technical lands act as a critical tool 
for unpacking the American spaceport complex. Without this conceptual 
lens, the spaceport is seen as only either a political act or technological 
success. But as we have seen across the spectrum of scales and forms of 
architectural space, the spaceport reveals a deeper understanding of how 
the land became marginalized, expanded, and designed as an American 
aesthetic. And it is these designed objects that projected images of 
technical space and political commemoration—intentionally under the 
veil of techno-rationality and economic efficiency.

If we consider the technical lands in support of space programs 
from 1950 onwards, we find an infrastructure producing images of 
wasteland for departing Earth—operating in the remote wilderness, 
restricted fringes of the earth’s terrain; these have now become multiplied 
for future and increased, accessibility. Spaceports are productive samples 

The Reusable Launch Vehicle 
(RLV) Space Shuttle Columbia 
landing at the White Sands 
Space Harbor, used only once 
during a necessary return to 
Earth, March 30, 1982, 30 
miles west of  Alamogordo, 
New Mexico

FIGURE 129
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of cultural geography to consider as a condition of the port evolution 
complex and, more broadly, of the progress of human settlement. As 
we have seen, spaceports have become extended modes of cultural and 
political transformations, producing imprints of our projected imaginaries. 
The launch sites as technical lands could be considered just as another 
condition of national innovation, from state or military power to new 
modes of consumption. At the spaceport interior scale outwards towards 
the artifacts in the remote wilderness, however, a new space is revealed.  
Scales of the infrastructural, regional, and planetary lenses have only 
made it more difficult to precisely translate knowledge in the design field.  

The notion of an endless frontier suggests a conceptual framework 
for considering how the spaceport became instrumentalized and ultimately 
abandoned. The spaceport as a technical land produced exclusionary sites 
that inevitably turn into damaged soils and ecologies, decommissioned 
facilities, and abandoned architectural space and further divide land 
from any kind of continued or modernized uses. As an “endless frontier,” 
the spaceport illustrates the rise of technical lands for responding to an 
ever-changing national image. Constantly in flux, through imagination 
and failure, once designated as technical lands, will always remain as 
technical lands. The “frontier” and cultural imagination ushered and 
supported political interests that had little to do with extraterrestrial 
space—the space off of the surface of Earth. And instead, the endless and 
continuously constructed and abandoned sequences supported by national 
legislation consistently render land as disposable. Because the frontier is 
imagined as occupying the wilderness (including the supposed lack of 
architectural objects) perpetuates changing, deforming, and expanding a 
nation’s interests in pursuing control, power, and land. But what we learn 
through the examples of techno-rational objects in the remote wilderness 
were designed and did occupy a terrestrial space—technical lands as a 
tangible and measurable geographic space. 

American aesthetics of discrete wilderness continues to expand the 
geopolitical frontier of American idealized technical lands, ultimately 
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replacing the past images of a pastoral ideal. Because the remote 
wilderness seemingly lacked the definition of land use, cultural imagination 
occupies such places for reaching outer space. The desire to access the 
endless terrestrial and extra-terrestrial frontier simultaneously produced 
an acceleration of wasteland—a place formerly occupied by technical 
operations and activities that renders the land subsequently unusable.

Each of the chapters represents collectively how the technical lands 
for departing Earth relied on such designations and designed spaces.  
The majority of the U.S. spaceport was constructed from 1950 to 1965, 
beginning with the temporary sheds semi-buried in the land to recovery 
capsules expanding the notion of wilderness entirely. Within this brief 
15-year period, we find imagination, infrastructure, and American culture 
contributing to expanded scales of architectural and geographic space. 
These places became the restricted fringes of the earth’s terrain. As a 
technical land, particularly as an enclosed geographic space, the American 
spaceport in the 20th century was designated as technical and designed as 
rational. From rapid construction on the Florida wetlands in 1950 to the 
start of site abandonment just 10 years later, most of Cape Canaveral’s 
launch complexes lie in ruins; only three of the 36 ever constructed there 
remain operational. In Houston, with over 180 buildings constructed, 
Johnson Space Center is challenged with dozens of facilities abandoned 
and underutilized. In 1965 NASA made up an astonishing 2.66 percent 
of the US federal budget. But by 2014 funds for space exploration had 
dropped to only 0.5 percent; private corporations have since filled the gap. 
And this gap is not only fiscal; the federally restricted landscape of Cape 
Canaveral and Houston has been left fractured by changes in technology, 
economics, and politics. NASA’s space complex, which once strategically 
coordinated rocket launches, research, and control centers, is now fractured 
as memorial wastelands.

There are a few key lessons learned from the diverse range of objects 
discovered across each chapter. First, technical lands, and the architectural 
objects that they occupy, are inherently entropic. Such technical lands 
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ultimately leave sites as entropic—places capable of performing at a high 
technological or scientific level, yet ultimately produce a state of ecological 
disorder and abandonment. Once a technical land, always a technical land. 
And as such, the technical lands along with the architectural spaces are 
consistently associated with the notion of abandoned ruins in place. These 
objects collectively represent a fully engineered enclosure of systems for 
departing earth and thus leaving behind wastelands of damaged lands. 
Secondly, revealing the spaceport complex as a technical land illustrates 
how the invisible was used as a tactic in military positioning and curating 
the wilderness as a visual image for political power. Without the ability 
for the public to “see” the remote wilderness as technical lands, the 
political acts for reaching extraterrestrial space would not have been 
understood as plausible. The political successes of technical lands come 
through its ability to demonstrate its plausibility. And thirdly, technical 
lands are both instrumentalizations of the land itself but also rendered as 
purposeful.  Demonstrating the plausible and its associated aesthetics was 
a design choice. Design is political, and therefore suggests the seemingly 
anonymous spaceport facilities intentionally produced a political image 
found in both the Cold War era and the height of architectural modernity’s 
epoch.  The technical lands designated, and architectural objects designed 
to create a specific kind of aesthetics that presume a kind of purpose—an 
instrument of the performative and the purposeful.  

Technical land is made from the architectural object. The primary five 
examples of the spaceport’s architectural objects are a spatial condition 
enabling rapid expansion of geographic space to become rendered as 
technical. The objects themselves are not to simply identify the individual 
or unique architectural features in the United States. Instead, the spaceport’s 
architectural objects present a discrete relationship between the land that 
they occupy. Initially thought to be common, or anonymous facilities to 
house operations for the launching of rockets into space demonstrate a 
condition of other technical space—space specifically between objects. 
As discovered in the chapters, an entire range of “other” space is made 
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through the articulation of an architectural object. Such spaces include a 
public audience, techno-scientific instrumentation, and the commemorated 
politics of abandoned facilities in a damaged technical land. And therefore, 
the spaceport becomes the commemorated space for American politics 
from the mid-20th century. 

Provided the evolutionary evidence in the launch site infrastructure 
itself, technical lands of the historical spaceport seem to be acting in a 
more significant role, rather than only absorbing processes of the military 
or government executive order. Today, the spaceport has multiplied its 
footprint across political boundaries, stretching the globe and moving 
the spaceport to the frontier of urbanization. Spaceport infrastructure in 
the remote landscape might not only support, but also signify culturally, 
environmentally, and politically crafted transformations in architecture 
and urbanization. The processes of infrastructural urbanization are 
capable of rendering a hybridized world, entangled by militarized 
socio-technological culture. Embedded in processes of urbanization, the 
space complex illuminates the politics of a national imaginary, hidden 
away in the repeatable ubiquity of American infrastructural space. The 
success of the space program relied heavily on strategies for executing 
speed, coordinating logistics—and contrary to popular belief of cold war 
efforts for decentralization—administering management by centralizing 
launch operations and facilities. Infrastructure aspires to be ubiquitous, 
yet it continuously reaches its limits. The material conditions for which 
infrastructures emerge is neither politically neutral nor culturally muted. 
Infrastructure is political. It becomes the social hegemony of power-
driven by consequential definitions of “infrastructure” and the agendas 
it supports. Infrastructure becomes the operational method for producing 
political and cultural agency. Infrastructure, and its contributing technical 
spaces, remains to be limited by the site of its affordance. Potential utility 
and technological imaginary are confronted by the appearance of its 
availability. 

What we are left with are additional questions regarding the role 



of technical lands with the reusable systems developed in the following 
decade. Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) had shifted the space program to 
signal an institutional change for increasing economic and environmental 
implications. It is yet unclear what RLVs illustrate in terms of land and the 
occupation of space. From the evidence found in early human settlement 
to the deployment of expendable launch vehicles (ELV) into space, human 
civilization has continuously transformed the surface of the earth.1 Humans 
have extended their impact physically vis-à-vis modes of technology, 
altering their surroundings to acquire resources for the next discovery and 
subsequently leaving behind a residue of that process. Like the historical 
canoes of Polynesia, rocket launch sites have dramatically altered the view 
of territory and technology by reducing the distance of the cosmographical 
view, thereby increasing the capacity of humans to visualize earth. This 
project began, not with the metaphorical canoe, ship, or rocket, but with 
the imaginary and constructed infrastructures that initiated an expanded 
and endless frontier of extraterrestrial space.

Once the instruments are less identified with the specific physical 
ground or geographic land, does this have an impact on the use of 
technical lands and its performative agency? Or does the instrument itself 
discharge from the earth entirely? But this book purposefully identifies 
how our instrumentalization of the land itself, enabled both our public 
imaginary perception and occupation of land to reach such extraterrestrial 
space. Private industries redundant occupation of previously public sites. 
How does this relate to the entropic? Does it support or reject such claims 
that technical lands continue to be either instrumentalized for political and 
economic growth or the opposite wastelands of the past techno-rational 
afterlife? If preservation practices attempt to claim these sites as “historic,” 
why do the objects that generated the land’s synthetic performance become 
abandoned and dismissed? 

After the end of Apollo, NASA focused its efforts on Reusable 
Launch Vehicles (RLV) in the Shuttle missions commencing in 1977. 
And still today, the space industry continuously attempts to modify its 



rocket technology for economic efficiency by designing modern RLV 
systems. The private space industry--including Stratolaunch, SpaceX, 
and Blue Origin—have continued designing spacecraft to operate more 
like traditional airplanes and RLVs, with rockets now landing on mobile 
barges in the sea. With rapid acceleration since the end of the Space 
Shuttle in 2011, discourse in space archeology is on the rise. Space 
archaeologist Alice Gorman pioneered “space archaeology” for studying 
material leftovers of space programs as inherently cultural relics orbiting 
the globe, decaying on the surface of the moon and Mars, or “junk” 
floating out in space.2 This essential work blossomed shortly after her 
heritage consultancy work with the rise of new research and literature on 
securing the preservation of space-related activities, artifacts, and sites.3 
The conditions that have rendered a historical period significant due to its 
technological advancements tend to produce repeatable and endless forms 
for discovery. Thus, it could be suggested the very processes of rocket 
sequences and spaceport infrastructure expanded cultural geography and 
produced new forms of technological utopianism through new forms of 
architectural conservation or lack thereof.

Failed traditional forms of preservation and the repeating objects of 
American ubiquity over dilates the role of architecture as rational forms of 
national identity to promote technological objects. Instead, we are left with 
a much more peculiar relationality between technical lands, organizational 
systems, and a national aesthetic tied to architectural modernity. From a 
rich history of military hangars to the adoption of suburban office models 
of modern architecture, military facilities constructed on Cape Canaveral 
before NASA signal technological and cultural influence. However, in the 
KSC and the JSC, the memorialized architectural objects in the spaceport 
complex—including the commemoration of two presidents’ roles (Kennedy 
and Johnson) in the space programs—are viewed as anonymous office 
buildings, failed architectural forms at a time of economic prosperity. 

Empires have a long history of acknowledging heroes and events 
and of marking places on the earth as significant cultural and political 



contributions to society. Metaphors and symbolic artifacts are continuously 
constructed as representations to prescribe a kind of collective memory. 
In addition to framing the historical context, U.S. monuments tend to 
make associations with other ideal architectural languages found across 
disassociated time and space, including ancient Egyptian, classical Greek, 
or Roman references; Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., is one 
example (Landy, 1969). But perhaps the administrative facilities supporting 
the highly celebrated Apollo launches at the end of the 1960s are a more 
accurate portrayal of an unbiased historical perspective, rendered by the 
technical lands that they architecturally represent. NASA’s Space Centers, 
commemorating Presidents Kennedy and Johnson and supported by 
alternative strategies requiring the construction of new facilities, reinforce 
projections of power and simultaneously economize the spaceport progress. 
The relationship of the administrative apparatus—particularly as a critical 
mode of conservation of technical lands for departing Earth—inevitably 
is dismissed and replaced with new economics and an asymmetrical 
sense of political and cultural memory. And we are left with the glorified 
technologies, celebrity astronauts, and commemorated politicians.

The transcendence from a terrestrial surface to extraterrestrial 
bodies is physically made by the fragile, and temporal, infrastructures that 
form a techno-spatial landscape on earth. And here, in this history of space 
exploration, technical lands generate a continuous gateway of opportunity 
to see the universe and simultaneously ourselves. In keeping with Finney’s 
earth-space relationship, however, these processes seem to constantly 
fluctuate through the projected views outward onto an extraterrestrial 
surface and into the cosmos. And inversely, the morphological evolution 
of launch sites imprints our representations of planet earth. The role of 
infrastructure embedded in the landscape depicts cultural forms of human 
settlement.

The spaceport’s artifacts are evidence of a specific geographical 
positioning, both in terms of technical performance for departing the 
Earth and of political projections that constantly expand the endless 



frontiers of occupied space. Just as the remote American wilderness 
opened up cultural imagination in space, so too does the infrastructure of 
technical lands for space exploration inform a productive and evolving 
cultural convention of discharge, including abandonment. Imagination is 
as valuable as hard science.4 The spaceport’s discrete objects and their 
exclusion of an environment outside double as a secondary skin projecting 
natural processes and performance. The mockup of extraterrestrial sites 
on our earth’s surface simulates a planetary surface unknown. The 
irony of suggesting our surface resembles the moon, Mars, or other 
bodies exaggerates our duality of representing ourselves in the natural 
universe. However, how does this projected imaginary participate with 
the formulation of territory as a consequence of urbanization and power?  

Understanding the American spaceport as technical lands 
fundamentally transform our understanding and representations of territory, 
space, and power. However, the design fields have defined the urban 
condition as an assumed, distinct territorial condition from the regional 
scale. Several issues arise when placing the launch sites into a synthetic 
context of urbanization and territory. The processes of urbanization are 
now actively extended and porous, simulating a strategically logistical 
landscape. It very well could be that the historical launch sites are 
indications of this formula; remote and restricted, they paradoxically 
expand “planetary urbanization.”5 As demonstrated in recent political 
geography literature, it is not only the “planetary urbanized” conditions, 
but the technical lands themselves that have generated relations of power 
and, more interestingly for launch sites, have produced imaginaries of 
what nature is, or should be, through the operations of military sites and 
place-based science. It is those relationships between the supposedly 
traditional motifs of technology and nature that mirror the invisible 
national infrastructure and cultural imaginaries. It seems that we have a 
much stronger relationship with territory in the urbanized sense and with 
technology in the synthetic sense, as we actively produce and discard 
territorial boundaries.6 



In 2017 NASA released a report titled Emerging Space: The 
Evolving Landscape of 21st Century American Spaceflight. The report 
offers interesting literature and facts on space exploration in the age of 
privatized economies but does not describe the way the landscapes and 
infrastructures themselves evolved, adapted, or even, in many cases, came 
to be abandoned. The latest photography documenting the abandonment of 
the NASA launch sites illuminates the disparate policy focus from the early 
1960s to today.7 Once the focus of the world’s attention, these sites are now 
completely dismissed. Regardless of the launch sites’ specific histories—
continued, decommissioned, or abandoned—the infrastructures of the 
launch sequence, as they were amplified in the late 1950s, relentlessly 
shaped and re-shaped territory and subsequently formed a cultural 
landscape. While previously criticized by many as neglectful of nature, 
“drosscapes,” or excessive asphalt deserts, airports became attached, 
landscape architects have noted, to the comprehensive to the local urban 
aesthetic, cultural, and economic modes and interactions. Then, if it can 
be claimed that “the airport is an increasingly significant surrogate for 
the contemporary centerless city itself,” we may find more expanded 
definitions when evaluating the spaceport from the birth of technology, 
infrastructure, and humans in space.8 This historical dichotomy between 
“nature” and “technology” now has a more interconnected relationality 
within the spaceport complex. Possibly at a different scale, the evolution 
of infrastructure (technology) and the landscape (environment) might 
reveal a useful narrative for the way logistics, landscape, and morphology 
contribute to the continuous reframing of territory and planetary 
urbanization.9 

The legibility of cultural artifacts is absorbed through demarcations 
as architecture, made from the physical and the political while allowing 
the image of territory to be endlessly projected. Preservation is formed 
from a deeply rooted discourse which conveniently falls into the hands 
of capitalism, political territory, and its mechanical processes.10 Is it 
possible that territory is not defined solely on the conditions of land as 



an object, but instead as a variable configuration of intensified human 
settlements as technical lands? The absence of traditional preservation 
in the technoscientific spaceport complex seems to be an intentional and 
culturally accepted decision. But we can begin to utilize the lessons from 
the spaceport to offer new design tools for working in the context of blurry 
confrontations of predetermined dualities presented by the architecture of 
technical lands.
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